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P.O. Box 3145 
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ZIP 96802 

hawaiian island ®l creations 
HAWAIIAN ISLAND SPORTS 941-4491 
Aln Monnn CfIlter 
HAWAIIAN ISLAND CREATIONS 262-7277 
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HEA DOUARTERS 

520 KAMOKU STREET 
HONOLULU, HAWAI I 96826 

PHONE 946-4286 

De ar friends: 

AN INCORPORATED ASSOCIATION OF MEMBERS 

OF THE 

lOaTH INFANTRY BATTALION 

It is my distinct pleasure to extend to all Club 100 members, their wives, 
the club widows, and the special friends of the club my warmest greetings on 
this the 40th Anniversary Celebration of this veterans organization. 

It is difficult to believe that four decades have passed since the Nisei 
so ldie rs on June 5, 1942 sailed on to then unknown destinations for rigorous 
fi eld training and then on to battlefields in Italy and France. 

Out o f the camaraderie developed in the training fields and the numerous 
bat t le c ampaigns has grown the unique kind of friendships between wartime buddies 
which have endured over the years. 

We have g rown old together. But our loyalty to the organization h as not 
diminished a t a ll; in fa c t, it has grown steadily over the years. Your attendance 
at the various chapter and club activities has shown me that you are all supporters 
of our c lub. 

This year we a re c e lebrating the 40th anniversary of the fo rmation of the 
100th Infantry Ba ttalion. The members have made each 10th year's celebration a 
bigger one than the usual anniversary party. This year's reunion schedule is 
filled with va r ious events all planned for the enjoyment of the registrants. 

I wan t to thank all of you for your support of the 198 2 Anniversary Reunion. 
To those membe rs and wives, and friends who are here from California, Arizona, 
Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, Pennsylvania, Florida and Wisconsin: special thank you 
and aloha to each of you for thinking of the club and traveling thousands of miles 
to be here with the Hawaii members. 

Out o f this year's anniversary reunion wi ll come the birth of renewed vigor to 
strive for and do more thing s to make Club 10 0 a more viable organization in the 
next two decades. I believe that each o f us c a n share in the growth of Club 100. 
Let us work together to reach our goals. 

Sincerely, ' _ 

/ Si;;;'t.l"c'..c/ )L/Z ,k~-z-/~~ , ~L~ 
Stanley~akamoto . 
President 

SN/chm 



GEORGE R . ARIYOSHI 
GOVERNOR 

EXECUTIVE CHAMBERS 

HONOLULU 

MESSAGE FROM GOVERNOR GEORGE R. ARNOSHI 

It is a pleasure to extend my heartfelt aloha and congratulations to the 
members of Club 100 on the occasion of the 40th anniversary of the activation of 
the 100th Infantry Battalion, June 30 to July 4, 1982. 

Our history books tell us of the courage and gallantry of the soldiers of the 
100th Infantry Battalion, who fought on many battlefields in countries far from our 
island shores. The battalion's innumerable citations, the members' countless 
decorations, attest to a spirit and deep love of country that have been the source of 
strength and pride of this organization for four decades. 

Yet, our history would be incomplete if no mention was made of their role in 
shaping the future of our islands and the nation, in blazing a path of opportunity 
and equality for so many of our citizens. If not for their determination and 
perseverance, traits no doubt strengthened by war-time experiences, our islands 
and people would not have been able to achieve the prosperity and success we and 
our children now enjoy. 

This is an accomplishment in which we can all take pride, a feeling of 
achievement that we can all share. I express my best wishes for a memorable 40th 
anniversary celebration. 



SPARK M. MATSUNAGA 
HAWAII 

WASHINGTON OFFJCE: 

5121 DIRKSEN BUILOING 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20510 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20510 

HONoLULU OFFICE: 

3104 PRINCE KUHIO BUILDING 

HONOLULU, HAWAII 96850 

Mr. Stanley Y. Nakamoto 
President 
Club 100 
520 Namoku Street 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96826 

May 27, 1982 

MESSAGE FROM U. S. SENATOR SPARK MATSUNAGA 

It is with the greatest of pleasure that I extend my 
warmest aloha and heartiest congratulations to the memb e rs 
of Club 100 on this the 40th anniversary of the foundin g of 
the 100th Infantry Battalion. 

As a charter member, I am proud of the record of the 
One Puka Puka in war and in peace over the past four decade s . 
My one regret is that there are much too many who are missin g 
from our ranks and who are unable to join us on this 
occasion. For those of us blessed with longevity, it is mo st 
fitting that we take time not only to reminisce over a 
remarkable past, but to reaffirm our dedication to the 
improvement of our community and to the building of a greater 
America. We can do no less to honor our fallen comrades . In 
keeping with our Club's motto, we must make ourselves readily 
available "for continuing service" to give real meaning to 
the principles of freedom, justice and equality, f o r which 
our Nation stands. 

Anniversary celebrations such as this s hould s erve 
not only to bring old friends together for th e swapping of 
tall stories, but also to rekindle old asp irati ons toward 
the achievement of universal goals of pe ace on earth, goodwill 
among all peoples, in order that future s a c r ifices of life and 
blood need not be necessary. Let it neve r be said that 
veterans of the IOOth Infantry Battalion are too old and too 
weary "for continuing service." 

Me ke aloha pumehana. 

Sincerely, 



DANIEL K. INOUYE 
HAWAII 

40th Anniversary 
Club 100 

ROOM 105. RUSSELL SENATE BUILDING 

WASH INGTON. D .C. 20510 

(202) 224-3934 

June 3~-July 4, 1982 

Honolulu, Hawaii 96826 

Dear Friends: 

The formation of the 100th Infantry Battalion some forty 
years ago was a turning point in the history of the 
Hawaiian Islands and the lives of our citizens. 

Much has been said of the sacrifices of the Nisei in our 
nation's service during World War II. This bloody toll 
enabled the acceptance of Japanese Americans as full 
citizens, in dedication and loyalty. It also influenced 
the subsequent enactment of Statehood for Hawaii. 

Thus it has been natural for many veterans to take a 
vigorous part in the leadership of our State, a role which 
continues to this day in government , business and every 
other field. 

As the torch of leadership is passed to our children, we 
can take enormous pride in our legacy. Hawaii today 
enjoys a standard of living that is second to none--a 
peaceful, prosperous, paradise that is the envy of others. 

It is said that there is no greater fulfillment in one's 
life than to leave a mark in history. Please be assured, 
my comrades, that you have indeed played an instrumental 
role in the success of our Is~ands and our nation that 
will be felt for many generations. 

DKI :mcb 

/ 
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New from 
the World's 
Leader in 
Air Conditioning 
and Heat Pump 
Technology 
Tempo 341 ... the Carrier heat pump water heater .. . can save as much as 50% off 
residential electric water heating bills . 

• heats water. cools • dehumidifies • saves money. saves energy 

Here it is! The answer to one of the biggest home energy problems ... heating water! 
Normally this is the largest use of the energy in the home ... and a reasonable estimate of 
the cost for a family of 4 is $400 a year. So the savings can be considerable. Tempo 341 not 
only saves money, it also saves energy - heats water, cools and dehumidifies. To achieve 
this, Carrier applied its famous heat pump expertise and produced a reliable, easy-to
install, quality unit. Call us today and start saving money. 

dstributed by 

(II am~rican 
o equipment 

• cO.Jlne. 
1602 Kanakanul Street 
(mauka of Nimitz between 
Waiakamilo Rd. & Kalihi 5t.) 

PHONE: 847-6511 

Saving Energy Today for 
more Energy Tomorrow 

-----------DEALERS-----------
Oahu 
Air Engineering Co ... .. ...................... 848-1040 
American Air Conditioning . .. ...... . ...... ... 531-0323 
Advanced Air Conditioning .. ... ... . .......... 735-2023 
Aloha State Refrigeration ........... .......... 536-4339 
Refrigi-Aire Service .......... ..... ...... ..... 949-343 
Robert's Refrigeration .............. .......... 538- 245 
Sea Breeze Air Conditioning ..... : ..... ......• 523-
Refrigeration Equipment ........ . ......... .•• 845~ 7 
Precision Air Conditioning ............. ...•• 53 -
Hilo-Hawail 
Harry's Air Conditioning & Sheet Metal ....•• _ 935-323 
Kona-Hawall 
Kona Air Conditioning & Sheet Metal . . ••.•.. 
Maul 
JECO Air Conditioning & Sheet Meta, ...•.• _. 7-2a34 
Maui Refrigeration Service ................. _. 2 -3 
Kaual 
Kauai Refrigeration ............•.•..••.....• _ 2 S
Import Sales & Service ......... ••..•.•......• 24 



Our 40th Anniversary 
An essay on linkage: What makes us tick 

Of Heroes: Past and Present 

by Ben Tamashiro 

Japan, in 1868, made one of the most momentous decisions in her two thousand 
years of history when she broke up the Tokugawa Shogunate, thus ending the 700-
year re ign of the shogun; returned power to the Imperial Throne; shed her medieval 
clo th; then stepped out into the Western world. She moved out at a pace so frenzied 
that she left those nations wondering what they had unleashed when they insisted 
that Japan open her doors to them; not as a favor, but as a right. It was a pace 
which was not to slacken for three-quarters of a century, until that morning in 
September 1945 in Tokyo Bay when the emissaries of the Emperor, before General of 
the Army Douglas MacArthur on the decks of the battleship Missouri, signed the 
documents signifying Japan's defeat in World War II. 

The years between those two emphatic events gave rise to many a military hero 
as Japan defeated China in the China-Japanese War of 1894-1895, then startled the 
world by defeating Russia in the Russo-Japanese War ten years later. She joined 
the Allies in World War I. In the 1930s, she began a series of incursions into 
China which ultimately became a part of World War II. 

Of the many heroes who marched across the Japanese landscape over that period 
o f time, the most heroic is undeniably Saigo Takamori. If, as the assertion goes, 
that the times produce the man, then it is a verity that the times also shape the 
man. And if there was anyone singular servitor in the Restoration who served 
bo th Emperor and the people in notable fashion, that was Saigo - the quintessential 
her o of the Meiji Restoration of 1868, the ultimate hero of modern Japanese history. 
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Early struggles for power: Fujiwara, 
Taira, Minamoto 

Long before Saigo, however, many another 
had left his mark upon Japan's contentious 
soil. As Japan progressed from its age of 
myths and indigenous cult to the age of Nara 
(the 700s) and into the period of Heian Kyo 
(later Kyoto) and the first twelve centuries 
of its existence, one of the most significant 
social changes of this early period was the 
emergence of the military aristocracy: the 
bushi, or samurai, and the establishment of 
a military headquarters with broad civil 
powers, the Shogunate. 

Armor-clad samurai. He personified the ideals 
of strength and courage of Japan's feudal age. 

From the time of Nara, the remarkable 
Fujiwaras had already begun to exert their 
political influence over the emperors, their 
particular acumen the ability to control and 
eliminate outside interferences through 
peaceful means. Heian Kyo meant "The City of 
Peace and Tranquillity" and any application 
of undue force in the attainment of political 



control would have been totally incongruous, to say the least, with the mari
festations of the new capital of Japan. 

But the elegant society of the Heian Era was an anachronism because even 
as the good life flourished in the culture-oriented society, the countryside 
remained in dark and unenlightened feudalism. The major role of the warrior class 
was to settle land disputes and keep peace in the provinces and the capital. But 
its leaders were champing for power. So as the silken robes and poetic forms and 
other external expressions of the mannered way of life began to make the Court 
lose practical control of the country, the Tairas and the Minamotos fought their 
way into the opening thus created. Both military clans were descended in collateral 
lines from the early Heian emperors. 

In the jockeyings for power between the two, the Tairas initially bested the 
Minamoto. The most renowned of the Tairas was Kiyomori who defeated Minamoto in 
two wars between 1150 and 1159. 

It was a time when not to be a Taira was not to be a man. All the high 
offices of the Imperial Ministry and Guard were filled by Kiyomori men while his 
women had married their way into the Imperial Court. Brilliant in tactics and 
administration, he made one crucial error in judgment - he allowed himself to be 
persuaded to spare the lives of Yoritomo and Yoshitsune, children of the rival 
Minamoto clan. They were to be his downfall. 

The exploits of the Taira are recorded in liThe Tales of Heiki" CHeiki being 
another name for Taira), one of the masterpieces of Japanese literature of the 
thirteenth century. It tells, for one, of a key victory for the Minamoto, the 
battle of Ichi-no-tani in 1184 on the shores of the Inland Sea when Yoshitsune, 
in a daring-do, caught the Taira from the rear, forcing them to flee in disarray 
across the waters to the island of Shikoku. 

And the following year, near the present-day Shimonoseki, the two clans came 
to grips in a celebrated naval battle which was to be the triumph of the Minamoto, 
the ruin of the Taira. Kiyomori's widow was on one of the ships and when she saw 
that defeat was certain, she cradled her youthful sovereign, the eight year old 
boy-Emperor, in her arms and leaped into the sea - "sank with him at last beneath 
the waves." 

The Shogunate 
Yoshitsune and Yoritomo had combined their forces to bring about the downfall 

of the Taira. But in victory, Yoshitsune was a threat to his half-brother Yoritomo. 
The animosity between the two worsened; they became mortal enemies. Yoshitsune was 
put continually on the run, until he could run no more. Then he killed himself. 

Minamoto. Yoritomo continued to consolidate his regime and in 1192 chose for 
himself the title of Shogun, the first shogun in Japan's history. Thus was created 
the shogunal form of government. It was to continue in one form or the other for 
the next seven hundred years; the last two hundred and sixty-five under the remarkable 
Tokugawas. 

The history of the shogun, in one aspect, is a continuous round of family 
intrigues and internecine warfare. For example, Yoriie, the second Minamoto shogun, 
at the urging of his father-in-law, formed a conspiracy to destroy all internal 
opposition. But when Yoriie's mother found out about it, she had her father, 
Tokimasa, murder her son's father-in-law. This led to a general uprising by 
Yoriie's in-laws. While they were assembled in a palace, Tokimasa had the place 
set on fire and they all perished. Yoriie himself was assassinated by Tokimasa a 
year later. Sonetomo, the third and last of the Minamoto shogun, was also assa
ssinated. 

Fujiwara and the Imperial Princes. In comparison, the reigns of the two 
Fujiwara shogun, Yoritsune and Yoritsugu, who followed the Minamotos, were relatively 
uneventful. 

But the lives of the six Imperial Princes, all sons of emperors, who ruled as 
shogun for the next eighty-six years, were another round of assassinations, fatri
cides, and similar horrors. 
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Ashikaga. The Ashikaga shogunate began with Takauji in 1338 and ended with 
Yoshiaki two hundred thrity-five years later. Takauji was a descendent of the 
Minamoto and aspirations to rise to the dignity of a shogun flowed in his veins 
from early days. Denied the title, he ran his own battles of conquest against 
imperial troops, established himself at Kamakura and took the title of Shogun. 
Declared a rebel, he entrenched himself in the Hakone mountains from where he 
inflicted a bloody defeat upon imperial troops who had been sent after him. With 
that victory, a great number of daimyo came to his side and with their assistance 
he marched upon Kyoto. In subsequent battles, he was expelled from Kyoto, then 
returned in trium·ph. And so he continued fighting for twenty years, to cling to 
his title he had fought so hard to attain, only to see his brother and illegitimat~ 
son turn against him, casting a deep gloom over him in his last days. He died of 
cancer in 1358, leaving his power to his legitimate son, Yoshiakira, who ruled for 
nine years, then abdicated in favor of his son, Yoshimitsu, when he became ill. 

Yoshimitsu was only 10 years old when he became Shogun but he came under the 
guidance of wise ministers and in time raised the prestige of shogunal powers to 
its zenith. He established relations with China, cultivated letters, and favored 
artists. He was a Zen advocate. His rule of 28 years was the longest of the 
fifteen Ashikagas. After he abdicated in favor of his son, Yoshimochi, be built 
one of Japan's most splendid edifices, conceivably the most beautiful building 
of its kind - the "Kinkaku-ji" or Golden Temple. 

Kinkaku-ji Temple. Built in a secluded recess at foot of rolling hills on outskirts 
of Kyoto. Pictures were taken during 1974 Club 100 Autumn Tour of Japan. Left, my 
first view as I came off the path from bus parking lot. The next two are in sequence; 
took 5 sequential shots as I walked along the curving pathway leading to the Golden 
Temple . 

After Yoshimochi came Yoshikazu, Yoshinori and Yoshikatsuj then Yoshimasa who 
was mo re interested in pleasure than exercising shogunal authority. He did not have 
any children so he prepared his brother, Yoshimi, to be the next shogun. But the 
following year, a son, Yoshihisa, was born to him so Yoshimasa immediately took 
steps to annul the promise he had made.to his brother. The upshot was that all the 
daimyo took one side or the other in the family dispute and with other disagreements 
added, the whole erupted into a full-scale war, the ten-year long Onin War of 1467-
1477 • 
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Half of Kyoto was devastated in the long war and most of its great monuments 
were burned. (The loss of artistic objects and documents destroyed in the war 
are mourned even to this day.) The long years of seemingly endless fighting 
drained the resources of both sides. Everyone was sick and tired of it. Finally, 
the daimyo all returned to their domains and that was it. 

As for Yoshimasa who had managed to survive the war, he built himself on a 
hill east of Kyoto a palace which he called "Ginkaku-ji" or Silver Temple, in 
opposition to the Golden Temple his grandfather had built. He lived there for 
another ten years, further draining the meager treasury. Then his son, Yoshihisa, 
died. At that, Yoshimasa reconciled with his brother, Yoshimi, and nominated his 
son to be the next shogun. 

The Onin War had left the Ashikaga shogunate in shambles and although they 
continued to rule for another hundred years, the war was to prove a major break
point in Japan's political history inasmuch as it marked the end of the imperial 
system and led to an age of civil war, or Sengoku-jidaij the period from 1490 to 
1600 during which Japan was completely engulfed in civil war. 

The civil war produced two of the most colorful warriors in Japan's history, 
Oda Nobunaga and Toyotomi Hideyoshi. And ••• Tokugawa Ieyasu. 

The Sengoku-jidai, or the Age Of The Country 
At War, happened to coincide with the introduction 
of guns in Japan in 1543 by Portuguese rovers. 
(Painting at left, by Hokusai, depicts that moment.) 
Within a short time, the Japanese had become keen 
users of firearms and it didn't take them long 
before they were manufacturing their own. 

One of the big battles in which guns played 
a decisive part was the Battle of Nagashino in 1573. 
Lord Oda had an army of 30,000 of whom one-third 
were armed with guns. He positioned 3,000 of his 
best gunners in three ranks across a shallow stream, 
behind breastworks. As Lord Takeda'S men on calvary 
came charging at them, the gunners were told to hold 
their fire until the very last moment. At command, 
the thousand gunners in the first rank fired. As 
they went to their knees to reload, the second rank 
of thousand fired. And so onj presaging the Battle 
of Bunker Hill in the American Revolution by two 
centuries! Takeda's cavalry and men were mowed down. 

This particular scene was used by film 
director Akira Kurosawa as the climax to his magni
ficent movie, "Kagemusha" of a few years back. 

In his book, "Giving Up The Gun," Noel Perrin writes that it was a shock to 
everyone to find that a farmer with a gun could kill the toughest samurai so 
readily. Guns had destroyed the subtle rituals of samurai warfarej had come to 
overshadow the men with the sword. So they were gradually outlawed and the last 
great battle in which guns played a serious part was the Shimabara Rebellion of 
1637. The gun in Japan had run its course in less than a hundred years, not to 
appear for another two hundred. 

Nobunaga and Hideyoshi 

Oda Nobunaga was 15 when his father died. He became an expert in all kinds 
of warlike exercises but gave little heed to management and administration of his 
domain until his best retainer, frustrated at his inability to get the message 
across to him, committed suicide. Moved by such conduct, Nobunaga then changed 
his conduct for the better. 
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He was never one ':.8 turn away f r c ::! an enemy's challenge. As ~is reputatio n 
spread, he was frequent l y called upon b y the emperor for all kinds o f serv ice. 
He refused all emoluments: rather, h e went c ut and secured thin~s v~ his own. He 
helped his brother, Yc shia~i, become shogun ~n 1568. But five years late~, when 
he ciscovered that Yoshiaki and Takeda Shingen were plotting to get rid of hiT., 
he put Shingen tc rout and sent Yos h iaki to prison, thus ending the Ashikaga 
shogunate. 

He began the worK c f reorganizing t~e country to bring o rd e r out of the 
c ivil war plaguing the country, a work :hat was carriec on by Hideyoshi and 
finished by the Tokugawas. 

He wanted to break down the barriers between Japan and othe r nations but he 
was killed in 1582 s e h is vision had to await the ~piji Restoration inasmuch as 
the Tokugawas were in opposition to that idea. He is recognized as one of the 
greatest fi gures in ~~panese hist:ry. 

Toyotc mi Hideyos h i. like Ncbuna ga, was a ~an ar high intellect. That, 
together with his othEr capaoilities, quickly brought him to the attention of the 
latter and the ':.wo worKed ~~ co n cert un~~l Nobunaga's death. Hideyoshi continued 
the pursui~ of reorganizi~g the country; soon, most of the country was under his 
control. 

He then turned his aLten~ion to Korea and led an expedition of 30,000 into 
that country in 1592. The king o f Korea fled to China demanding help from the 
emperor. When the Chinese emper·::>r and Hideyoshi could not come to terms over 
Korea, Hideyoshi sent another large expedition into Korea Due Lha~ f a iled . He 
then ordered Ieyasu to call back the remnants of the army from Korea. 

Of low birLh, he r ~ se to the first rank, more by intellect than political 
cunning. For honors, ~ e considered the shogunate but this dignity could be given 
only to the descendents of Minamoto. He reestablished order out of civil war 
and when he died at a g e 62 in 1598, his legacy to Ieyasu was a country which had 
made the turn t o pe ac e and prosperity. 

He is certainly one o f the greatest figures in Japanese history. The blot 
upon his career was h is attempt at subjugating Korea and the fact that it was he 
who inaugurated relig ious persecutions in Japan. 

Tokugawa. Ieyasu, whose career paralleled those of Nobunaga and Hideyoshi 
outlived the other two and thus inherited the unity which they had created. He 
ascended to the Shogunate in 1603. 

One of the major criticisms of the Tokugawa shogunate is that its conservative 
policies took Japan out of the mainstream of world history and returned it to a 
state of feudalism. The samurai, by contrast, became the active leaders of society, 
dedicated to military preparedness and civil administration; privileged to bear a 
surname and to carry two swords. 

But the Tokugawa era also proved to be a period of immense intellectual, 
cultural, and institutional development. Ieyasu early realized that the great 
power he held over the destinities of others required of him a worldly view, as 
differentiated from the mystical view of life held by Buddhism; so Confucianism 
flourished, as it was emancipated from Buddhist control. But Buddhism itself 
took on a new coloration because of the government's anti-Christian policy. And 
for the shogunate's isolationist policy, Shinto took on an increased significance 
by giving the people a heightened sense of national identity. 
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The "chonin" culture was a fascinating development; chonin meaning non
samurai urban dwellers, the merchants and artisans. It had its origin in the 
great cities of Osaka, Kyoto and Edo. It was a culture nourished mainly by 
the search for enjoyment, the erotic. This was the world of ukiyo, or "floating 
world." 

" 
',' 

Central to ukiyo was the geshia. 
Popular illustrators came into play with 
the need for handbills to illustrate the 
world of ukiyo. So came ukiyo-e, the 
woodblock print. From depicting the 
idealized female types, ukiyo-e developed 
into a major art form. Hokusai and 
Hiroshige, for instance, became world 
famous for their subtle and colorful 
woodblock renditions of beautiful women, 
wintry landscapes and everyday scenes. 

The puppet theater evolved, and so 
did the live theater, or kabuki. 

Left, geisha and attendants - by Kiyonaga. 
Although the geisha world was off-limits 
to the samurai, they took to the gay quarters 
by leaving their swords behind. Thus, out 
of the mix of merchants and artisans and 
samurai in search of common pleasure often 
arose the conflict between duty ( giri) and 
passion (ninjo), with the geisha the central 
character in the conflict of morals. 

For all of this, the Tokugawa was not going soft; rather, the shogunate was 
facing up to some hard questions, one being how long it could hold off foreign 
incursions. 

Iemitsu, the third shogun, had closed the country to all foreign commercial 
transactions and forbade the building of large ships which could offer possibili
ties for long voyages out of the country. The seventh shogun, Ietsugu, further 
promulgated the isolationist policy by directing the daimyo of Kyushu to burn any 
foreign vessel that should land on its shores and to kill the crews. And although 
further efforts were made by succeeding shogun to keep Japan isolated, foreign 
ships continued to appear off its coasts. 

Then came Commodore Perry in July 1853. He anchored in Sagami Bay and was 
held off for a week. On the 14th, he landed with an escort of 300 armed sailors 
and handed a letter from President Fillmore to Ieyoshi (twelfth shogun) and 
announced he would be back in a year for the reply. But he returned sooner than 
that, in February, with seven warships. 

After much discussion by the shogunate, including the possibility of going 
to war with the United States, the Treaty of Kanagawa was signed, opening the 
ports of Shimoda and Hakodate to American vessels. Nagasaki was added later. 

The first U.S. consul general arrived in Shimoda in 1856. Townsend Harris 
worked for a U.S.-Japan commercial treaty which was signed the following year. 
The force of events had begun to overtake the Tokugawa Shogunate. 

Militarily, the young samurai of the southern domains of Satsuma (Kagoshima) , 
Hizen (northwest Kyushu), Choshu (Yamaguchi) and Tosa (Shikoku) were agitating 
for reforms that seemed urgently necessary if Japan was to avoid the fate inflicted 
by the Western powers on India and, more recently, on China. (This was no idle 
concern. To highlight the reality of such a matter, here's a 1982 update; 
illustrating, at the same time, the point that nations have long memories: At a 
recent meeting in Helsinki of the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank, 
the representative of the People's Republic of China put China squarely in the 
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camp of the Third World nations, telling the assembled representatives of the 
developing nations that they must not forget they all share "one major and 
prominent characteristic, namely that they were all plundered and exploited 
by the imperialists and colonialists in the past.) 

These young samurai felt that new policies were necessary for Japan's 
national survival and emergence as a world power. They wanted to restore 
i mperial rule so that they would be in a position to dictate policy changes in 
the name of the emperor. 

Loyalists like Saigo had already felt the sting of the shogunate purge 
against the rising rebellion of the young samurai. He had been captured and 
e xi l ed twice. Now he was a central figure in the last feverish Qaneuvers to 
topple the Iokugawa shogunate. 

In the ultimate battle of the Restoration, the southern coalition's army 
o f four thousand defeated a shogunate army of twenty thousand. Saigo then 
negotiated for the surrender of the shogunate headquarters in Edo and thereby 
saved the city from destruction from the ravages of fighting. 

However, there remained pockets of resistance to change. A great number 
of daimyo protested the forced resignation of the shogunate, precipitating 
internal strifes between the imperial forces and the daimyo dissidents. The 
dissidents were gradually driven northward. Their final defeat came a year and 
a half later (June 1869 ) at Hakodate. The Imperial Restoration was now a fully 
accomplished fact. 

The Hawaii connection 

Even as Japan was opening he r doors to foreign entry, the first migration 
o f her citizens was taking place, albeit somewhat unauthorized. 

~~~~~--~~--------~ i 
i 

i -t:! 
~' ~ I 

Yokohama, at the 
time of Restoration, 
was alive with the 
foreign flavor of 
traders, merchants, 
sailors and diplomats, 
and cut ups of the 
day. The port city 
attracted large 
numbers of would-be 
Japanese adventurers 
of all types, drawn 
by visions o f employ
ment and qui c k profits 
in the service of the 
gaijin. Out of this 

The foreign concession at Yokohama melange of people, 
Eugene Van Reed, 

consul general of Hawaii, had recruited 300 Japanese to migrate to Hawaii to work 
on Hawa ii ' s sugarcane plantations. 

Th e new Meiji government obviously had its hands full and the question of 
l ooking in t o the request of the consul general for approval to sail was not a matter 
of priority import. But Van Reed, who had started his recruitment drive long before 
the changeo ver of governments, refused to wait any longer. So in the early morning 
ours of May 17 , 1868, the steamship Scioto with 153 immigrants aboard, ranging in 

e from 13 t o 4 5 , lifted anchor and, sans lights, slipped its way out of Yokohama 
rbor. 

I t was a histo r ic moment and as history so often endows such moments , the 153 
r s ailing out of their homeland without authorization. They were, in truth, 

gled out of Japan! 
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In the group were a farmer or two; others skilled in trades and crafts such 
as tilemaking, plastering, woodcutting, dyeing, saddlemaking; an artist, a 
woodblock printer, a silkworm culturist; and merchants in fish and vegetables. 
Good labor material for work in the hot and stony canefields of Hawaii? Hardly! 

Nevertheless, they were the forerunners; the predecessors to the stream of 
immigrants to Hawaii who eventually were to number over 218 thousand. Together, 
they are the bridge over which our hearts and minds cross over to the centuries 
of our heritage; the bridge on which we stand for a view of our present. 

Saigo Takamori 

Saigo was 41 at the time of the Meiji Restoration. He had early sided with 
the anti-bakufu forces (bakufu, meaning the shogunate) in the emerging dispute 
as to whether Japan should discard its isolationist role. His actions leading 
up to 1868 have been presented in preceding paragraphs. 

The loss of samurai dignity. With victory established for the emperor, 
Saigo returned to Kagoshima but he was soon induced to return to Tokyo (the name 
of the capital had been changed from Edo to Tokyo) to join the new regime. At 
43, he was the oldest in the group. He was made Commander-in-Chief and given 
the unique title of Field Marshal. 

Saigo had come from a strict samurai family. His upbringing was an emphasis 
on frugality and a dislike of luxury and ostentation, a seignorial disregard for 
money. His taste in food was plain. To him, the greatest of all dangers to 
sincerity was love of self. For all of these, he was revolted by the intimate 
relationships that the new government leaders had formed with the rapidly growing 
business giants like Mitsui; pained to see his colleagues luxuriating in the 
perquisites that attend political success. It was only time before his particular 
philosophical outlook on life was to bring him in conflict with the Meiji oligarchy. 

He wanted power to remain in the hands of patriotic warrior-administrators 
who would rule the country under the emperor, with their foremost consideration 
the welfare of the people and the glorification of the country. It was for this 
that he answered the call to duty of the new regime, only to see his friends turn 
in their idealism. 

He did not JOln the Restoration to oversee the demise of the samurai class 
but the wave of the future unleashed by his own victory over the bakufu engulfed 
and overwhelmed him, and everyone else as well. Although the Meiji regime was 
controlled largely by ex-samurai, as a class they no longer enjoyed the hereditary 
rights to govern. In 1872, a military conscription law was passed which deprived 
the samurai of the monopoly of military functions. Stipends of the samurai were 
cut off. The final humiliation was the ban on the carrying of the sword. 

But visions of the glory days of old sprang to the fore when Korea refused 
to recognize the new regime and Saigo was prepared to go to war over the issue. 
But his proposal was overturned by the very men who had long been his compatriots. 
In power, their views of nationalistic problems were markedly altered from the 
samurai days of Satsuma. This political defeat was too much to bear and Saigo 
left the government he had so assiduously worked to establish. 

Back in Kagoshima, while Saigo returned to a life of rustic pleasure, he 
also established a number of independent private schools where he trained Satsuma 
boys in the military arts, agriculture, and moral principles. 

Then in 1874, a series of uprisings began in different parts of the country 
against the government, organized by groups of ex-samuraj driven to fury by such 
governmental measures as the antisword edict, commutation of stipends, and its 
decision not to fight Korea. The government took steps to try to suppress these 
uprisings, including the sending of spies to Kagoshima to find out whether Saigo 
himself was behind the rebellion. 

But Saigo was too much of a loyalist to even consider a rebellion against 
the government, bound though he was in the very changes being perpetuated. But 
there was no one else around who bore the leadership qualities so desperately 
sought by the rebels. Reluctantly, he found himself being drawn into the vortex 
of a rebellion not of his making, something he had no heart for. But there was 
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r.C hay out. A~c s o he became the leader of the Satsuma Rebellion. The 
e~c~~s r decLa~ec ~i~ a traitor. 

The governmen~ mounted a large force of conscript soldiers to do battle 
with Saigo's rebels. The battle raged over the island s f Kyushu, from Satsuma 
in the south to Kumamoto Castle in tte central and to Miyazaki on the eastern 
sncres. The newly-organized i~~erial conscript army overwhelmed Saigo's hardy 
band of rebels. Saigo's home base sf Kagoshima fell into government hands. 
The battle had been ragi~6 for seven ~onths ~nd now Saigo's force o f twenty-five 
thousand cen had oeen rec~ced to a pathetic band of a few hundred. But Saigo 
fought on, fought his way back intc Kagoshima. The city was surrounded by thirty 
thousand government troops: the ou tc ,:: me was in~'l i table. 

On the morning of September 24. 1877, the government ~roops began a 
concentrated attack upon the rebels holed up in caves in the hills. Beset on 
all sides, they came out of their caves and descended the hill, intending to 
make a final charge upon the attackers. Saigo was hit in the groin by a stray 
bullet. Unable to walk any fU~~~ er , he bid his friends goodbye. Bowing in the 
direction of the Imperial Palace, he then committed hara kiri. it was allover. 
The last true samurai in Japanese history was dead. 

But the last samurai had also been declared a traitor. Here was a samurai 
who had always exhibited a genuine sympathy for the weak and the oppressed. 
During those days in exile, for instance, on an island which turned out to be 
the prinCipal sugarcane plantation for Satsuma, Saigo railed against the plantation 
supervisor for his inhuman treatment of workers. Although a prisoner in exile, 
he nevertheless threatened to report the supervisor's behavior to Satsuma authori
ties. The life of the workers improved. 

Upon winning his first battle, during his early anti-bakufu days, he spared 
the lives of the captured, a rare act of clemency in Japanese warfare. He 
possessed the particular quality of being able to enter into the feelings of 
others. Such a man a traitor? 

In 1890, Emperor Meiji himself entered 
into a rare act of clemency. He made a 
posthumous pardon of Saigo for his revolt 
against the government and returned to him 
his former rank - and dignity. 

There is a statue of Saigo in Ueno 
Park in Tokyo (pictured at left). Its 
construction costs were borne by donations 
by citizens. In World War II, the 
Occupation Forces had a plan to demolish 
the statue. To them, it was a symbol of 
Japanese nationalism and militarism. But 
when the people heard about it, they raised 
such a public outcry that the hands of 
Supreme Headquarters were stayed. 

Let me add a personal aside to this. 
One recent Sunday morning, I was in Ala 
Moana Park helping my wife, Gloria, set up 
her tent for a craft fair. She's a member 
of the Pacific Handcrafters Guild and the 
Guild was staging one of its periodic events 
that morning. After the chores were over, 
I sat myself in a corner of the tent and 
started working on this article. I was 
busily scribbling away when I became aware 
of a body standing beside me. I stopped, 
looked up, said "Hi!". The guy was just 
curious as to what the furious scribbling 
was all about. He was also casting glances 
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glances at the two or three reference books on the table. He seemed to b 
jolly chap so I pulled up a chair for him. And before I knew it, we were in 
about an hour-long conversation. 

He was a tourist from New Zealand, on his way to Canada, then the U. S. 
From the east, he would travel westward, then on to Japan, and be back in his 
home town on July 4th. 

His name is Donald William Pearce, age 61, Army No. 254658, formerly of 
the 27th Machine Gun Battalion of the New Zealand Division, commanded by General 
Freyberg. He was there in Cassino at the time the 100th was there, in the early 
months of 1944. He vividly recalls watching the bombing of the Abbey, and l ater 
the town of Cassino itself. He was wounded in April, evacuated, and that wa s 
the end of the fighting for him. In civilian life, he was senior lecturer in 
mathematics at Teachers' College; not a teacher of math but teaching teachers 
how to teach math! He retired several years ago. 

A perspective of sorts 

I explained to Donald Pearce what I was writing about, who it was for. 
He was interested. I showed him a picture of the statue of Saigo; Saigo with 
his dog, his constant companion on his walks about the hills of Satsuma; then 
gave him a short dissertation about the Restoration Period, about Saigo. I 
asked him whether he had any specific sightseeing plans while in Tokyo. None, 
he said; he knew very little about the city. Well, I suggested, if he had the 
time and the inclination (he was traveling with his wife), he might want to 
look up Saigo's statue in Ueno Park. He wrote down the particulars. 

The common thread that pulled us together was Cassino; the respect of one 
soldier for another. But Pearce had also sensed that something special about 
Saigo when I passed him the book on my table - "The Nobility Of Failure: Tragic 
Heroes In The History Of Japan." There was that bi t of deja vu about him as he 
flipped through its pages. He had expressed himself a bit on the seeming futility 
of Cassino. 

New Zealand was once a part of the British Empire. Today, it is a dominion 
(a self-governing country) within the empire. The Falkland Islands issue had 
just burst upon the front pages of the newspapers. I had a question for Pearce. 
It was my understanding that there were quite a number of Britishers in Argentina 
itself, many of them born there; citizens of Argentina. I wondered who these 
British-Argentinians would fight for, if it ever came to that. Using our Nisei 
experience, I ventured that they would fight for Argentina. "No! No!" he avowed. 
"Never! They'll fight for Britian!" 

Heroes of t he 100th 

Heroes corne in many a form, can corne at you in any number of ways. I never 
fail to be enthralled, for instance, in reading Tennyson's "The Charge Of The 
Light Brigade"; telling of that horrible dilemma of the 600 having to ride 
"half a league onward" into the face of cannons to the right, to the left and 
in front of them. The charge lasted twenty minutes; only 195 returned. Yet, 
when the remaining few were regrouped, a voice called out, "We are ready to 
go again!" That's how I remember the Crimean War. 

In our time, Cassino brings on the image of "Purple Heart Valley." And 
Bruyeres shall forever be "The Lost Battalion". Tough days? You bet! 

Take the following, for instance. It comes from the Army's publication, 
"The Mediterranean Theater Of Operations." The battleground is Cassino, mid
February 1944. The 1st and 2nd Battalions of the 141st Infantry, 36th Division 
were down to 22 officers and 160 men. (The 1st of the 141st was later to become 
"The Lost Battalion" at Bruyeres.) Then this: 

The 34th Division had suffered equally. In the three weeks between 
the first attack to take the Italian barracks area and the final 
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effort in the northeastern corner of Cassino, the 3d Battalion, 
133d Infantry, had captured 122 prisoners but had lost 52 killed, 
174 wounded and 23 missing in the rifle companies - 30 men remained 
in Company I, 70 in Company K, and 40 in Company L. The 100th 
Battalion, 133d Infantry, was in even worse condition. By the 
ni ht of 7 February the total stren th of the three rifle com anies 
numbered 7 officers and 78 men. Underscore added. 

Of such stuff are legends made. But there are other aspects in the fights 
for survival. "Chicken" Miyashiro (Charlie Chapter) tells of one in the Puka 
Puka Parade, Feb. '79 issue. The scene of action is Bruyeres: "We had captured 
a lot of Germans, about 28 in all, and were taking them back. But you see, the 
interesting part is that we captured some German medics, see, and we treated 
them real good. What I mean is I was the t e that never killed risoners 
always took good care of them." Underscore added.) 

Why, or how come? It was a sizeable group that was trying to reach the 
American lines, the 28 prisoners plus about a dozen Charlie Company men of whom 
five were litter cases, including Chicken. The prisoners were being used as 
litter bearers. But suddenly the tables were turned when the group ran into a 
German patrol. Now, Chicken and his group were the captives. Surprisingly, 
however, instead of making the Charlie Company men now carry their own litter 
cases, the German medics continued to do so until the group reached the German 
evac hospital. 

On a much larger and higher plane, there is the case of the "Tiger of 
Malaya." The majority of the journalists covering the trial of General Yamashita 
felt that he was being unfairly condemned. Justice Murphy, in his dissent 
against the charge of the military tribunal that Yamashita was a war criminal, 
probably said it best: "An uncurbed spirit of revenge and retribution, masked 
in formal legal procedures for purposes of dealing with a fallen commander, can 
do more lasting harm than all the atrocities giving rise to that spirit." It 
was the first time in the history of the modern world that a military commander 
was being held criminally liable for acts committed by his troops. 

General MacArthur could have lifted the American ethos above the hate and 
vindictiveness of the long war in the Pacific; he could have made of himself a 
greater hero than he already was. But he approved Yamashita's execution. 

The distance between actions like Chicken's treatment of prisoners as 
human beings first, and MacArthur's decision, is not so great as it may seem. 
For a country's sense of honor and justice is perceived in just such deeds -
and reflected in the response of others, like that of the German medics, who 
continued to carry the litter cases of Charlie Company. 

The remark is often heard that the 100th is full of heroes: the 1,400 who 
sailed out of Honolulu harbor in June 1942, and the many, many more who came in 
as replacements. But forty years down the road and we have hardly begun to 
scratch the surface for them. There are a handful, though, whom we've written 
about in the Puka Puka Parade. These summaries may refresh your memories • 

• Goro Sumida (Able Chapter). He was one of six brothers who served in 
the war. The seventh volunteered but the military said six was more than they 
could ask of anyone family. Goro remembers his mother's jet black hair having 
turned completely white by the time he came home from the war. Near Colli, in 
the dead of night, he had to freeze himself against a stone wall to escape 
detection when a German patrol came by. And for all the noise that the patrol 
was making, he wondered why his machine gunners had not opened up on the patrol. 
It couldn't be that his men had been oblivious to the same loud noises that had 
alerted him; worse, could it have been that Lhey were asleep at their posts? 
Next morning, he posed the questions to them. "How come they nevah fire? They 
said, no, they knew I was in front and if they fire, they might shoot me! So they 
nevah fire!" 
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• Tamotsu Shimizu (Rural Chapter). The newly-organized lOath was abou 
ready to leave Schofield, destination unknown. Tamotsu had just enough t 

to dash home to say goodbye to his father. The father told him that he a n 
so much concerned that he might come home in a coffin as to be assured that h 
served his country well and did not bring shame to the family. Above Rome, he 
was waiting for orders so he could go home on rotation. He had been twice de 
and had enough points to qualify for leave. Then a call came in for litter 
bearers. Tamotsu told his sergeant, Bill Oya, that he wanted to volunteer as one 
last favor for the boys before he took off for home. So he went out with three 
others. The Germans had mined the body of the dead lOath soldier. When Tamotsu 
lifted up his end of the body to place it on the litter, he was almos t blown to bits. 
In his grogginess, he wondered why he kept falling to his left. He didn't realize 
that his right arm had been blown off; that his whole backside had been peppered 
with hundreds of steel fragments. His plans to return home were delayed a year. 
He finally made it and returned to the family home in Ewa Plantation in June 1945. 
Things were pretty much the same as when he had left the place three years ago, 
including the community furo (public bath house) which was a central gathering 
point for all at the end of a day's work. But now, when he went there for his 
nightly bath, his father accompanied him so he could help scrub his son's back. 
Imagine the pride that must have been the father's as each evening he helped his 
son regain his strength amidst the company of treasured friends, who shared with 
him the affirmation that his son had fought well for his country. 

• Larry "Kodak" Kodama (Hawaii Chapter). Kodak was a scout for D Company. 
Pistol in hand, he was making a house-to-house search in Bruyeres. He kicked 
in a door and came face-to-face with a man in civvies. As he was about to pull 
the trigger, the man called out, "Komerad!" Then - "One Puka Puka!" Kodak could 
scarcely believe his ears. His trigger finger held. The man turned out to be 
a member of the French Underground attached to the 36th Division. He obviously 
knew about the lOath. The years go by. One day, Kodak was picking up luggage 
at the Hilo Airport for a group of visiting Frenchmen from Bruyeres. In the 
bustle of the airport, that former Underground member, Jean Drahon by name, and 
Kodak suddenly bumped into each other. Up to that stunning moment, the two were 
totally unaware of the presence of each other. The coming together was as 
unexpected and as dramatic as that kick in the door that October day thirty-two 
years earlier. 

• Masao Awakuni (Charlie Chapter). Best known as "tank buster" for having 
knocked off two German tanks, the first at Alife and the second at Cassino. 
Did he feel brave? He's talking about his first encounter. "To me, bravery 
is not the word. It's the training. And especially the duty to perform -
that's what comes first. Duty - we have to show them that we are American 
citizens." Was he scared? "We were so tense and scared. You blink your eyes 
and all of a sudden, it's there in front of you." So Masao fired his bazooka. 
And before he knew it, he had fired all the five rounds he had. When he realized 
what he had done, he became concerned because he had nothing left. Suppose 
another tank shows up? But the next encounter didn't come till Cassino. He 
knocked off that one with one shot. 

• Kaoru Moto (Maui Chapter). The place was Castel1ina, below Leghorn. 
Charlie Company had been on the march practically all night in order to be at 
its assigned initial objective by morning. From there, Kaoru, the BAR man, 
moved up the hill before him. Almost immediately, he came upon a German 
machine gun nest. He blasted that out of action. Moving to his right, he 
saw another machine gun post below the hill. He blasted that out of action, 
too. But one of the enemy managed to get away and crawled halfway up the hill 
from where he took a potshot at Kaoru and hit him in the knee. Kaoru dressed 
his wound, then moved down the hill from where he knocked off a third enemy 
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gun emplacement across the gully. Born on Maui, Kaoru has been tied to the 
sugarcane plantation all his life. He's harbored some regrets about this 
restricted life. But as he so ably demonstrated that morning in Castellina, 
heroes also arise out of plantation camps. Meaning? That sometimes, it takes 
more than a hero to simply be what you are • 

• Ken Kaneko (Baker Chapter). A basic doctrine of battle is the 
maintenance of contact with units on both flanks so that the whole front can 
move forward in concert, and to prevent breaks in the line. But, says Ken, 
because the men of the 100th always kept moving forward, pushing, goading 
units on the right and left to move up, they often found themselves at the 
po int of the whole frontline , at the forefront of a battle. The risks were 
great, the odds against success chancy. But the aggressive tactics also 
paid off. Many a time, they were able to infiltrate and encircle the enemy, 
to hit him from the least expected quarter, his unguarded rear (somewhat in 
the manner that Yoshitsune surprised and routed the Taira in the battle of 
Ichi-no-tani in 1184). As for Ken himself, his pal Yozo Yamamoto says of him, 
"That buggah got guts!" Ken was one of a handful in the 100th to receive a 
battlefield commission • 

• Yoshinao "Turtle" Omiya (Dog Chapted,. Like many another in the 100th, 
Turtle was a great ballplayer. He revels in McKinley high school's sports 
grands lam of 1937-8 when the school took the championships in football, basket
ball, swimming, track and baseball; a feat never duplicated. Turtle was 
catcher/captain of that baseball team. When the 100th was in North Africa, 
he was one of three from the 100th ball team picked to play on the 34th Division 
team for the North Af r ican army baseball championship. Turtle slammed a triple 
driving in two runs which, as it turned out was enough to win the game inasmuch 
as the final score was 4-0. But that is in the past, a past that Turtle can 
re-live only in his mind. For h e is blind, the only blind veteran in the 100th. 
The machine gun squad was marching u p Hill 600; Turtle seventh or eighth in 
line. One of the men up fron t tripped a "bouncing baby" anti-personnel mine. 
A wayward piece of steel flew past everyone in line and hit Turtle in his eye. 
He has tried hard to accommodate hims e lf to his particular handicap; tried 
several things in the past to keep himself going. Disillusioned? What else! 
For one, he can't follow a batted ball in flight any more. For a long while 
he held a passionate belief in God. In his fervid study of the Scriptures, he 
had visions of the words of the Lord coming to fulfillment in him. But when 
nothing happened, he concluded that God was not even listening to his prayers. 
And in those darker moments he had the temerity to call Him a hypocrite. 
Nevertheless, Turtle has kept up a cherry spirit. Despite his misfortune and 
unfulfilled expectations, he hasn't given up. That is perhaps his greatest 
contribution to us • 

• Hershey Miyamura (S. California Chapter). Hershey comes from Gallup, 
N. Mexico; that's where he is today. He came to the 100th (Dog Company) 
toward the end of the war, so he didn't spend much time in Italy. Back home, 
he enlisted in the Reserve and was called up immediately upon outbreak of the 
Korean War. In April 1951, the 3d Division was guarding the northern approaches 
to Seoul. Hershey's machine gun crew was set on a hilltop. One midnight, there 
was a sudden blast of bugles and other weird noises, the pitch-black night was 
burst open from the light of flares, and the communists came charging up the 
hill. Hershey's men held their ground and fought back with everything they had, 
until they had no more. He told his men to go, to seek the safety of their own 
lines before they were overrun. He fought on alone to give his men time to 
escape. Then he came off the mountaintop, only to be captured. He spent the 
rest of the war in a POW camp. Hershey had lost his mother when he was a young 
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lad; he had loved her very much and couldn't understand why the Lord had taken 
her away from him. This bitterness against the Lord lingered in his heart 
all through his adult life. After his capture, he and the others were being 
marched northward to the POW camp. The long march began to take its toll. 
Tired, hungry, worn out from a wound in his leg, he was on the point of giving 
up when a North Korean mother, at her risk of life, reached out and gave him 
sustenance. "I came to believe in the Lord again," says Hershey. He came 
home from the war to find that he had been awarded the Congressional Medal of 
Honor for his gallant stand that black night above Seoul • 

• William Terao (S. California Chapter). William was born in Stockton. 
At age 2, his father took him and the whole family back to Hiroshima. At 18, 
he pleaded with his father to let him return to the U.S.; reluctantly, the 
father let him go. That was the last he was to see of his father, and mother, 
too, because both perished in the atom bombing of Hiroshima. William's brother 
was a Buddhist priest so he was interned for the duration while William came 
to Company B of the 100th, just before the 100/442 left Italy for Mar8eilles 
and the battle of Bruyeres. William was injured in that battle. After the 
war, the two brothers felt the need to do something in memory of their parents, 
not in retaliation but as a means of salvation. They started a Buddhist church 
in Spokane so they could help the many others in their same dilemma. William 
had no money but he had to get to Hiroshima some how. So he reenlisted, 
became an interpreter in General MacArthur's headquarters, and finally got to 
Hiroshima. "After the visit I felt a little better," he said. Subsequently, 
he received his ordination as a Buddhist priest. But he has never forgiven 
himself for having left his parents when he was 18; for having thought only of 
himself when he pleaded with his father to let him return to America. But he 
feels that he has done some good in helping others through the teachings of 
Jodo Shinshu Buddhism. In the process, he has found peace for himself • 

• Sadao Munemori (Company A). Sadao was born in Los Angeles. His father 
died in 1938 so was spared the humiliation of being herded into a wartime 
relocation center. But the rest of the family had to go. That was in March 
1942. From Manzanar, Sadao volunteered for army service and came to the 100th 
at Anzio in May 1944. Eleven months later, at Seravezza in the Po Valley, as 
the 100th was on the attack, Sadao dodged through enemy fire and knocked off 
two enemy machine gun nests with grenades. He then withdrew to the safety of 
a shell crater occupied by two of his comrades. An enemy grenade came bouncing 
in. Instinctively, Sadao dived on the grenade and smothered the blast, saving 
the lives of his two comrades at the cost of his own. He was posthumously 
awarded the Congressional Medal of Honor. After the war, the Army named a 
troopship after him, the first such honor for a Japanese American. In July 1980, 
the Munemori family presented Sadao's Medal of Honor to the Army Museum at Ft. 
DeRussy. One of the two sisters of Sadao making the presentation wrs Yaeko 
Yokoyama. She is the wife of Albert Yokoyama, Medics Chapter • 

• Andy Shishido of Maui was one of the two men in the shell crater 
Sadao. When he read about the presentation in the papers, he flew to Honolulu 
to seek out the two sisters. They were strangers to him. Andy begged forgiveness 
of them - for the fact that it was only through Sadao's sacrifice that he was 
alive today. The sisters replied that there was nothing to forgive; they were 
happy that Sadao had made it possible for him to live. At that, Andy said they 
had just lifted a cross he had been carrying for 35 years. He thanked them and 
went back to Maui • 

• That cross was real, not just a figure of speech. Yaeko recently received a 
letter from the Shishido family. It said that Andy was always a fitful sleeper; 
nightmares not uncommon. But suddenly, after decades of restlessness, he was 
slumbering peacefully each night. They could not understand the abrupt change. 
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For over a year they wondered. Until they happened to read about his visit 
to Yaeko and her sister in the ~ov-Dec '81 issue of the Parade. Then they 
knew. The letter w~~ an expression of their thanks. 

The sum of it all 

The abbrev~aced acc~unts above are but representations of the two dozen 
or so interviews published to date in the Parade. They are meant to give 
an idea of cne s~ories waiting to be told. Some day, a poet or two, or perhaps 
a writer, with t~e ne~essary sensibilities for the issues Jf our time, may 
come along anc dJ fc~ Hawaii what 3ritain's poet laureace, Alfred, Lord 
Tennyson, did for tte Light Brigade. Tennyson's concern was not so much with 
the charge itself as with the soc~al implications vi blind obedience of young 
men to military orders - "Theirs was not to make reply/ Theirs not to reason 
why/Theirs but to do and die." (The inane charge is laid to the petty conflict 
of egos of two officers.) 

As for :he run-down of the seven-hundred-year reign of the shogun ••• the 
process of ~~er~canization of the nisei took place against the backdrop of the 
stories of tnose battles t~at are so TIuch a part of the history of Japan. The 
gigant~c images of heroes at bay, fighting off packs of charging and slashing 
swordsmen pit~ing samurai against samurai, fief against fief, daimyo against 
daimyo, shogun versus emperor •.• what imaginative young man could not but 
be thrilled and impressed by the sheer magnitude of such adventurism. 

But al~ays, above the clash of arms, are the high ideals and resolve of 
idealistic men. From them come such precepts as Duty, Honor, Country - words, 
for instance, which form the motto of the military academy at West Poi~t. Upon 
them rest the mark of heroes, past and present . 

One of the institutions pulling all of the past and the present together 
for us is our own Club 100. On that score, it is heartening to note that the 
club membership of 730 of last December compares with 575 a decade ago; an 
increase of over one-fourth, even as deaths claimed the lives of about half a 
hundred members during that time. Connect these numbers to the 1,432 Nho sailed 
out of Hawaii in June 1942 and to the many more from allover the main:and U.S.A. 
who came to the 100th through the end of the war - and it can be seen that there 
is still much potential in the life of the club. 

Sc let us this day ~elebrate our 40th Anniversary, in high spirits, confident 
of the future; appreciative of the fact that we have been given the scope to add 
something of value to the times that have nurtured us. 

- END -
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'Most decorated' 
If ifl--t o /ulo IfdvV1,t/S,{,v 
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100th Batta'lion at 40 
. On this day 40 years ago the were only one generation re

S.S. Maui left Honolulu Harbor moved from the land of their ' 
with 1,432 men aboard, all parents, Japan. On the Main
Americans of Japanese ancestry land, their kinfolk ' were being 
and members of the 100th Infan- "interned" in desolate, make
try Battalion. shift camps ' because of that: 

After Mainland training, the ancestry. , 
new unit was sent to Italy as . So the 100th Infantry, com
part of the Allied invasion of ,manded by Lt. Col. Farrant 
E;ut:'ope. The 100th fought at Turner of Hila, was well out to 
Cassino and Anzio, and then sea when the Battle of Midway 
was joined by the 442nd Regi- ended, a resounding victory for ' 
mental Combat Team, the.other the U.S. and, in retrospect, . a 
all-Nisei unit with many "ko- turning point of the Pacific war. 
tonks" or Mainlanders. At Bruy- Loyalty was never' a question 
ares, France, they rescued the in the minds of the men of the 
famous "Lost Battalion" of the lOOth Battalion, but "proof' of 
36th Texas Infantry, then finish- that loyalty to their fellow 
ed the war in Italy. Americans was much a part of 
. It is the most decorated bat- their valiant performance. On \ 

talion in Army history - its their return to Hawaii these 
4,000 medals including three men forged a new prominence 
})residential Unit Citations, a for themselves and their fami
Congressional Medal of Honor lies in Island affairs, particular
~nd 1,700 Purple Hearts. The ly, of course, in politics and gov
battalion lost 338 men in com- ernment. 
tiat. This year the 700 members of 
: No one knows why the lOOth Club 100 in Hawaii and on the ' 
l~ft Honolulu on June 5, but one Mainland celebrate their 40th 
theory goes like this. The Battle anniversary. climaxing in a ban
d! Midway had just started. Had quet July 3 and ending in Sep
it been lost, military command- tember with the annual memori
ers may have believed, there al service ' for the fallen at 
would be even more unfair Punchbowl Cemetery. 
questions raised about the loyal- They have a unique place in. 
ty of these Nisei. American history to commemo-
. Although Hawaii-born, ,they rate ~ and \0 be proud of. 
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~lub '100 slates "reunion 
for its 40th anniversary 

i
' Forty years ago yesterday, 
.432 men of the newall-nisei 
OOth Infantry Battalion sailed 

from Honolulu Harbor aboard 
!he S,S. Maui, headed for the 
¥ainland to train for combat. 
; Next month, the remaining 

gen from that much-decorated 
.S. Army unit will gather here 

or their 40th anniversary reun
~n of Club 100. 
1 The 100th was made up of 
Americans of Japanese ancestry 
-,.,hose parents had emigrated to 
JIawaii in the late 19th and 
early 20th century_ After a year 
M training on the 'Mainland, 
'hey were sent into the fighting 
in Italy. Later, they were joined 
£,y the 442nd Regimental Com
~at Team, also made up of nisei 
~en, volunteers from Hawaii 
and also from AJ A relocation 
qenters in the western U.S. 
! The 100th/442nd later fought 
~ France, including a now-fa
tpous battle at Bruyeres where 
~hey rescued the "Lost Battal, 
iOn" of the 36th Texas Division. 
i The 100th won more than 
1,000 medals, including three 
rresidential Unit cituations, a 

Congressional Medal of Honor 
and 1,700 Purple Hearts. A total 
of 338 of its men died in ~om-
bat. , . 

Members of the 100th and 
442nd later returned to Hawaii 
to play a major role in business, 
politics and the professsions. 
Both of Hawaii's U.S. senators, 
Daniel Inouye and $park Mat
sunaga, are veterans of those 
combat campaigns and Matsuna
ga is a former president of Club 
100. 

The club now has 700 mem
bers living in the Islands and on . 
the Mainland. Many of · them 
will gather here June 30 to 
begin a five-day reunion culmi
nating on July 3 in the 40th 
reunion of Club 100, the associa
tion of former battalion mem
bers. 

Club President Stanley 
Nakamoto is urging all club 
members to attend, saying, "Por 
many of t:S. it will be the last 
one we will be ,~ ttending_ " 
nion culminatinL on July 3 in 
the 40th reunion of Club 100. 
the association of former battal
ion members. 
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The 1 OOth Infantry Battalion 
By A. A. Smyser 

Edik>r, Editonal Page 

BY SOME RECKONING, 40 years ago today 
marks the beginning of one of the most remark· 
able sagas of World War II. But it didn't begin 
auspiciously. 

More than a thousand miles northwest of Hawaii. 
the crucial Battle of Midway was being fought. 

Here on Oahu virtually all of the Army's soldiers 
of Japanese ancestry, who earlier had been gather· 
ed together at Schofield Barracks, were trucked to 
Honolulu Harbor and embarked for Oilkland. Calif., 
and Camp McCoy, Wis., on the transport SS Maul. 

Some said the AJA soldiers were being sent to 
the Mainland because the Army. didn't trust them 
to be loyal in case the Japanese fleet won at 
Midway and came on to invade Oahu. 

Others said the Army feared that there would be 
confusion in case of invasion. that the Japanese 
could disguise their own soldiers as AJAs, or that 
other American soldiers might wind up shooting 
their own AJA comrades in arms. 

For the same reasons, AJ A soldiers might best be 
kept out of Army units that were to be sent for· 

The 40th anniversary of a legend
ary Army unit. . 

ward to Pacific island invasions, it was said. 
Historian Thomas Murphy in his book "Ambassa· 

I dors in Arms" suggests all of these thoughts may 
have been in the mind of the Hawaii Army com· 
mander, Lt. Gen. Delos C. Emmons, when he solved 
his problem of what to do with his Nisei or second 
generation Japanese soldiers by transferring them 
to the Mainland. -

IT WAS A DEMORALIZING blow to the young 
men. however. because they felt sure loyalty con· 
slderations were a major factor 10 the sudden rush 
to get them out of Hawaii while the Midway battle 
was on. 

Caucasians were in command of the Hawaiian 
Provisional Infantry Battalion as it was drawn from 
the two fonner Hawaii National Guard regiments, 
the 298th and 299th, that had b~n doing coastal 
guard duty on Oahu and the Neighbor Islands for 
most of the six months since the Dec. 7 attack. The 
late Farrant L. Turner, a Hilo businessman, was 
commanding officer. James W. Lovell, a former 
teacher. was his executive officer. 

But most of the 1,432 officers and men who were 
sent llway hurriedly with no publicity were Island 
Nisei who had volunteered for Army service or 
been drafted into it in the year before the Pearl 
Harbor attack. . 
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A blackout zigzag convoy voyage to the Mainland 
on a shIp also crowded with Army and Navy 
wives and their children being evacuated from 
HawaIi took live days. En route word came of 
victory at Midway. 

Soon after reaching the coast, news came that 
the provisional battalion had a new offiCial name 
- the tOOth Infantry Battalion. "One puka puka" is 
what Its young soldiers soon nicknamed it, "puka" 
being the Hawaiian word for hole. 

From there on, the story becomes better known. 

THE SOLDIERS of the tOOth amazed Army pros 
with their dedication. their training zeal, their 
determination to end forever aU doubts about their 
loyalty. 

After a year of Mainland training. the .100th went 
into·action against the eneI1ly in Italy. They landed 
in SaJerno, fought in the bloody battle of Casino, 
fought at Anzio. 

Joined in Italy by the second Nisei unit, the 
442nd Regimental Combat Team, including both 
Hawaii and Mainland AJAs, they moved northward 
in Italy. then were shifted to France. In France 
they were the heroes of the celebrated rescue' of 
the Texas "Lost . Battalion" near Bruyeres, then 
finished the war back in Italy. 

The men of the l00th were accorded over 4.000 
combat medals. These include three Presidential 
t.;nit Citations. one Medal of Honor and 1,700 Pur· 
pie Hearts for combat wounds. They suffered 338 
men killed. 

They left behmd them one of the most heroic 
and notable rombat records 10 American history. 
Out it started dourly IDdpE'd wjth a feeling the 
Army high command didn·t fE'ally trust them and 
was pulling them back from ({await coastal defense 
positIOns for that reason. 

* * * 
CLUB 100, THE VETERAj'IlS' organization of the 

tOOth, plans a 40th anniversary reunion June 30 to 
July 4 in Honolulu. It hopes to attract a large 
number of its 700 members who now are scattered 
throughout the Islands and the Mainland. 

An anniversary banquet will be held· at Hilton 
'Hawaiian Village July 3. 

Annually the club holds a memOrial service at 
Punchbowl National Memorial Cemetery of the 
Pacific for its comrades killed in battle. This year's 
ceremonies on Sund,ay, Sept. 26, will formaUy 
climax the 40th anniversary observances. 
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ENTRANCE TO CAMP MCCOY 

THE BARRACKS AND TREES COVERED WITH SNOW, DEC. 1942. 

Photos by Richard Yamamoto 
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ACTUAL SCENES OF 
CAMP MCCOY, 

DEC. 1942 
Photos by Richard 

Yamamoto 
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TWO PHOTOS OF THE SHELTER, SHOWING CLUB 100's 
DEDICATION IN 1942-43. Photos by Walter Riley, Sparta 
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By Lieutenant Colonel Janles J. Gillespie 

and Captain Lauren E. McBride 

THIS ARTICLE WAS CONTRIBUTED BY EDWARD S. TAN I GAWA, BAKER CHAPTER. 

THE lOOTH I0:FAl TRY B.\TIALIOI 1 of Hawaiian
born Japanese Americans, as most Americans now kno\\, 
fought long and hard in Italy during the ",inter uf 19-n--H. 
The 100th joined the veteran 34th Infantry Divi~i()11 in 
Italy, helped mightily in the cros~ing of the Volturno, 
spearheaded the cro~~ ing of the Rapido, fought in and 
around Cassino, and after the capture of ROIlK, helped in 
the pursuit of the Germans up Italy's boot. /\s a unit, the 
100th was ci ted in \Var D epartment orders for its "out 
standing perfurmance of duty in action .. . in the \ icini t v 
of Bekederc .lIld S3~~etta, ltdl\' ." The number of indi\ idu.d 
decorations .1Ilt! cit~lti()ns a\\'a(ded in the 10Uth for g.lllJntlY 
and ~kill in lxHtl e i, Illimcrous. In the ~Ull1mer of 1 (H4 it 
was reported that nilll: Dist inguished Service Crosse" 4 + 
Siker Stars. ~ I T3rCl I1LL' Stars and three Legion ur i\ leflt 
M edals had been awarded to members of till' Batt.dion . . \t 
least 1.000 o r the l ,iOO members of the Rllt.diun I11ll1 
wear Purpk 1 karl s. 

8 
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The lOath BattJlion was organized as a separate battalion 
of seven companies: five rifle companies, a heavy-weapons 
company ~lJ1d a headquarters company. During operations 
two of the rifle companies were cmtomarily held in reserve, 
leaving the 100th with the llattle strength of a normal bat
talion. 

On No\'ember 3, 1943, the 100th received the mission 
of seizing and holding a series ul road junctions about hall 
a mile beyond the \ 'olturno ri\l'r near Venafro. Tire pur· 
pose of the mission \\'as to dlJl'nd the left flank of the di 
vision, ,,,hich was qui te ntillcLlhk to tank attack because 
of the flat gruunJ bl'tl \l'l'n till' ri\t.:r and the rough, moun
tainolls tcrrain Ll'vond. neconl1 , ,, ~~a nce h:.ld disclosed that 
Gcrm:.ln tanks \\ 'C I:C operati ng in tire vicin ity and wen' usin~ 
tile nUlllerous olive g roves alung tile river for concea lment. 
t\ large purtion of the l'1ll'I1lV art i II( 'I' was sel r-propl'lll·d and 
thereforl' J m(1)ilc tlHI'~ lt tel tilL ' ll l'CesS n/' the Cro,,1I1\' of' 
tir e Voltul"!1o. This "t ~l l\k tvrLll1 was dC'epe~ t in r('!;17ion 
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, , till' lll!1l1J1tain [;111),:(' :lt the point \\'hne the 100th i3<lt-
!lion planned to crn,s .. \ network of hard-surfaced rands 

,mel paths, crisscrossed the area and converged finally into 
li ne IILlill road to the no[thv\'est through the pass toward 
i :;]ssino. This point of convergence of the roads and trails 
'.vas the battalion's objective. 

Following a heavy artillery barrnge, the battZllion cro,secl 
the river simultaneously with other units of the ~4th Di
\'ision. at 2400 hours o~ November 3. Most of the casual
I ies during the crossing ""ere [rom enemy mortar fire. The 
-'erries used one of their customary tricks during the cross
l'lg: the dropping of occasional single rounds of artillery or 
mortar fire on our troops to make them think it was "shorts" 
I rom our own artillery. 

Despite casualties the 100th pressed on and reached the 
far bank of the Volturno. Then the two assault companies 
rJn into a heavy concentration of mines and booby traps
possibly the heaviest ever encountered. In an area about one 
hundred yards square dozens of casualties were suffered. 
CompZlny B, ordered to 5cize the right half of the objective, 
had almost reached its goal, a road junction, when several 

<. ;crman machine guns opened lire upon them. As expected, 
the Germans had dug in and allowed the assault companies 
to reach almost point-blank range before opening up. 

The battaliun command group, immediately behind 
( (Illlpany B, were surprised by the \'ery hea\'), volume of 
. \lllerican small-arms fire that opened up almost immedi
alely after the Jerry machine guns "so unded oft ." About two 
Illinutes later the command group heard voices screaming. 
They first thought that the Germans had launched a bay
onet counteratlack, despite the unmistakable fact that the 
heavy volume of fire was from American weapons. Still it 
didn't seem possible tha t a company of infantry advancing 
by column of twos (to minimize casualties while crossing 
the mine fields) could get into position so fast and deliver so 
much fire. Hurrying toward the action the command group 
was met by two soldiers escorting prisoners to the rear. In 

1'; 
,~ ~ ,tiN :) 1\ ~i J ~ i~. .!l ~/ . J., 
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In a scene reminiscent of Civil War pic
tures the Nisei rest at Livorno, Italy. 
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dlL' ll 1I11HlUl' Lnglish -l LI\\ 'aii~111 ,n:cent the~e men told the heights to our front. The enemy had perkct obserl'Cuioll 
battalion commander that COlllpany 13 had made the at Jnd any movement was dangerous , Enemy half-track ve-
lack, The screaming had been the battle cry of the Nisei. hicles \-CllturCJ to within a few hundrcd YJrds of the 

The commander of Company 13 e:\pbincJ tklt the COIl1 lOOth's positi ons several times during the da)'. l1ring both 
rany had been advancing along a low stone \\'all whC'n machin e guns and dirC'ct-fire cannon at our positions. The 
enemy machine gullS opened lire from the right flank. b.ll ta lion had its 01\'11 37s JnJ a pbtoon of 57s from the 
b -ery man in Cump~.lI1y n had then dropped hchind the anti ta nk company, but these could never quite get into po
wall and, using it a~ ;1 rampart, rested their \I'(,<lrons on it sition to by un the \I'ary half-tracks. Twice enemy planes 
clnd returned the fire ill' the cht'my mC'rely by lacing to the came O\-er and unloaded antipersonnel bombs \Vhich had 
right. Even the attached machine gunners ( a section \\'ith li ttle effec t. There \\'as no change in the situation during 
each assault company) rested their machine gUllS on the thc ioll()n"i ng night. Enemy mortar fire pounded the area 
wall and opened nre. const.1l1t k _ 

\\ 'hat followed can only be understood if one is Famili.1r _\1 OSOO hours the next morning the battalion received 
with the close loyalty and esprit de COl-pS of the 100th In- ordu to .mack and seize a series of hills to the direct front. 
fan try Battalion. The lieuten<lnt commanding one of the 1 hese hill~ commanded the entire valley to the right and 
platoons of Company B was missing. \-Vord got around that Iel t a' \\'e ll as to the front. The battalion, at this time. was 
he had been on reconnaissancc to the right flank of the dispersed along the edge of an orchard. The ground between 
column just as the enemy guns had opened up and that he this p()sit ion :md the next objecti\'e was almost perfectly 
had probably been \\'ounded or clptured neJr the enemy ILl t ,lIlt! dC\'oid of cO\·cr. The orders were to attack im-
gun positions. The platoon made a spontaneous decision to med iatch'. 
go in after their leader. The platoon sergeant gave the \\"h dd orienting the company commanders for the mis-_ 
order to fix bayonets and alerted the platoon f,.,r an attack. sian . the comm,lnd group was fired upon by enemy mortars. 
His commands were so loud that most of the rest of the It was obyiou - tha t the Germans could observe everv bit 
company heard him when he gave the command to go over of ground beyond the edge of the orchards and the 'olive 
the wall. As a result almost every man in Company B was grOl es a long the ri\-cr. The only mute oITcring any cover 
in on the kill. The company s\\-armed over the wall and \\"as a narro\\' ditch abou t three feet deep running obliquely 
overran the German positions with much bayonet-sticking acn'ss the front. Considering the distance, fifteen hundred 
and yelling. The lieutenant was found unhurt and the yards. thi_ \\'a. impractical as a route for the whole battalion. 
attack ended all German resistance in that particular sector. rouse it would take too long , and there was the danger 
This action was later recorded as the first American bayonet of getting .1 .mall portion of the ba ttalion across and then 
attack in Italy. its being disco\'ered and cu t oIT. Another alternati\'e \\"as to 

The battalion wire team-the communications nOlcer , ad \ <lllce hllldl~ ,lUll. <; the open terr.lin as a line of skim1ish
about five enlisted men. and a white mule ( carrying recls ers. The e:\ten i\'e German defenses together with daylight 
of wire)-were follo\Ving along at the rear of the battalion obscfI ation made this impract ical; only a small portion of 
stringing wire as they advanced. At frcquent intervals the the Latl::dlOn \\ould h::n'e li \'ed to a rri\'e at the objective. 
wire in rear of the group \I'ould be knocked out by fire and . \fter careful stud) of an aeria l photo of the sector, it wa~ 
the necessary repairs so delayed the parly that it lost con- decided that it might be possible to pull a wide end run to 
tact with the tail of the battalion and did not follow the the left. reachino the foot h ills about a mile to the left of 
same route. The lieutenant had been carefully oriented and the obiecti\·e. and then \\'o rk in (T back to the rioht. Thi~ 
knew the battalion .plan , so he decided to (ollow one of the \\"auld -m,lhe it necessary to go tlnough, or near, ~he to\\'n 
roads which he kne\V would lead to the objective. Thc of Pozzilli \\ hich \\ as in the sector of the 45th Dil'ision on 
enemy evidently had expected the attacking force to use our left. 
the roads (which the battalion fortunatelv didn't do) and The commander on the left would probably not be very 
had machine guns sited down most of the~. h.1PPy if this movement drew fire on his troops. Dut never-

Two of the enemy l'\'lGs opened fire on the wire party, thde s. it was decided to try this left flank envelopment. II 
but the Nazis were evidently jittery because they opened was the only plan that promised even a chance of success. 
hre at a fairly long range for night firing. Even so, three 1 here \I"as no time for a detailed reconnaissance and the 
m<!n were hit, one fatall\'. The mule bolted off the road and battalion had to pick routes of approach as it marched. The 
ran into an olive grove. 'This dre\\' a lerriflc volume of ma- batta lion CO, accompanied by the S-3, led the \\'ay, ad
chine-gun fire from the enemy. The mLilc was cut practically \-,mcino a hundred yards or so at a time and signalling back 
in't\Vo but the distraction enabled the wire party to take [or the column to follow_ The battalion, in column of twos . 

• cover in the ditch beside the .road and eventually crawl to \\'as keeping \'ery low and cra\Vling most of the time. 
s~fety. . The battalion was nearing the town of Pozzilli, following 

Company E, the left assault company commanded by a dry creek bed. when, rounding a turn, the leaders saw a 
Lieutenant 1\1. FukudC'l. spotted the enemy guns from their soldier about fifty yards ahead. l3efore anyone fired he was 
firing, enveloped them and put them out of action. A \Vire- identified as American. The soldier \\-as coming from the di· 
carrying mule was a valuable asset in Italy out the loss of rection of Pozzilli. \-Vhen questioned he said his name was 
this particularly visible mule saved many lives. Thompson, that he was a paratrooper, and that his outfit was 

By da\Vn the objectives had been captured and all units in Naples at the time. He had "come up front looking for 
of the battalion were well dug in. The entire area was some excitement." To the question of "\Vhat's in Pozzilli?" 
heavily plastered by Germ<ln mortar fire C'lll day from the Thompson C'lnswered that he had been throuoh the tOlnl and 
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A Nisei BARman sprays a hillside where 
German snipers are reportedly lurking. 

had seen nn sIgn of life, ei ther friendly. enemL or ci\·ilian. 
He a1s(; -;Jid that the town was hea\'il\' mined ami boobv
tnppnL CLa ter over a half ton of expjo~i\'es ~et for Jem~
lition \Vas taken out of the church alone.) . ~ 

There was no need to go through Pozzi IIi if the battalion 
cl)uld skirt the town and reach the hills without being 
spotted by Jerry's observers . Thompson said he knew of a 
covered route that would get us there and vvas willing to 
show the way. 

The battalion made slow progress because of the need [or 
reconnoitering each part of the routc and then signa lling to 
the battalion to follow. It was still about half a mile from 
the base of the hills when an American jeep. Jriven by an 
Armored Force major, raced up the road close to a part of 
the column (sec the map). The enemy OPs spotted the 
jeep and dropped a fe\\' shells along the road. At that mo
ment three wemy planes :l lso spotted the jeep and dropped 
a few bombs along the road and aho ~trafed the road trying 
to knock out the " chicle. The battalion suffered about 
twenty casualties quitc by accident , as it had not been ob
sen'ed by the enemy. The jeep was not hit. 

The head of the column reached the base of the hills 
without drawing fire. Here it found a solid band uf mincs 
and trip-wired boohy traps. Altllough it was now 1600 
hours , the light was gooJ and the mines and hoohy traps 
were easily distinguishable. Thc big job \\'as to get the 
whole battalion (a mile-long column ) through the mine 
field before dark . 
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It managed to get through largf:'ly because of a sergc:mt in 
Company E who did heroic work in leading men through 
the mines, disarming mines, and marking off a lane with 
toilet paper-the only thing available. The Jerries had evi
dently figured on a night attack and were depending on the 
mine field to stop. or at least give warning of, the approach. 

A part of the column had passed through the mine field 
and was well on its way to the objective before the first 
mine exploded. Several more explosions followed-evidently 
some of the column had gotten off the path or had run into 
a new mine field. Six men were hit including the battalion 
executive officer, the battalion surgeon, the chaplain, and 
Company B's commander. (Captain John A. Johnson, Jr., 
the battalion Exec, was killed in a later action in Italy.) 

Hoping that Jerry would think the mines had been set 
off by cattle or goats vvas almost too optimistic, although 
there were many animals in the area, and so it was decided 
to swing to the right in the hopes of avoiding any defense 
Jerry might throw up after hearing hc mines explode. 

Thompson, the paratrooper, \vas thanked for helping the 
battalion get to the hills but he declined to go back and 
asked permission to continue on the attack. Of course he 
got it. 

The long column was being controlled, \\'ithir tLc bat
talion by -536 radios. In order to send messages in ·l,t clear, 
the Japanese language was used. . 

Captain J. :'Iazuha, CO of the Heavy Weapons Com
pany (Company D ), was with the command group and had 
a ~536 radio with which to keep in contact with his com
pany. Two sections of heavy machine guns were attached 
to the leading assault companies. The rest of the company 
including the 81mm. mortars, was at the tail of the column. 
Captain Mazuha had trouble with his -536 and through 
a misinterpretation the Heavy Weapons Company under
stood they were to halt and await further orders. This almost 
proved disastrous because darkness was ccming and the 
Heavy Weapons Company had not yet crossed the mined 
area. 

The head cf the column was about three-fourths of the 
distance to the tep of the hill (see the map ) when it was dis
covered that the Heavy \Veapom Company was no longer 
on the tail of the column. In daylight it would have been 
a simple matter to send a runner back and bring them up. 
By now it was quite dark and the additiOI~ a l difficulty of 
the mine field had to be considered . Thompson, the volun 
teer. offered to go down and lead them up the trail. He was 
sure he could get them through the mine fi eld in the dark. 
Thompson and two riRemen started back along the base 
of the hill and the column continued toward its objective. 

Some time later. probabl~' forty-five minutes, a number of 
explosions back in the direction of the mine field werc 
heard. It \\'as the Heavy \ \'('apons Company coming 
through. Casualties \Vere certai n hut the heavy wcapons 
would be necessary in repelling the inevitable counterattack 
that would follow' our t;king the high ground. A message 
that the Weapons Company was once more on the tail of 
the column after ha\'i ng suffered a few casualties in the 
mine Geld came up to the command group . 

Shortlv afterwards onc of the riflemen \\·ho had accom
panied Thompson reported that Thompson had stepped 
on a booby-trapped Teller mine. and had heen blown to 
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pieces. ,\ttl'n1ph to idl'ntd~' him lICIT rruit1l"~. ;\0 d()~ t:l5.!'. 
lcltCh. flf odler distill~\I1,llillg marks Cllltid he i"nund. Uur 
(lnly inr::rm;ltioll 11';lS tbat bi~ n:1Illl' II ,1S Tlhllllpson ,1I1d tkll 
his outfit (paratroops) II a~ in [\;apks around ~(ln'lllbcr 1. 
19-H. Thompson I\'as ahout tl\"L'nty ~'ears old. about III e 
reet six or SC\'en inches in hei~ht and ahout HO ()[ I::;n 

Pounds in \I·eight . He 11',lS a blond with r(,(Tular featurc, . . 0 

I lis death, \I·hile performing dut:, completely "olunt:'1rY .1Ilt! 
abo\'c that \I'hich could he expected. I"ill not be soon lor
gottcn by thc Jap;lne~e-:\merical1s IdlOm he aided and i"or 
1\ hom he gal'e his life . 

The m;in objecti,'e of the hattalion \I'as rcached about 
:::000 hours without drawing memy fire. Less than an hOlll 
later the three knobs In' 1\"L're to occupy were in our hall(k 

The position gained placed the 100th considembly ahc,ld 
of the 1 st Battalion on its right. and left a g,lp of about - 00 
yards hetwcen the tm). E{Torts were immediatelv made tn 
~ontact the 1st Battalion. ' 

P;ltrols captured three enemy OPs ~imply by \I'alking up 
behind them and throll'in£; in a fel\' grenades . The protlC 
tion :.It these OP" consi<;tcd or a [ew rillemen disposed onh' 
to the [ront. The l'\azis hadn't e"'pecrcd an attack from the 
rear. The clpture of the occupants, I\"ho \I'ere nct killed 

Ill' \I f1undcd by the grenades, was simple. Thc OPs were 
(,bhorare installations, well clluipped with binoculars and 
LId ins, lont such as foodstuffs and blankets from the neigh
boring Italian villages, and other comforts indicating long 
occupation of the positions. Half a butchered cow hung 
111 one ca\·c. 

The prisoners from the OPs were taken to the vicinity 
nF the 100th I3attalion CP on top of the right Hank hill 
,mel q ue~tioned. According to their answers they had not 
ub,crvcd t hc approach of the lOath and believed, until the 
ca pture of the OPs, that the attack had progressed no farther 
than the olil'e groves on the flats in the valley. It seemed im
prll l·able. but possible, considering that no artillery or 
111e n ;]r Ine fell that night, that the German commandcrs 
\I't rc still not aware of the capture of the OPs. 

The night passed quietly, but with preparations made to 
llll"l' t a counterattack at dawn. 

It was just daylight when d heavy concentration of mortar 
,lIlJ artillery fire fell on the 100th. Casualties were light. 
I he counterattack did not come until about 1000 hours 
II hen an enemy column of infantry, about a companv in 
trcngth . \\"as observed moving parallel to our front along 

thc left Hank about 600 to 800 yards in front of the po-

~utenant General Mark \'V'. Clark ties the Presidential Citation ribbon to the guidon of Company D, lOOth Infantry Battalion. 
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A IOOth Battalion mortar crew in practice fire near Montenerro, Italy. 

sitlUns of Company F. Company F had been in reser\,e' 
initially but was one of the assault companies in the move
ment to the hills while Company B \\'ent into reserve. The 
riRemen of Company F were soon registering effective fire 
on the column and the GOmm. mortars also got o1)to the 
column with effective hits. The Jerries were soon split up 
and dispersed toward their rear. . 

About an hour later the main hill on the right Rank was 
subjected to a heavy concentration of artillery. A great many 
smoke shells were mixed with the high explosive. This 
smoke was dense and before long there was no visibility be
yond twenty yards anywhere on the hill. Every man waited 
with fixed bayonet for the expected Jerry infantry. Again 
no attack materialized and the smoke soon blew away. Later 
it was learned that the smoke was laid down to enable a 
group of German infantrymen to advance up a draw be
tween our battalion and the 1st Battalion on the right. The 
100th had established a strong outpost in this gap and had 
not expected a breakthrough to occur at that point. How
ever, about 1500 hours an alert radio operator called at
tention to a group (about a platoon and a hal f) of enemy 
infantry hurrying across a small plateau to our right rear 
approximately 500 yards [rom our CPo They \'\'ere carrying 
hea\'Y ma,-hine guns and mortars and were moving in the 
direction of the most important of the OPs we had captured. 

14 36 

Till group had got through the defenses seemingly 
\\ ithout detection and without \\'arning and this was a sur· 
pn e and a reason for consternation. Soon the sound of 
nile and BAR fire was heard from the outpost in the draw. 
At the battalion CP it was assumed that the outpost had 
only then detected the penetration. By this time, the Ger
man on the plateau also had heard the fire from their 
rear and had stopped as if undecided as to what to do. 
Fife from the outposts began to fall on the Germans, in
nlcting several casualties before they started moving toward 
the 1st Battalion. 

B), using the wire through the regimental CP, the 1st 
Battalion was warned of the approach of the enemy group. 
A section of heavy machine guns, held in reserve near the 
battalion CP for just such a purpose, was sent to the out
post and from there opened fire on the German patrol. A 
squad of the reserve company worked around to the right 
rear to cut the Germans off if thev turned in that direction. 
The 1st Battalion also opened fir~ on them. The Germans. 
getting fire from two directions, lost all organized move
ment and milled around on the plateau. Finally, they 
threw down their weapons and marched, hands upraised, 
toward the 1st Battalion position. About thirty prisoners 
from this patrol were bagged by the 1st Battalion. 

A little while later a sergeant from the outpost in the 
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draw reporteJ to the kltt ,Jiilln cfllllllland P()~t .Jlld L' , 
;,lainL'd that the outr()~t h.ld seen the Ccrm.ll1 I';\lrrd , '(' \11 ' 

ing, but had. on orders (If its lieutcn ,mt. permitt(,d till' 
C;ermans to pass before npening hre. Until thcll the ('P 
had supposed that the outpost "'as surprised hy till' CCI 

·nans. in the fire fight that had fo\lO\,'ed the lil' lItL'n;lllt .!t 

lhe outpo~t had been \\'I )ullckc! ;mc! ,,'as c\,aclI ;ltnl .I~aimt 
his \\'i sl1('s, It is prnldde ,11 :ll till' li clIten :1I1 1' , ()ldtr<. 'r-, 

his group to withhold their fire until most of the CCrll1all 
patrol h:lcI passed on resulted in disrupting the ellemy Ill' re 
! han i r they had been met hy fire as soon as thc\' ;1 rpc;m'd 
near the outpost. 

Artillery and mortar fire :l~ain fell hl'a"ily lin ,hL' lootll 
It continued during the night arld the )lumher tli e;I'lI:dtil ~ 
<.teadily increased. A team from the /\&P pl8toon oj1cralill '.,! 
:nine sweepers cleared a path through the mines alld booh, 
'raps "hieh enabled the wounded to he evacualed. :1ltholl~h 
it was a slow tedious job. Our dead were assembled durill g 
darkness and grouped a few yards off the main trail ,\ 
limited Clmount of water and rations was brought in during 
~he night. 

At dawn the enemy artillery and mortar fire continued 
,pasmoc1ically. The forward observers for the Field ArtiJ1erv 
hattalion and for the Infantry Cannon Company directed 
lire from advanced OPs. The artillery spotted long-range 
targets now and then and kept their guns firing. The Can
non Company's weapons were in position but were being 

,, 1\ cd for sh()rtcr range work, particularly if another counter 
It Lick l11:llcrialized. T \\'0 artillery forward observers ,"'ere 
killed during the afternoon by enem~' artillery fire. 

\t ahout 1700 hours a mortar OP reported an enem: 
·.'I IL/Illll ~l d\'ancing up a draw directly toward our positions 
.11 .1 rall\jc o[ about 800 yards. The Cannon Company ob
~cn'cr, hom his OP, spotted the SJmc target and soon shells 
I\crc \\bistling close over ou~ heads and landing in the 
drall' to the front. To get to the column the Cannon Com· 
pany had to fire on a low trajectory just over the heads of 
the Infantry, Occasionally a "short" would burst on the 
'\isei. but the fire W:lS dc"astatingh' effective. Then the 
h:lttalion's 81mm. mort,HS began dr~pping fire to the rear 
or the Germans in order to cut off their retreat. This con· 
tlnued until well after dark and inAicted a great number of 
c l~lI:lltil's on the enemy. Th:lt was the bst attempt the 
Cermans made to take back the strategic hills overlooking 
the Volturno Valley. 

For the next two days the Japanese-Americans patrolled 
far to the front without regaining contact with the enemy, 
The di"ision on our left (the American 45th) had moved 
up, and another regiment of the 34th Division closed in on 
the right. squeezing out the IOOth Battalion. Orders came 
up for the lOath to abandon its positions and return to the 
valley. These American Doughboys fiJed down the moun
tainside, jabbering away in their peculiar Hawaiian-Eng
lish. 

" . 
1:;~:~ : 

DECEMBER, 1944 

A unit of the lODth Battalion pushes up a dusty road near VelJetri, Italy. 
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AACHEN 
The ancient ciev of Aachen, whose weseern boun
daries couch on· ehe Holland-Belgium froneier (see 
map 011 tbird page folloll 'il1g), was the first sizable 
(160,000) German citv to fall to the Allied armies 
fighting in \Vestern Europe. Aachen was first en
circled by the American First Army and given an 
ultimatum to surrender. \\":'hen the ultimarum was 
rejected the city was attacked and taken after sev
eral days of bitter street fighting. If the Germans 
continue to fight as stubbornly, the route to Berlin 
is going to be long and hard for the Infantry. 

,;.. . .i.-",~th; ~Ddof theoattle the =A'am~~-4.~~ except.f?!_lqneri~~J'Pt!.~g up reJ:nn~IDts 
'l ,-( .~ •• :~ -~;The 57mm. antitank gun is an effective field piece in street fighting. "The wg~t hereTsan "Ob'5~J:valtio·I~Ollle.t.:~~ 
- -.. - . -. ~~ .. ~- . ~~ .... -. &-~ ............. ... _ , r 

( o;u. - . . .. -- .... ~ 
- ". .p . 
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FROM PRIVATE TO PRESIDENT 
Portrait of a Soldier-Statesman 

STANLEY Yukio NAKAMOTO - 1982 

by Robert Sakoki and 
Richard Oguro 

World War II had entered its second year! Year 1943 had just put on its Valentine 
cloak! Commander-in-Chief and President of the Uni ted S ta,tes, Franklin D. 
Roosevelt, issued an edict testing patriotism to its fullest - a call-up of AJA 
volunteers, both from Hawaii and the Mainland, for a formation of a special combat 
~ for deployment in the European Theater of Operation. 

The response was overwhelming! Among those hundred of such AJAs volunteering 
from the Garden Island of Kauai, out from Kapaa town, was one strapping, athletic 
lad, just turned 20 - Stanley!. Nakamoto! 

The only son of the owner-proprietor 
of IZUMI HOTEL, was Stanley. Dad 
Nakamoto protested to the Draft Board not 
to accept his son, but no no avail! 
Stan was helping out his Dad with the 
hotel operation at this time too! 

Sent to Camp Shelby, Miss. with the 
rest of the volunteers, Pvt. Stanley 
Nakamoto was assigned to Company C, 
1st Bn, 442nd RCT. Then training 
began in earnest. 

Meanwhile ) the 100th Inf. Bn. which 
had precede the 442nd to Shelby and 
which had been on the final Louisiana 
Maneuvers, returned to Camp Shelby to 
find the 442nd RCT housed next door. 
Only to be on the move again - to an 
east coast port of embarkation - over
seas destination unknown. 

Aftex . its baptism of fire on the Salerno 
Be.achlleaA-.,. l.tal.¥~ i~Sep..t_ of 1943 }" the 
10~~ had been ~¥olved in all the uctions 
of the 34th Red Bull Division. And after 
over a month of fighting, was partici
pating in the grim battle for Cassino, 

a decimating operation, with rapidly diminishing battle strength of all units. 

The months had stretched out, and now it was September 1943 in Camp Shelby. The 
442nd RCT was out on manuevers. While in bivouac one particular September day, 
a small handful from each of the companies of the 1st Bn was pulled out, on orders 
and shipped out immediately to an east coast port of embarkation, overseas 
destination unknown! Cpl Stanley Nakamoto was among the chosen this day. His 
"number" had come up! At the POE Stanley wondered about the issue of that white 
"mattress" case given everyone, until someone finally told him what it was - "To 
ship your body home in, just in case! 
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Fighting was still waging fast and furious in Cassino when this first vanguard of 
442 replacements to the 100th arrived in Cassino via the replacement depot in 
Naples, by way of the Atlantic Ocean, the Mediterranean Sea, and a staging area in 
Africa. 

Capt Sakae Takahashi of Company B picked out Stanley for Company B from the list 
of replacements, assigned him to the 1st Sqd, 1st Platoon as assistant squad 
leader, because he read Stanley as coming from Kauai, and he himself was a Kauai 
boy. Stanley remembers the likes of Kengo Miyano, Takeshi Teshima, K. Morimoto, 
Teikichi Higa, Richard Okazaki, Jerry Sakoda, Takeo Azama and Jimmy Oshiro who 
came later. Most of them were in his squad. Also Everett "Action" Odo, a Company 
runner with whom Stanley used to share a foxhole on many occasions. And that is 
how from Action he learned the stories and expressions that were to make Action 
famous in Club 100. Stan was to assume complete command of the squad when Sus 
Musashi left for home from Leghorn a few months later. 

After being relieved by the "Terrible Turks" of the Cassino engagement, the 100th 
moved out into the Anzio beachhead to "hold the fort" there. And there really 
wasn't much action until the breakthrough to Rome out of Anzio. 

Things got real lively just before the breakthrough though. A replacement who had 
just come into the squad, "Panty" Matsushima, handed over his wallet and family 
picture to Musashi for "safe-keeping". Did he have a feeling his number was up? 
No one will ever know. The Jerries greeted us "Good Morning" with their 88s just 
as we were about to go over the mound. "Panty" got a direct burst. 

A day or so earlier, a Jerry plane flew over low and dropped an "egg", a big one 
at that, the biggest ever seen yet. Stanley and Morimoto got blown up sky high 
right out of their foxhole. When they came back to earth, Stanley noticed blood 
trickling over his ears and mouth. Mori told Stanley to get checked up at the Bn 
Aid station. So Stanley walked to the aid station to have Doc Kometani give him 
a thorough check-up. Doc noticed that all of Stanley's teeth were loose, so pulled 
out everyone. And Stanley was not able to get his GI issue set of teeth, until 
after the campaign. Action laughed at him because he had to put his hands to his 
mouth to speak, and others called him "Niole" - toothless, which caused him to 
become so self conscious as to grow a beard to cover his mouth and to let his 
hair grow. 

The night before the big push, Musashi and Stanley went out to trace the commo 
line that had gone dead during the "4th of July" morning. Only they started out 
too early, and they were spotted by an enemy tank which opened fire immediately. 
Instinctively you might say, they knew they had to get into the farmhouse beyond 
the barbed wires. 

Shorty as Susumu is, Stanley saw him bus!le high over the highest barbed wire 
strand with plenty to spare, before he too went over it, barely clearing it though. 
Then safe in the confines and comfort of the house, they pealed out into bursts of 
uncontrolled laughter, with surprised ejaculation of "How da hell we jumped it?" 
After darkness had really settled in, they traced the line, found and patched up 
the break, restoring normal communication. 

Minutes after the push began, the 1st platoon captured some jerries. Finally 
"Flying Arrow" Miyake was detailed to take the prisoners to the rear. There was 
a big air burst along the path Arrow was taking. He was never seen alive again. 
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The Anzio Breakthrough was the result of the heroic actions on the part of the 
1st platoon, Company B, not meaning to brag about it. Scout E. Akamine of 
Yukio Yokota's squad was seen moving quite a bit ahead of everyone. Then he 
turned around grinning and held up two fingers meaning that he had silenced 2 enemy 
MG nests. Just as he signalled, an enemy got him from a near-by concealed nest. 
Meanwhile Yukio Yokota, Thomas Ono and Haruto Kuroda manuevering around, outflanking 
or over-running other enemy MG or MP nests! In this three-hour encounter, among 
the three of them they bagged five MG nests, 5 MP nests and 17 plus Jerries. Three 
DSCs were awarded, one to each of the above named, Ono, Kuroda, and Yokota, all 
for this one same encounter. But, this action, it is said, led to no further 
encounters along the route to Rome. And Company B led all the way! 

Recalls Bob Sakoki and Stanley, almost with shudders yet at mention of it - the 
long line of Jerry Long Toms mounted on tracks and aimed at the harbor in Anzio 
as its final protective line. 

Stanley still sounded mad about this too - that the lOOth was halted within 
sight of Rome, and witnessed with agony within, the Haoles trucking by them and 
heading into Rome ahead of the lOOth. It was finally ascertained that the lOOth 
had been halted by Bn Order, in order that the Bn officers could attend a meeting 
relating to the impending pull-out of the lOOth from the 34th Div. for a link-up 
with the 442nd RCT (minus a Bn) which had just arrived in this area. Gr-r the 
lOOth could have been, should have been the 1st allied force to set foot in Rome! 

In rest camp in Civitavacaia when called back to the front-lines. The 442nd 
had fouled up its first assignment. Company B had to go around quite a bit before it 
observed enemy activity. Slim Nakano disabled a tank with his bazooka, but Grover 
Nakaji was too close to the tank and must have had it from the concussion. Result 
of the action in Belvedere though - a Presidental Unit Citation for the lOath! 
Then to Leghorn, to Piza with its leaning tower - to the Arno River once again, 
all the way to Florence before coming back to Leghorn for the "invasion" of France! 

Finally going to France! Seems like we were the butt of horse-trading by two 
generals, Gen. Eisenhower who wanted the 442nd RCT to fight in France and Gen. Mark 
Clark who wanted the 442 kept in Italy. We were loaned out to Eisenhower for the 
duration of the French Campaign. 

Susumu Musashi left the company in Leghorn to go back home. Kaneichi Morimoto 
also left the outfit here. Stanley became squad leader sans the appropriate stripes 
to go with the position. 

Early in the Bruyeres skirmish, Stanley's squad occupied a designated area by 
the CO, and Takeshi Teshima was the liason with the next squad. But it had been 
so tiring and exhaustive a day pulling into position that everyone, in spite of 
himself, fell asleep in his position. Stanley got up after his cat-nap though and 
although still feeling fatigued, he crawled to the crest-line to survey the situation. 
No time to lose! The area was infested with Jerries, and Teshima would be over-
run in a minute. Stanley unloosened all the hand grenades he had and unloaded them 
all on the Jerries and opened up with his Tommy. The sound of grenades and shots 
roused the squad which successfully repulsed the invaders. But especially Teshima, 
has been eternally grateful to Stanley ever since then. The other members of the 
squad did write Stanley for a Silver Star, he got only a Bronze. Stanley admonished 
all members of his squad not to reveal the fact they had fallen asleep at their 
post, a court martial offense punishable by the death sentence! When a runner 
finally did make contact and the squad came back to the platoon and was asked 
"What happened?", the squad merely answered, contact was lost so they acted on 
their own. 
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It was in this Bruyeres area that a brand-new replacement reported in one day 
Tommy Homma. And, on that same day he got hit on the leg - a most "beautiful 
war wound", and was sent to the Bn Aid Station - first step on his way home, 
safe and sound. It was here too that Stanley discovered Herbert Ishii sleeping 
on cold concrete. One side of his face became paralyzed. Herbert was hospitalized. 

Bruyeres had been captured and the lOOth came down for a well-deserved rest. 
Only to be told to "saddle up" and back on the trail, back into action, almos t 
immediately thereafter, to lend their efforts in the cause - rescue of the "Lost 
Bn" of the 36th Texas Division. 

Once again Stanley's squad had been ordered point by Capt. Allan Ohata. Stanley 
sent out Jimmy Oshiro out as scout, but cautioning him to use the utmost caution, 
as they would be taking ~he same route as the lost l4lst Bn had. In the first day 
of action many of the boys pulled off the line to the aid station with Trench Feet. 
On the third day of action, Oshiro spotted a Jerry squatting, but Stanley cautioned 
to let him alone and ~ot to disclose the squad's position. But a MG nest spotted 
the movement of the boys and opened fire. Oshiro and Stanley returned fir~ and 
think they got the nest. But, a little later the enemy laid down a barrage. 
Stanley got hit for the third time on the arm. As he was leaving for the aid 
station he overhead a conversation that transpired between Allan Ohata and the CG 
of the 36th Div whose unit was not really lost, but surrounded. The General had 
asked Ohata to have his men fix bayonets and to execute a Banzai Charge. And 
Ohata had answered the General coldly and cooly that he could be subject to a 
court-martial but that he would not order such an action! Captain Takahashi had 
been hit pretty badly at Bruyeres and Ohata had relieved him having been reassigned 
from Company C. Also on his way to the aid station, Stanley saw Lt Boodry and 
Yoshio Minami, a good ball player from Kauai, lying alongside a disabled friendly 
tank. 

Stanley was unable to see the actual climax of this encounter - the link-up of 
elements of Company B with the elements of the Lost Battalion but did hear accounts 
while in the hospital. 

The link-up had occured 2 days after he had been wounded. That Company K, 442nd 
RCT did execute a bayonet charge, but that Company B had employed a frontal 
attack without a bayonet charge to gain its objectives. 

While at the 3rd Gen Hospital, Stanley again met Tommy Homma who looked extremely 
relieved and told Stanley that he was going home. Herbert Ishii was right next 
to him he found out after he had come out of surgery. Ishii too was on his way 
home. 

It was while in the hospital the news spread out that all members of the lOOth-
442nd would be all going home soon - the point system having been instituted. 

After being sufficiently recovered, Stanley rejoined the lOOth in Nice, France 
for a possible shipment back to home station - Hawaii. He was ordered to remain 
in base camp, but received Captain Ohata's permission to see the boys up front 
though. While still in the hospital he found out that he was a Sgt because the 
hospital personnel had addressed him as such. Takahashi must have put in the 
promotion, because all the replacements that came in all had more than 4 stripes 
on their sleeves! 
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Upon return to base camp, found out that the camp had received a countermanding 
order - 100 men of the unit were to be sent to Marseilles to pick-up 50 jeeps to 
be driven non-stop to Nancy, France some 500 miles up North! For General patton's 
big push into Germany. Stanley was one of the assigned drivers and Ken-top Nakasone 
was assigned as his partner! 

After the drive, Stanley heard conflicting news that they were to guard German 
POWs. So he went to see the proper authorities. The commandant stated that 
Stanley had been appointed Mess Sgt for the German POW Camp there and that Ken 
Nakasone had been appointed Sgt of the Guards. Approaching the entrance to the 
camp, the colored guards, saluted the two smartly. Ken-top matter-of-factly told 
Stanley to return their salute. Stating his business, Stanley was permitted to 
enter the compound to talk with the cooks in the mess hall. At first the German 
POWs seemed afraid of the "Japs". But after Stanley got friendly with them he 
found out why. They were former members of the elite German Panzer units that 
the 100th had encountered and defeated repeatedly in Italy. They even made Mochi 
for Stanley practically every day. Stanley and Ken-top could go out on pass every 
night. 

Two weeks later, they were relieved of their duties, given unrestricted passes 
but told they were to find their own transportation back to Hawaii. Since they 
were in no hurry to go home , they hitched-hiked to Gay Paris and to Le Havre 
back to Paris, then to England. First AJAs to enter Paris and London. 

In England, checked in at a crummy tent and threw down their stuff. Just then a 
captain drove up in a staff car and asked them to hop in. They were taken to 
the Commandant's quarters. Who was he? Col. C. Pence, former commander of the 
442nd! They got fed, assigned a house as quarters and had a Jeep at their 
disposal! So they went sight-seeing - saw the changing of the guards at Buck
ingham Palace, and went to a pub. They lived the life of Riley for nearly two 
weeks. 

Then a large contingent of AJAs homeward bound arrived in England. Included with 
this group, Stanley and Ken-top finally left England bound for the US. Arrived 
in an east-coast Port of Debarkation - in Virginia. Thence by train, all the 
way to California, the entire contingent rolled. Camp Beale which was closer to 
Sacramento than to San Francisco. San Francisco was lousy. Never again visit 
that place. 

Here at Camp Beale, "Jap, Jap!" surfaced again, uttered by returnees from the 
Asiatic-Pacific Theater of Operation. 

Then word got out that the Lurline was going to take a boatload of AJA's back to 
the Islands. Stanley was among those on the list. Naoji Yamagata wasn't and he 
was one who wanted to get home badly. He was telling his story to Stanley - that 
he had a son he hadn't seen since he left Hawaii in 1942, one of the few guys who 
had gotten married before being shipped out on the USS TPT Maui in June 1942. 
Stanley had his name replaced with Naoji's. And finally came back to Hawaii in 
the bottom hold of a freighter for passage. Fred Kurisu came home with him in 
the same way. 

Naoji later filled in Stanley on the arrival of the Lurline, the greetings and 
playing of the Royal Hawaiian band and all that. 

Fred and Stanley wandered all around the streets of Honolulu. Then a taxi 
pulled alongside the curb. An Italian driver whose parents came from Cassino poked 
his nose out and insisted on treating them to Saimin and Sashimi. And he did so. 
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After that he drove Stanley to Hickam from where he hitched a ride (air) to 
Kauai - home at last! 

Resumed some of the activities he had left behind on Kauai when he had left 
in 1943. Helped his dad run the family hotel. Many 100th Inf boys stayed at 
his hotel. Yozo Yamamoto honeymooned with his bride, Violet - at his home, 
with his car at the Yamamoto's disposal too. Members such as Kobashigawa, Ohata, 
Tak Tak, Morimoto, Miyano, Kurisu, Ishii, Fujiwara, ado, Kondo, etc. 

Arrangements for co-ed parties and outings were made. It was at one of such 
outings that Stanley met Agnes for the first time. 

He finally made up his mind to fulfill his dream - the days when he used to 
tell Action in hot 'n humid Anzio that someday he was going to be the best damn 
air conditioning mechanic in Hawaii. Using his GI Bill of Rights, he enrolled 
in a top-notch Refrigeration School in Chicago. After getting settled, he wrote 
Agnes a letter proposing her thusly: "I'll pay your airfare from San Francisco 
to Chicago, you pay your fare from Honolulu to San Francisco. We'll be married in 
Chicago!" The Nakamoto's became good friends with Tadao Beppu who was running a 
restaurant on Clark St. in Chicago. 

After receiving his mechanic's degree in refrigeration, the Nakamoto's returned 
to Honolulu. And he started off as a mechanic with RS&S. He was like a doctor, 
working day and night, there was so much work. Then he became foreman. But 
after 10 years he got tired of all this. Not really, he wanted to get an engineering 
degree. 

He found out that time had run out on his GI Bill so he had to go to Engineering 
school on his own money, if he chose to go to school again. Undaunted, the 
Nakamoto's went to Milwaukee, Wis. where Stanley enrolled in the Milwaukee School 
of Engineering. And, he hacked it cut out there until he had obtained his degree 
in engineering. Then he found work in Los Angeles, as a Consultant Engineer. 

Six years later, he returned to Hawaii to check up, especially on his father's 
condition. After he had left Kauai for Chicago, his dad had changed the hotel 
into a candy .. s.tore_because he... cQ.uldn't run.. tbe hnt.e.l . by himself. 

While in Honolulu, Stanley looked around. Air Engineering Co. with the Carrier 
franchise offered him a good job which he found hard to turn down. He returned 
to Los Angeles, terminated his employment and returned to Hawaii for good. 

A few years later, Air Engineering Co • . was ordered by Carrier Corp. to form a 
subsidiary so that more of Carriers goods could be distributed throughout the 
islands. The then vice-president, Vandaro took Stanley along and formed 
American Equipment Company. A few years later Vandaro resigned to go on his own. 
This company was not making money. Carrier appointed Stanley vice-president -
manager. Aad he turned things around for American Equipment Company. 

Today, Stanley is the president of Hawaii's American Equipment Company, Carrier 
distributor. And, received No. 1 Market Share Award in USA. He has been grossing 
3~ million dollars annually for the past several years. This year .. though , he is 
shooting for 5 million gross sales in this difficult times. 

Stanley joined Club 100 in the e.rly 60's, though he had been getting the Puka 
Puka Parade for many years previous through his good friend, Naoji Yamagata 
who had been keeping him posted since he was the executive secretary then. 
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Being benevolent as well as gracious by nature, Stanley has donated Carrier home 
air conditioners for Chapter functions as well as for special Bn affairs as the 
Installation Banquet and the Anniversary Banquet, besides going all out and doing 
his all at the annual clubhouse clean-up - taking care of the air conditioners 
and ice water fountain. 

Stanley has been active in B Chapter as well as on the Bn level. He has served 
continuously on the Bn Memorial Service Committee for the past 15-20 years, as 
a member or as its chairman. As well as served as vice president of Club 100 
for the past four years - 2 years 2nd Vice President and 2 years 1st Vice 
President. 

Then he made his bid for Club lOOts presidency for 1982, and prevailed. He 
becomes the first replacement ever to become president of Club 100. Coinci
dentally perhaps, he was among the 1st replacements to come out of the 442nd, 
still in training at that time in Camp Shelby, to Cassino in October 1942, and 
to Company B. He will be well remembered as Club lOOts 40th Anniversary Year 
president. HAIL TO THE CHIEF! We SALUTE YOU - STANLEY NAKAMOTO! 

Congratulations to the members of Club 100 
in celebration of your 40th annil 'er5Clr!) 
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ABLE CHAPTER 

by Eugene Kawakami 

The CONGRESSIONAL MEDAL OF HONOR, the highest United States military 
decoration, awarded by Congress for gallantry at the risk of life above and 
beyond the call of duty, was awarded to SADAO "SPUD" MUNEMORI posthumously for 
his gallantry in action under great enemy fire while serving with ABLE COMPANY, 
2nd Platoon, during a battle near Sera~ezza, on the western slopes of the 
Appennine Mountains in Italy. 

The citation reads, "He fought with great gallantry and intrepidity near 
Seravezza, Italy, on 5 April 1945. When his unit was pinned down by grazing 
fire from the enemy's strong mountain defense, and command of the squad developed 
on him with the wounding of its regular leader, he made frontal, one-man attacks 
through direct fire and knocked out two machine guns with grenades. Withdrawing 
under murderous fire and showers of grenades from enemy emplacements, he had 
nearly reached a shell crater occupied by two of his men when an unexploded grenade 
bounced on his helmet and rolled toward his helpless comrades. He arose in the 
withering fire, dived for the missile and smothered its blast with his body. By 
his swift, supremely heroic action Private Munemori saved two of his men at the 
cost of his own life and did much to clear the path for his company's victorious 
advance. " 

The coveted honor and award was presented to SADAO'S mother, MRS. NAWA MUNEMORI 
of Los Angeles, California on March 13, 1946 at Fort MacArthur at a ceremony in 
SADAO'S honor. SADAO'S gallant deed and supreme sacrifice will forever live in 
the annals of Club 100, World War II Veterans, 100th Infantry Battalion. 

AMONG OTHER ABLE COMPANY'S medal winners are MASATO NAKAE, 1st Platoon, 
SHIZUYA HAYASHI, 2nd Platoon, and MANABU SUEHIRO, Weapons Platoon. These men 
won the DISTINGUISHED SERVICE CROSS for gallantry beyond the call of duty, the 
second highest medal. There were about nine winners of the SILVER STAR MEDALS 
in Co. A. Among the 1703 men who received the PURPLE HEART MEDALS, ABLE COMPANY 
received no less than 433, exact count is not available. 

NAOJI YAMAGATA, who had been with ABLE COMPANY from its inception contributes 
the following for this 40th Anniversary Celebration Edition: MITSUYOSHI FUKUDA 
was ABLE COMPANY'S Commanding Officer when he was selected to become the Battalion 
Commander. Major Fukuda was given the task of rescuing the "Lost Battalion" of 
the 36th All-Texas division in the mountain forest of Biffontaine. The Task Force 
was known as the "FUKUDA TASK FORCE". What the Task Force did is history. Able 
Company was one of the Task Force group, together with B & C Companies. A bronze 
plaque inscribed "To the 442nd Infantry Regiment. With deep sincerity and utmost 
appreciation for the gallant fight to effect our rescue after we had been isolated 
for seven days," was given to the Combat Team by the 1st Battalion, 141st Infantry 
Regiment, 36th Infantry Division. 

BATTLEFIELD PROMOTIONS: Battlefield promotions were few but these men were 
men with the highest leadership quality and respected individuals who were trusted 
by the men they commanded. They are: Richard Hamasaki, Kenneth Harada, Ted Ibata, 
Howard Miyake, Yoshiharu Nishida and Alvin Planas. 
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ON THE HUMOROUS SIDE, Naoji contributes: "As in other companies in the 

One Puka Puka outfit, Able Company had its share of colorful nicknames and to 
this day the origin of some of these nicknames still remains a mystery. A few 
of the verified ones are: "Peep Sight" - This individual had small, narrow eyes; 
"Ginko" - Crap eater, always carried a bank roll; "Wah Wah" - very, very talkative 
"Gabby" - very, very quite soft-spoken fellow; "Buta" - On a very rainy night, his 
father ordered him to sleep with a litter of new born baby pigs; "BIFFA" - Biffed 
a lot; "Cyclone" - used to spar with old time boxer named Malicio and did amateur 
boxing too; "Blue" - Favorite color of his pajamas was blue; "Sea Dog" - was a 
merchant marine before entering service; "Tak Tak" - anyone who had a first 
name or surname beginning with TAK. For proper identification we have a BIG TAK 
and a Small Tak; "Ruppa" - a bugler' "Pa-paa" - old man. 

Other nicknames floating around in the army and even today are: "Prone", . 
"Pachi-pachi", nB-aldy" , "Pee Wee", "Weasel", "Dyke", "Old Man", "Joe Penner", 
"Da-ni", "Hard Rock", "Tobey", "Shadow", "Pluto", "Blackie", "Wimpy", "Curley", 
"Smiley", "Mah-jong", "Japan", "Slim", "Karask", "Froggie" , "Dopey", "Ctarkie", 
"Big Head", "Lippy", "Speedy", "Lefty", "Wada", "Chicken", "Maestro", "General", 
"Scratchy", "Sub", "Tojo", "Piss ASs", "Sasa", "Shin Dig", "Stone", "Bot-chan", 
"Chu Mon Tori" and "Buck Teeth". 

Also, as in other companies of the 100th Battalion, ABLE COMPANY members had 
access to a vocabulary which was original, meaningful, effective, and appropriate 
for the time and place involved. The following words and phrases were commonly 
used ei ther before or after the word "BUGGA"; "Manini" - (meaning cheap, small), 
"Crap eater", "Wrong dope", "Jack Rabbit", "Ass H-le", "Gold Brick", "B.S.", 
"Dope", "G.I.", "Hard Head", "Gutsy", "Numb", "Big Mouth", "Too Good Shibai", 
"Hard-up", "Nuts", "Sad Sack", and many, many more. 

And too, commonly heard in the barracks, on the drill fields, on manuevers, 
on passes, and, even in combat were words, phrases and sentences not found in 
dictionaries, such as: "Piss Off", "Greyhound" (lamb), "Latrine Rumor", "Short 
Arm Inspection", "Blow Job", "Easy Meat", "I mad already", "Horse doctor", "No 
scared'um", "Sh-t list", "Caught me red handed", "He story up", "No pretend", 
"He high tail away", "No sh-t", "Bust up", "He no can throw pass for nothing", 
and many, many more. These were all used in the army in WW II and is what is called 
GI lingo". 

MILITARY INTELLIGENCE SERVICE: While training at Old Camp McCoy, Wisconsin, 
some of the original 100th Infantry men were selected to attend the Military 
Intelligence Service and were transferred to Camp Savage Minnesota. These men 
later became interpreters for the U.S. Army in the Pacific. The number totaled 
about 16 from ABLE COMPANY. (We are unable to identify these men at this time.) 

NAOJI YAMAGATA who contributed portions of this article was inducted into the 
Army on June 30, 1941 and was honorably discharged on July 23, 1945. He was a 
Squad Leader and later became a Platoon Sergeant. Naoji (he is affectionately 
called "Yama"), was the first Executive Secretary of Club 100 being appointed to 
that position in August 1946. He served at this position until March 1953 when he 
went into the insurance business. Today, "Yama" is the President and General 
Manager of the SELECT UNDERWRITERS, LTD. and General Agent for the MINNESOTA MUTUAL 
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY and is one of the top producers for that company. He 
married the former SETSUKO TAKATA. "Yama" and Setsuko are proud parents of three 
sons, Gary and Roger, both insurance agents, and Eric, is an attorney. Gary is 
also a cattle rancher. ABLE CHAPTER is proud his accomplishments and for the most 
able manner in which he established and organized the Club 100 office to a standard 
of excellence so that when he left the posi ti on to organize his insurance business 
everything was in perfect order. 
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IN MEMORIAM: On the occasion of the lOOth Infantry Battalion's 40th 
anniversary, we pause and pay homage to our Able Company paisans who have passed 
away after being honorably discharged from active serviee. "Yama" being the 
efficient person he is for organization, sent in this list of decedents: Hisashi 
Fujishige, Seichi Higa, Takeo Ige, Ben Kakazu, Francis Nakamura, George Nakano, 
Shinya Namiki, Tadao Ono, Paul Oshiro, John Sakaki, Dick Sasaki, Hideo Sato, 
James Sato, Hatsuichi Suemoto, Yutaka Takakura, Joseph Tengan, John Yamada, 
Sueyoshi Yamakawa, Kiyoshi Yoshikawa, Susumu Yoshioka, Hisashi Yoshihara, Raymond 
Iwamoto (Maui), Sadami Katahara (Maui), Robert Adachi (Hawaii), Tsutomu Kunishi 
(Hawaii), Masao Miyake (Hawaii) and Masaichi Towata (Hawaii). 

We also pay homage to all of ABLE COMPANY's men who were killed in action. 
May they rest in peace. 

ABOUT EDWARD T. "CYCLONE" HIRaKAWA: 

"Yama" contributed several colorful nicknames. "Cyclone" was among them. 
EDWARD T. HIROKAWA inherited that name when the men of ABLE COMPANY, particularly 
the men in the 3rd Squad, 3rd Platoon lea1:'ued of his prowess as an amateur boxer. 
"Cyclone" showed his whi. rlwind speed during his "pugil istic campaign" when he was 
a contender in the amateur bantam weight division. He fought his battles at the 
old Houston Arena (Palama-Kapalama area), then at the old Honolulu Stadium (where 
Joe Louis once fought), and at the old Civic Auditorium (now demolished), How
ever, "Cyclone" did not turn out for the lOOth Infantry Battalion Amateur Boxing 
Squad due to his age. 

"Cyclone" Hirokawa was born on March 9, 1905. He was inducted into the 
U.S. Army on June 30, 1941 at the age of 36 years. An unusual time because 
inductees whose age were 27 years or over were not being inducted but being 
released and placed on reserve status. The Army realized that "Cyclone" was in 
this "over 27 years category" and on September 28, 1941 he was released and placed 
on reserve status. He had served three months on active duty as an inductee. 

But "Cyclone" was not to be left a civilian for on February 2, 1942, he was 
back into active duty because World War II was declared and all reserve status 
inductees were recalled. Being the good and patriotic soldier he was, "Cyclone", 
with the fighting spirit he learned as a boxer, reported to the 298th Infantry 
Regiment for duty even though he was not required to do so. When the 100th 
Infantry Bn. was formed at "Boom Town", Schofield Barracks, "Cyclone" was assigned 
to Able Company. He was 37 years old. The 100th Infantry Battalion shipped out 
on June 5, 1942 aboard the USAT MauL "Cyclone" served with distinction throughout 
World War II. He was among the original Hawaii Niseis at Camp McCoy, Wisconsin. 

For his service in wi th the lOOth Infantry Battalion, "Cyclone" won the 
Asiatic-Pacific Campaign Medal, The American Defense Service Medal, EAME Campaign 
Medal, American Campaign Medal, Good Conduct Medal, Combat Infantry Badge, Purple 
Heart Medal, Bronze Star Medal and the World War II Victory Medal. The only medal 
"Cyclone" did not win was the "Champagne Campaign". It was because he was wounded 
in Italy on November 1, 1943 during a Stuka Dive Bomber raid. However, he is very 
thankful that he is back home with his family. "Cyclone" was honorably discharged 
on'July 3, 1945. It is now 40 years since he joined the 100th Infantry Battalion. 

"Cyclone" is still active in Able Chapter and Club 100 functions. He attends 
the Able Chapter meetings regularly. He will be at the 40th Anniversary Cele
bration doing his share of the work assignments, and to reminisce with his buddies. 
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On March 9, 1982, "Cyclone" quietly celebrated his 77th birthday with his 
family. He is married to the former Yoshiko Muranaka. He and Yoshiko are parents of 
Jane Sanae and Wayne Yasuyuki. He was employed by the Theo H. Davies Company for 
35 years and is now retired and enjoying his well earned and deserved rest. 

"Cyclone", the ABLE CHAPTER members and Club 100 wish you and your family 
many, many more years of happiness. You have more than done your share "For 
Continuing Service". Aloha! 
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COMPANY C MEMORIES 

by Ralph Ikeda 

Company C "wartime stories and reminiscences and some World War II events 
which need to be. written now before the years go by" - that was the request made 
by the Editor's memo for the special articles for the May-June issue of the Puka 
Puka Parade whic~ is intended to be our 40th anniversary issue. The one to be 
kept by all members and historians to try to keep trace of your efforts of some 
40 years ago. 

I thought that was an easy assignment when we first discussed it at our 
February chapter meeting when one of the men said, "That's easy, we have all 
three of the Company C top kicks on that side of the conference table". And 
we were, so I said "okay, we'll do it". 

It was more difficult than expected because all of us had forgotten many 
dates and places. We decided then to touch only on the funny things we remembered. 
We forgot the whys and why nots of things we did or didn't do 40 years ago. The 
only thing we all remembered was how young we were 25, 26, 27 years old and maybe 
younger! 

The first sergeants were: 

(1) From the beginning to the first push for Mt. Cassino - Masayoshi Kawamoto 

(2) From the second push for the top of Mt. Cassino to Leghorn - Ralph Ikeda 

(3) From Leghorn (Livorno to you purists) to war's end - Warren Iwai 

No kidding, the only thing we could agree on was our youth - and also that we 
had forgotten all of the dreary stuff of being infantry men. We did agree to take 
our hats off to the scouts or point man; the medics and the wives - girlfriends, 
and mothers we left behind who had no way of knowing what we were doing from day 
to day. Afterall, the war casualty lists were published each day and because of 
the delays - the folks back home COUldn't know the score. The first two groups 
because they never said no. Another group that I want to remember are the young 
replacements who joined us on the "front lines", usually late at night, when rations 
and water were brought up. They were scared as hell, and some were dead the next 
day. That used to wring my heart - poor kids, they must have died without a 
chance. Sure, we all were scared, but the saving grace was our "mother hen" 
complex. Whenever we were caught in a machine gun crossfire or an artillery 
barrage we always thought "who's going to get hit now" - not us - because we 
somehow must keep the company together! 

Here are some stories remembered by the men of Company C: 

Once early in our training when we used to go on maneuvers around Camp 
McCoy - a squad had a problem so they sent their scout out to reconnoiter. The 
scout did find something - an apple tree full of juicy apples. So naturally he 
climbed up - the apple tree to check out the apples. By the time that the top 
kick, platoon sergeant and the platoon leader caught up with the squad the whole 
squad was up on the apple tree. They were mad as hell when they saw the squad 
on that large apple tree. 
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Then we had some men go to MIS Language School from Mc Coy. Many men took 
the Japanese language tests and most of us were bounced. One who made it wanted 
to get out of the selection when he saw how few Co. C men were selected - so in 
trying to get out of going to Camp Savage, he went to see the top kick. Masa 
was not syrapathetic. He said, "you took the test because you wanted to go, now 
that you are selected, go!" 

He went, but recalls that once his outfit had captured a young Japanese 
lieutenant and when the officer found out that the American officer asking the 
questions was a general the prisoner started to show too much respect and started 
to use very formal Japanese. Says our interpreter - "the language became so 
difficult that our interpreter had to stop and explain to the prisoner to please 
use simple language so he could understand enough to interpert, "just because 1">' 
is a general, you don't have to speak so formal like!" 

Then someone turned to me and asked "you must remember the sinking of the 
U.S.S. Frank". I had to reply that I hardly remember the details. Only that I 
was awakened and it was early in the morning. All I can remember is that I 
didn't quite understand what was being said when they said, all excitedly: "get 
some dry clothes - small size fatigues and underwear, sox, shoes and all because so~e 
guys go torpedoed near Hana, MauL" The reason I could not make the connection 
right away was because very early that morning about 2 a.m., we went to Kahului 
to pick up some of the draftees and supplies bound for Maui and couldn't realize 
till later that the guys bound for Hawaii were the men who were torpedoed. When 
I saw some Kona boys all wet and full of oil then I realized that something 
terrible had happened and I was wide awake by then. 

The next question was if I were a Kona boy - what was I doing in a Honolulu 
outfit, of the 299th Infantry. I had to explain that I was in Honolulu attending 
the University and joined the National Guard in 1937. I remember I was a dual 
citizen and I remember that I was asked to make up my mind if I wanted to stay in 
the guard so I cut off the Japanese citizenship. 

Fortunately I was what is now known as a "walk-on" football player at the UH and 
the ex-stars and hangers-on knew me and by the time I was on active service (1940) 
many were high ranking officers in the National Guard by then. 

Yes, 1940, and we thought that we were signing on for a year. That one 
year lasted to May 1945 and took me all the way to Leghorn, Italy where I served 
with this wonderful outfit. 

My only regret is that many of my friends are buried at Punchbowl and some got 
busted up so badly, some made it - some didn't. For instance, how many of us 
know that Dr. Kengo Otagaki was a varsity wrestler? He may not remember me from those 
days but there were many early mornings when I was hurrying up Metcalf Avenue (it 
was all uphill then, too) on my way to ROTC classes when he would pick me up on 
his kinda beat up motorcycle and I would make the class on time. Imagine me riding 
a motorcycle behind Kengo. I think he was about 112 pounds and me about 165 pounds, 
both of us in ROTC uniforms! 

Many club members will say that soon after December 7, 1941 the US Army took away 
their rifles, and I believe their accounts. But as I said earlie~, lots of the ex
football players from earlier U of H teams were now officers in the 299th and I was 
in charge of supplying the arms and ammunition needed on the island of Maui soon 
after and for many months after the war started. In fact I had come home from an 
inspection trip to all of our warehouses, when I was told that I was leaving to 
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join a new outfit the next day - sometime in early June 1942. This new outfit 
turned out to be the 100th. 

I came to Company C when told that Co. Clost it3 first sergeant and that 
I was asked to go. I only remember that we never said "no" in those days and I 
remember also that it was a cold, dark, rainy night when I walked into a farm 
house which was HQ for Co. C. All I remember is that I think the company was 
in reserve and the town was called St. Pietro and that it was just before the 
second try up past the little town of Cassino on the way up to the top of Mt. 
Cassino where the monastery is located. 

I remember that the artillery bombardment all night long sounded like bon 
odori (all that booming). Early next morning came the fighter bombers and later 
that morning we had to pull back so that the high level bombers could take over the 
pounding of the monastery. These were big bombs and some of the "duds" came 
rolling down the mountainside and some of our men got crushed by the 500 pounders 
because they didn't draw back far enough. 

Of all of this action I could remember best the mortar shooting of Saburo 
Ishitani. I asked Saburo if he remembered the mortar work on Cassino. He did 
and said "Lt. Mizuta was our company commander and he kept on saying, "shoot! 
shoot!". I kept on saying, "no can, no can". But cannot say no can for too 
long and he remembered that the range Has 50 yards and the angle was 88 degrees 
(90 degrees straight up) but shoot he did and I could still remember the mortar 
shells going straight up - coming down fins first and slowly turning fin up to 
travel to the mark. Many a time we had to hold our breath thinking that the shells 
were going to fallon us. We were too busy trying to improve our fox holes for 
protection because the wind had shifted and blew our smoke cover away, and we 
were caught in a machine gun crossfire. 

As it turns out, the top of Mt. Cassino was indeed one of the very few if 
not the only objective not captured by the 100th. And when in 1975 I visited the 
top of Mt. Cassino I could understand why it took 4 tries to get there. Twice by 
us and finally on the 4th try by Polish troops who stormed out Cassino at a heavy 
price, judging from the cemetery built only for their casualties at Cassino. 
The Germans could see down the hill and I bet could see the bottom of the almost 
dry Rapido River. 

I also remember the big shells thrown at us by the German "Big Berthas" which 
now reminds me of our Navy's reactivation of World War I super dreadnoughts -
might scare you in a museum, but not effective on smaller, faster moving units. 
I had more fear for the 88 MM German tank guns and the rocket grens we called the 
"screaming-meemies" than of the barrel sized shells from the big German railway 
grens. They surely made a lot of noise but we nevertheless felt quite safe when 
being attacked by "Big Bertha". 

I remember Anzio which used to be a swamp, drained by the Mussolini Canal. 
It was so flat and since the Germans were on the high ground before us, we could 
move only at night. Sleep during the days with guards posted. I remember the 
thoughtfulness of the U.S. Army - since we slept during the day and thus did not 
get enough sunlight and vitamin D. They issued us vitamin D pills. I wish I 
could now remember the kinds of pills they used to give us. All I can remember is 
that they were so potent. I remember peeking out of our farmhouse and saying to 
Saburo Ishitani, "these Italian farmers must be nuts, why are they raising thistles, 
for cattle feed?" Saburo who used to work for May Market (a classy grocery store on 
the corner of Piikoi and Beretania near the present Safeway Market) that night he 
went to pick some of that thistle looking stuff and that was the first time I ate 

artichokes, with GI butter (in cans) and dehydrated lemonade, he made lemon-butter 
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and boiled a 5-gallon can full of artichokes and was it delicious. To this day, 
whenever I see artichokes in the grocery store, I think about Anzio. 

One more thing about the Mussolini Canal. One early morning before turning 
in for the day, Ishitani's crew went to shi-shi in the canal since there was danger 
from mines, they all used the same path and spot. By the time Ishitani went the 
canal water was so polluted that he saw something floating, belly-up in the water. 
Saburo being educated in Japan, immediately recognized that the something was 
unagi "eels" to you and next day we had fried unagi for breakfast! Try some - you'll 
like it, might be ugly but it's good. 

The fact that the Mussolini Canal had lots of unagi must have spread fast 
because lots of mosquito nets and concussion grenades were missing after the 
discovery of unagi in the canal. 

We were stuck at Anzio for a long time, but we didn't really mind the 
sleeping during the days and patrolling at night because the night patrols are 
mostly to harvest vegetable that we spotted during the day. 

One day we got tired of vegetables a~d the talk went to steaks. We decided 
we wanted steaks and of course there were lots of farm oxen roaming the flat 
plains of Anzio. But at night the oxen used to come home to sleep in the barns. 
One night we sent a BAR ma::l to get one for us. In the semi-darkness he said,"I 
shot the smallest one" thinking it was a tender yearling. Next morning we found 
he had shot the smallest but oldest cow and since he shot it allover we could 
only get the leg part - and that was the toughest steak I ever ate - harder than car 
tire - toughest - even when stewed it was tough and dry. 

I know that we were in AnzLo on and around May 2, 1944 because that was the day 
that the Germans shot those aerial burst shells with propaganda materials. 

I remember walking on the Appian Way on our way through Rome and all the 
Italian signorinas throwing flowers at us and cheering us on as we marched 
through the city. 

I remember also walking from one end of Rome to see the coliseum and walking 
back the same way, only on the r <:':.ur-: trip we decided to stop at every bar on our 
side of the street for one drink of cognac or wine-of course each bar-stop never 
ended with one drink - more like three or more- first we would try one, then the 
bartender would invariably give us one on the house when we explained the Red Bull 
shoulder patch. Then soon the other clients overheard the bartender's loud (always 
loud, Italians don't know how to speak softly) that we were soldiers from America
Japanese soldiers from America- and our stay in bars became longer. So long in fact 
that we could'nc make it back to our rest camp. 

So we finally came to an empty jail. The police chief or sheriff was so good 
as to give us fresh straw and let us sleep it off in the empty cell with the cell 
door open, of course. The next morning we got up early and started back to our 
camp after saying, no thank you, to a jailhouse breakfast. Come to think of it, 
maybe we should have had breakfast and maybe I will have something else to remem
ber about our famous second walk back thru Rome. 

After Rome, I only remember Sassetta, that day part of the 442d replaced us 
and walked right past our positLons. I noticed that my favorite nephew and two of 
my wife's kid brothers were in that advancing group. Later in that day we heard 
that they were pinned down going up a large hill (forget the name and number of the 
hill). We had to help get the Germans off their positions up on the crest of the 
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hill, so we stripped down to our emergency rations and emergenGY packs and double
timed around the hill and attacked the Germans from the rear. The ~ermans must 
have been having so much fun shooting at the members of the 442d that they didn't 
realize that we were behind them - needless to say we routed the Germans, capturing 
headquarters and all, and the 100th got its first distinguished unit citation. I 
was only thinking of my nephew and brothers-in-law, but I must say it did me good 
to know that under stress I could double-time with the rest of them in spite of 
the fact that I was kinda out of shape by then, sitting in Anzio for so long. 

After Rome I can only "remember Leghorn or Li vorno in I tal ian, and while -. 
Livorno was the start of my long trip home, the trip home was something too. 
By the time the army had worked out a "point system" to send combat veterans back 
to the continental U. S. for 30 day "temporary duty" , furloughs actually, I was 
selected for the temporary duty. 

In our group were a few old timers and officers, most first three graders 
and lots of bemedalled veterans (DSC, Silver Stars, and Purple Hearts.) I for
got most of the names. I was one of the old timers, having been inducted on Octo
ber of 1940, a few months before the draft started. Anyway, the army sent down 
a lot of eager young "experts" to talk to us, a group of well-seasoned battle 
scarred veterans, and as we explained German arms and tacticts, we kept on talking 
to our interviewers that we really should have our furloughs in Hawaii since we 
were inducted from Hawaii. The interviewers promised us that they will talk to 
their higher ups, and 10 and behold the army sent anyone who wanted to go home 
back to Hawaii. Some who had their wives on the mainland already decided to take 
their 30 days on the mainland and we who wanted to come home came home. We 
reached Honolulu in October or November 1944. It took us a long time to come home 
because we were for all intents and purposes going the wrong way. 

After finishing our 30 day furloughs at home, we came back to the Replacement 
Depot in Wahiawa. Now the army didn't know how they were going to send us all the 
way back to Europe. They didn't know where the 100th was and we weren't of any 
help. We stuck around Schofield and they started to assign us to various stations 
to do work where our (M. O. S.) military occupational specialties seem to fit 
the work that needed to be done. For a while I took care of a Prisoner of War 
camp on Sand Island, a group of Korean and Japanese POWs who were working the' ships 
in Honolulu Harbor. Later while we were getting ready to go to New Caledonia to 
start a Replacement Depot, but mercifully, the war ended in August 1945 and I 
was out ready to become a civilian after these many years as a dogface. 
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DOG COMPANY REMINISCENCES 

by Robert Taira 

In the heat of combat one feels secure and safe under certain circumstances 
even though all hell is breaking loose around you. Such was the case when some 
members of Dog Company were resting, concealed in a haystack, in the vicinity 
of San Georgio after an exhausting 20 mile push in a span of 24 hours by the 
100th Bn as part of the 133d Inf. Regt. Suddenly German shells began pounding 
the area. A shell or two landed on their protective haystack and it was ablaze 
in no time. Martin Tohara, Kawano and Kisuke Arakaki, to name a few, had to 
scramble for other cover and concealment like scared jackrabbits. Luckily, no 
one was moving his bowels at the time of the shelling. But it just goes to 
prove that there is no such thing as a safe and secure place in war. 

Anyone trying to bailout water with a small pail in a sinking rowboat 
should appreciate what Dog Company and other 100th Bn boys had to go thru during 
a major battle in the German Winter Line in the winter of 1943. After a series 
of costly and fruitless assaults to capture Hills 841 and 920 near Colli, the 
100th had to dig in while trying to regroup and prepare for further assaults. 
Cold, thirsty, hungry and thoroughly miserable, the men had dug in when the area 
was deluged by 2 days and 2 nites of heavy winter rains. Fox holes and trenches, 
carved out of almost solid rock filled quickly with rain water. Out carne the 
canteen cups to bail the chilling rain water, but this bailing action was not 
fast enough to relieve the misery of cold, wetness and fear all rolled into one • . 
Everyone slept sitting or standing. Battling a tough enemy under normal weather 
conditions is bad enough but this kind of war was too much - fear, misery and 
frustration compounded many times. 

Anzio brings back many memories for Dog Company members such as oxen jerk 
beef and steak, big supply of canned corned beef left by the haole units, and 
being awake and alert by nite and in dreamland by day. But for many of the boys, 
the discovery of greens Clooked like Chinese un choy) in certain sections of the 
Mussolini Canal was the great event. Mixed and cooked with 5/1 or 10/1 canned 
goods, the greens added flavor, color and zip to the daily chow. Some boys felt 
that the little snails which stuck to the delectable shoots had a great deal to 
do with the enhanced taste and flavor. Wonder how many had to endure diarrhea 
and a touch of trichinosis during those few weeks prior to the great push for 
Rome. 

And there were other episodes recalled by Doggies as they meet for monthly 
chapter sessions. Martin Tohara swears he met an Italian named Michaelangelo 
and that a 2-star general landed on top of him after he dived into a roadside 
ditch during a German air raid. Fuzzy Fujimori was so busy bringing ammunition 
for his section's 30 caliber heavy machine gun that he missed the beautiful show 
which routed the enemy at Belvedere. Bob Taira recalls how Tom Plourde and he 
almost had a confrontation with a German squad during the rescue of the Texas 
"Lost Battalion" near Biffontaine. Plourde wanted to capture 8 of them with his 
.45 pistol, but Taira convinced him that discretion is the better part of valor. 
So both live. to this day. 
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HEADQUARTERS CHAPTER NEWS 

by Kenichi Suehiro 

Elmo Okido certainly deserves space in our special 40th Annniversary Puka 
Puka Parade edition. 

He is the seniorist enlisted member of the 100th. Elmo was born on March ~, 

1905 in Honomu, Hawaii. He sure is proud of his hometown! 

When he was 8 years old, his mother became ill so the whole family of four 
went to Japan - fourth was Elmo's younger brother. 

His mother passed away and his father remarried and returned to Honomu, but 
Elmo and his brother stayed in Japan until he was 13 years old. 

Elmo's father was a journeyman cobbler in Japan and he continued his trade 
in Honomu. 

In fact Elmo's dad owned and operated a shoe manufacturing shop with about 
8 employees. His factory was sizeable with sleep-in employees. 

When his father died in 1929, Elmo, who had mastered the cobbler's trade, 
took over and continued the business until 1932 when the lease on the property 
expired. 

Business wasn't good so Elmo quit the business and worked for the Honomu 
Sugar until 1939. 

Elmo's involvement with the military actually began in 1926. At age 21 he 
enlisted in the Hawaii National Guard - 299th Regiment. 

In October 1940 he and the rest of the guardsmen were federalized and sent to 
Schofield Barracks for twaining. As Elmo sez, he was a cook for the Howitzer Co! 

Because he was over age 28 , he was released from active duty in Sept. 1940. He 
returned to Honomu but when war broke out on Dec. 7th Elmo was back in the service. 
Elmo didn't have to return to active duty - but he's a joiner looking for action. 

He reported to Ft. Ruger that eventful day and was assigned to Service Co., 298th 
Regt. - No. 299th for him. 

When the 100th Inf. Bn. (Sep) was formed, he was assigned to HQ Co. as 1st cook. 
He remained as a cook until discharge on July 4th, 1945. 

Fellows who served as cooks for HQ were Elmo, Seitoku Kaneshiro, Toshio Fukuda, 
Wallace Teruya, Charles Miyashiro, Hiroshi Goda (only cook in the 100th who 
was KIA), Shinji Yukumoto and Herbert Saito. 

HQ Company was a collection of different units - Anti-Tank Platoon, Ammunition and 
Pioneer Platoon, Communication Platoon, Battalion Supply, Motor Pool, Company HQ, 
Bn HQ. Even our Medics were asaigned to us for ration. 

With all the diverse activities and personalities, Elmo remained the most popular 
of cooks. 
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Remember how the cooks were 24 on and 24 off? And in Wisconsin they were always 
welcomed in Winona where the 4- 5 cottages always welcomed all the hard up boys? 
And the free whiskey they serve d? 

You all can tell your wive s a bou t the wonde r f ul corn-fed steaks we all enjoyed. 

Well Elmo was the boss and most fr equent visitor to Winona. In fact I call 
him the Winona Mayor. 

Elmo was single until 1948 when he was mar ried to Bet t y Fukuda. She died 
in 1966. 

Being a pet of Col. Farrant Turner, Elmo was asked to work a t the Oahu Country 
Club as cook. He did for 3 years then le ft to join the Uni ted Airlines kitchen. 

He remained with United for 21 years and retired in Feb. 1970 . He had worked 
himself to Chief Steward at time of retirement. 

Following retirement he has tried raising vegetable s but his importan t ac t ivity 
is his involvement with the Nichiren Soshu organisation . 

I was surprised to learn that Honomu, for a small town had the following 
who served in the 100th: Isao (Chubby) Ishii, Jerry Miyatake, Heiji Muneno , 
Charles Miyashiro. 

Elmo may be 77 years old but he is spry, both mentally and physically . He di d 
quit driving and now travels by THE BUS - saving money! 

He still enjoys a few beers though be can't overcome the red face after the 
first beer. 

And he claims it's not easy to remember dates, etc. so he carries a small pad 
to jot down reminders. 

Elmo will be with us for a long time - I hope I'll live to see age 77 in such 
good shape. 

$7.00 EA BOYS OF COMPANY B EA $7 

Company B's history reflected in 
this book parallels the history of 
the 100th Infantry Battalion, WWII! 
Of which Company B is a proud part. 

AVAILABLE - Inquire at clubhouse 
office for your copy of this never
ever to be reprinted book at $7.00 
per copy. Supply is limited! 
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SURVIVORS OF THE ROYAL T. FRANK 

by James S. Maeda, Hawaii Chapter 

A small e;roup of warriors are also observing their ,-+Oth cl.nniYer.sary this 
year. They are the survivors of the Royal T. Frank, an army transport ship. 
They call theoselves, "The Torpedo Gang". These men, who .i.ater became members 
of the 100th Infantry Battalion, were passengers on the Royal T. Frank, when 
she was sunk by a Japanese torpedo. It happened on January 23. ~942. i!1 che 
Alenuihaha Channel be tween Maui and Kohala of the Big Island. Twent:--n:'ne :nen 
went down with her and :nost of the dead were island residents. 

The sinking of the Royal T. Frank was a military secret, a hush. hush affair. 
Twenty-six members of the fourth draft from the Island of Hawaii, who completed 
their basic training at Schofield Barracks were going to their new assignment 
on the Big Island. There last names were from "0 to Z". The men with the last 
names, "A to N", had been sent earlier to Maui. There are nine members of the 
Torpedo Gang alive today: Shigeru Ushijima, George Taketa, 5hizuo Toma, Tokimaru 
Takamoto, Yoshio Ogomori, Haruo Yamashita, Susumu Yoshioka, Mack Wakimoto and 
John Souza. 

In the late 1970's the late Herbert Ishii ci Lihue, Kauai, a former member 
cf the 100th Infantry Battalion, wrote to the Honolulu Advertiser as follows, 
"All kinds of reports and rumors were circuia ted at the time that the ship 
(Royal T. Frank) was sunk by a Japanese submarine. To this date nobody knows 
for sure what happened. The public should be informed on these matters." 
Responding to Ishii's inquiry, Bob Krauss, Advertiser columnist, in his October 
12, 1978 column wrote: "This story is in response to Ishii's query. The infor
mation comes from Shigeru Ushijima and from a depository of war records in the 
archives at the University of Hawaii." 

"Early on the morning of January 28, 1942, the Royal T. Frank was steaming 
toward Hawaii from Honolulu in convoy with a destroyer and the motor ship Kaiae, 
which carried ammunition. The Frank was towing a barge loaded with ammunition. 
The little fleet was in the Alenuihaha Channel, 18 miles northeast of Kuhola 
Point, Hawaii." 

.... "Ushijima, one of the draftees, had spent the previous night on deck 
a t the s te rn 0 f the s hi p . " 

"Sleeping in steerage made me sea 
and bedbugs down there. So some of us 
jackets. It had been foggy and rainy. 
and we could see the other ships." 

sick", he said. "I got bitten by fleas 
came up on deck and slept on our life 
When we woke up the weather was clearing 

"At 6:55 a.m., Capt. 
heading toward the Frank. 
depth charges." 

Edward Sharpe on the Kaiae saw the wake of the torpedo 
The destroyer watch saw it, too and began dropping 

"By this time, Ushijima and his friends, on the stern, were wide awake. 
They also saw the torpedo pass by." 

" ••. A few minutes later we heard something scrape the side of 
he said. "It must have been another torpedo which didn't explode. 
torpedo hi t us and blew up the ship." 
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Ushijima said, "I had time to put on my life jacket before the torpedo hit." 
"The explosion knocked me over on my back," he said. "When the ship started to 
sink, we jumped into the water. The draftees who slept in the hole never made it. 
All of us who servived were on topside. It's a lucky thing for me that I got 
seasick." 

George Taketa said, "I was saved by a mailbag which I clutched until being 
picked up." 

Yoshio Ogomori recalled that after being on deck, he had returned to the 
"hold" for new clothes since he was wet from the rain that morning. Watching 
a dice game, he felt the nudge of the second torpedo and while going up on deck, 
the next torpedo exploded, and he found himself in the ocean and met Ushijima 
who was floating. 

A note of interest connected with the sinking of the Royal T. Frank is that 
a few young second lieutenants of the 299th Infantry, who were called to Fort 
Shafter for their physical examination had been scheduled to return on the Royal 
T. Frank to the Big Island. Some of the young officers were: Mitsuyoshi Fukuda, 
Richard Mizuta and Lloyd Kaapana. They were saved. 

Eight of the nine survivors of the Royal T. Frank, after receiving their 
second lease on life joined the lOOth Infantry Battalion, and did their share 
of fighting with the outfi t. These brave soldiers "living and dead" did not 
receive any Purple Hearts or other medals for their life saving experience in 
the cold Hawaiian waters. However, membership in this "Torpedo Gang" is rather 
unique and they too are celebrating their 40th anniversary! 

Air. Ships. Tours 

Hotels. U-Drives • Passports. Visas 

Our staff of experienced travel counselors 
are available at no charge . .. 

For worldwide and local Hawaiian Tours 

HARRY ODA 
HONORARY MEMBER 

HAWAII CHAPTER 

TU Vfl nlVKf 

CALL 
935-5418 

LOCATED IN THE HATA BLDG. 
326 KAM AVE. 
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KADOTA 
~LIQUOR~ 

"Big Island's Party and Refreshment Center" 

Liquor • Beer. Wine • Pupus • Ice 

Tel. 935-1802 

~K'S DRIVE-IN~ 
"The Largest Menu Selection in Town" 

Good Food - Reasonable Prices 

Tel. 935-5573 

194 Hualalai Street Hilo 

"The Local Favorite" 

---TOM KADOTA- Co.D----
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HR. ~~. 341 

EXPRESSING DEEPEST CONDOLENCES TO THE FAMILY OF TilE LATE RICHlIRD 
SEIJI MIYASHIRO. 

WHEREAS, Richard Seiji Miyashiro, a warm and dear friend of 
~any, passed away on March 20, 1982; and 

WHEREAS, in retrospect, Richard's past outstanding service 
to th2 local community was indicative of his sincere belief in 
serving his fellow man in the best possible manner; and 

WHEREAS, Richard was born in Hakalau, Hawaii, on 1'.ugust 13, 
1916; and 

WHEREAS, during his youth, he attended Hakalau Elementary 
School up through the eighth grade; and 

WHEREAS, he later joined the U.S. lIrmy during World War II 
and served as a cook for the highly prestigious 100th infantry 
battalion which was comprised mostly of Hawaii men; and 

WHERElIS, having no combat experience, Richard nevertheless 
volunteered to serve in combat when the 100th infantry battalion 
experienced a serious shortage of combat personnel in Italy; and 

WHEREAS, he performed remarkably well in combat, was 
wounded, and as a result received the highly distinguished 
·Purple Heart" award for courage displayed in combat; and 

WHERElIS, Richard later received an honorable discharge from 
the U.S. Army and returned to Hawaii to establish a restaurant 
businE'!'ls; and 

WHERElIS, with the assistance of his wife, Evelyn, Richard 
established his own re!'ltaurant business entitled "Cafe 100, Inc." 
in ~anuary 1946; and 

WHERElIS, the rE'stal1rant "Cafe 100" lola" ini.tially e!'ltablisht'd 
in WaiAkea, Hawaii, but was d E' !'ltroyed by a ti.dAl wave only threE' 
mOlllh" Aftf'r it" c0n"trllction; and 

p.~< __ 2 ______ _ HR. ~~. 341 
WHEREAS, this setback, however, did not prevent Richard from 

later reconstructing the same restaurant in April 1960 in the 
same location; and 

WHEREAS, nature, however, dealt him another injustice by 
destroying his restaurant a second time in June 1960 by a tidal 
wave; and 

WHEREAS, in 1962, Richard and his wife relocated their 
restaurant business to Hilo and established the first combination 
drive-in and restaurant in Hilo's history named "Cafe 100 
Drive-In and Restaurant"; and 

WHEREAS, during the past twenty years, Cafe 100 Drive-In and 
Restaurant became famous for many of its delicacies such as the 
highly popular local dish "Loco-Moco"; and 

WHEREAS, as a result of his accomplishments in the 
restaurant business, Richard was honored as Hawaii's outstanding 
small businessman of the year by the federal Small Business 
Administration in August 1964; and 

WHEREAS, apart from his involvement in the restaurant 
business, he was also actively engaged in various community and 
social organizations such as the Hawaii Island Chamber of 
Commerce, Japanese Chamber of Commerce, and Hui Okinawa; and 

WHEREAS, Richard also served as past president of the 
Disabled American Veterans-Hilo Chapter and the Club 100~Hilo 
Chapter; and 

WHEREAS, at the time of his death, he was the treasurer of 
the Hilo Chef and Purveyors Association and the Lolo Golf Club; 
and 

WHEREAS, despite the tremendous demands placed upon his 
time, he always devoted enough time to be with his family and 
serve as a loving and concerned father to his three daughters and 
a wonderful husband to his wife; and 

WHEREAS, to those who knew Richard, he will always be 
remembered as a humble, kind, and gracious individual who spoke 
well of others and whose outstanding service to others well 
exemplified the Club 100 slogan "Go for broke"; and 

WHEREAS, furthermore, B memorable impression of Richard will 
also be left upon those who never knew him but who have visited 



( 
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or dined at the famous Cafe lOO Drive-In and Restaurant in Hilo, 
Hawaii; now, therefore, 

BE IT RESOLVED by the House of Representatives of the 
Eleventh Legislature of the State of Hawaii, Regular Session of 
1982, that this body extends its deepest condolences to the 
family of the late Richard Seiji Miyashiro; and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that certified copies of this 
Resolution be transmitted to his wife Evelyn Matsue Miyashiro; 
his three daughters Gail Tsunehiro, Gloria Kobayashi, and Kay 
Hara; his two brothers Stanley Miyashiro and Thomas Miyashiro; 
his sister Mary Chiyoko Shiroma; Motoishi Tanaka, President of 
the Club lOO-Hilo Ch apter; and Reverend James Sanbei, Kinoole 
Baptist Church . 
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RICHARD MIYASHIRO - HAWAII'S CAFE 100 BOSS 

A soldier, a good husband, a good father, a good grandfather, a good boss, 
a successful restaurant operator, businessman, and a wonderful person -- We 
Salu te Him! 

Richard's popular Cafe 100 has been synonymous with the lOath 
Battalion. He was a member of Hilo's third draft, June 23, 1941. 
preparation for people to consume and enjoy was his job throughout 
of us enjoyed his cooking throughout our adult life. 

Infantry 
Food and its 
life. Many 

The Miyashiros' respect the power of water. Richard was washed out by 
tsunami twice. The May 23, 1960 tsunami was the worse. There new restaurant 
building and residence, located in Waiakea town close to the Wailoa River, were 

washed away. The building had been occupied 
only for about two months. Luckily, no life 
was lost by the . Miyashiros. After a year or 
two the Miyashiros, with the help of SBA and 
the State of Hawaii, rebuilt a new restaurant 
at 969 Kilauea Avenue across Kapiolani School, 
and continued to serve their delicious beef 
stew and other fast foods. 

Things were rough for Richard for a while. He 
had two notes to pay; the tidal wave washed out 
building notes and the SBA note. Richard was 
recognized as the outstanding SBA businessman 
of the year. He went to Washington, D.C. to 
accept the award. 

People allover the world have enjoyed the 
Cafe lOa's meals. It has been a very popular 
place for lunch. Hawaii's Congressional 
delegations, Hawaii's governors, judges, 
legislators, other government officials, 
businessmen and others enjoyed Richard's stew. 

Richard had extended his hospitality to lOath, 442nd and other veterans from Denver, 
Chicago, Seattle, Southern California and State of Hawaii. The Cafe 100 was the 
meeting place for the Club 100 Hawaii Chapter and DAV #6 for many years. 

Throughout the years, Richard and Evelyn have made it possible for many 
youngsters to complete their higher education in Hilo, while working at the Cafe 100. 
Richard was loved by his employees and known to them as their "Boss Man". 

Richard, besides his work, enjoyed golf, fishing, his family and occasional 
visit to Las Vegas. He and his wife Evelyn traveled extensively to various parts 
of the world. 

According to Richards' daughters, he was a stickler for promptness - "Be On 
Time". Richard's favorite saying and advice, . "Whatever you do - do your best" and 
"Go For Broke". 

We thank God for sending Richard Miyashiro to us. And we thank God for having 
had the privilege of knowing Richard. 

Richard was buried at the Hawaii County Veterans Cemetery, Tuesday morning 
March 23, 1982, with full military honors, accompanied by Hilo's rainfall. 

James S. Maeda 
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Yasu Iwasaki - AJA Baseball league's honcho; co-chairman Hawaii Chapter 
Memorial Service; hobby, growing azaleas 

Eugene Eguchi - Longtime secretary for Hawaii Chapter and DAV #6; square dancing 
enthusias t 

Stanley Ushijima - AJA Baseball honcho; raising anthuriums, orchids and 
other plants 

Hayato Tanaka - Orchid growing and judging; Big Island Veterans Association 
Goerge Inouye - Former Big Island representative for Senator Daniel Inouye 
Roger Kawasaki - Longtime treasurer, Hawaii Chapter 
Tarush Yamamoto - Longtime auditor, Hawaii Chapter 
Takao Miyao - Entrepreneur Miyao Enterprise; topkick Hawaii Chapter 
Hrioo Furuya - Retired cheese salesman; vp and assistant manager new 

Panda Store 
Susumu Hata - President and manager, Y. Hata & Co., Hilo 
Seitoku Akamine - retired; always volunteering as vice president or 

secretary, AJA Veterans Council and Club 100 Hawaii Chapter 

Congratulations and Best Wishes 
On Your 40th Anniversary 

R.K. OSHIRO 
DOOR SERVICING COMPANY 

94- 143 Leoka ne Street 
Waipahu, Hawaii 96797 

Phone: 677-4393 

LEEWARD AUTO GLASS 
94- 143 Leokane Street 

Waipahu, Hawaii 96797 
Phone: 671-4353 
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IN MEMORIAM 

Former members of the 100th Infantry Battalion from the Big Island, who 
passed away after their separation in 1945 or 1946: 

Stanley Kato, Hakalau 
Keiji Adachi, Hakalau 
Harold Gyotoku, pauhaau 
Tsutomu "Blue" Kunishi, Seattle 
Seijin Takaesu, Hilo 
Koichi Kawaoka, Hilo 
Hiroshi "Five Grand" Sakatp.oto, Hilo 
Shigetoshi Yoneda, Hilo 
Denichi Kawabata, Hilo 
Isami Masaki, Hilo 
Hideyuki Aoki, Pahala 
Minoru "Cherry" Kunieda, KIA Korean Confl ic t 
Dr. Jack Ota, Hilo 
Charles Brenaman, Hilo 
Yoshio "Blackie" Yanagawa, Honolulu 
Masao Miyake, Hilo 
Masaichi "Mac" Towata, Kona 
Richard Okazaki, Honokaa 
Richard Miyashiro, Hilo 

Judge Tom Okino, Honorary member, Hawaii Chapter 
Sidney Hamada, Honorary member, Hawaii Chapter 
Hideo Murashima, Honorary member, Hawaii Chapter 
Robert M. Yamada, Honorary member, Hawaii Chapter 
William (Doc) Hill, Honorary member, Hawaii Chapter 

MIYAMOTO, MUSASHI: 

"The Way of the Sword" - should not be used merely for his own perfection." 
It should be a source of strength for governing people and leading them to peace 
and happiness." 

The warriors, samurais and soldiers of the 100th Infantry have found 
themselves as assets and worthy citizens of Hawaii Nei , sharing in the growth 
of this 50th state. Many men in spite of their disabilities have done well with 
their jobs, as husbands and parents, with hobbies and community service. Many 
have joined the ranks of retirees and we would like to recognize some from the 
Big Island: 

George Taketa - Golfer; has played and won many major tournaments in 
Hilo and statewide. 

Eddie Nakao - Golfer; former purchasing agent at Puna Sugar Co. 
Walter Kadota - Hawaii Chapter's Puka Puka Parade writer 
Larry Hirokawa - President Waiakea Lions; retired parole officer; chairman, 

Religious Education Committee, Church of the Holy Cross 
James Maeda - VP, Kumamoto Doshi Kai; chairman, Home Health Advisory, Hilo 

Hospital; Hilo Rotary; New York Life field underwriter 
Shigeru Ushijima - Anthurium grower, Puna; orchid grower; retired post 

office clerk 
Kazuma Taguchi - Past president, Hawaii Chapter Club 100; recognized chef since 

his retirement; retired dispatcher, transportation 
Motoyoshi Tanaka - current president, Club 100 Hawaii; hobby, making cement pots; 

long time co-chairman, Memorial Service 
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SOME MEMORIES OF THE WAR 

by Torn Nagata, Maui Chapter 

The men of the 100th Infantry Battalion gazed overhead at the mighty Golden Gate 
Bridge in San Francisco Bay as the S.S. Maui sailed into safe haven. The battalion 
had sailed out of Honolulu Harbor on June 5, 1942, under the command of Lt. Col. 
Farrant L. Turner about five days earlier. No blackouts here like in Hawaii. 
Beautiful sights of red cherry trees growing in the yards of private homes, as the 
troop train pulled out of Oakland headed east. 

CAMP MCCOY, WISCONSIN 

Sparta and LaCrosse were the favorite towns of the~lOOth men. Some over-drinking 
led to Co 1. Turner's admonishment, "You can't drink Wiscons in dry because they 
make the beer here". Future Club 100 was born here, when Col Turner proposed that 
men of the Battalion put away $2.00 each payday towards the purchase of a clubhouse 
after the war was over. First snowfall carne in late September as the men moved into 
brand new steam-heated two story barracks. Judo practice continued in the snow, as 
news cameramen filmed future u.S. Senator Sparky Matsunaga throwing the men onto 
the soft snow. Bing Crosby coming over the radio with White Christmas. 

CAMP SHELBY, MISSISSIPPI 

Col. Turner to the men of the 100th, "You can't change the South overnight, this 
place is not like Hawaii". No snow here in January, but the canteen water can 
freeze while overnight camping. Men enjoying the warmth of the pitchpine fire 
when non-tactical at night, but have to wash their black sooted faces next orning. 
Frank Sinatra was a rising new singing star. 

LOUISIANA MANEUVERS 

"Snakes Alive"! Land of the water moccasins and the deadly coral snake. Men of 
the 100th dearly loved to jump into a good swimming hole whenever there was a 
break in the maneuvers. The fastest way to empty the "ole swimming hole" was for 
somebody to yell, "snakes". A coral snake was found and killed one day, and men of 
the battalion gathered around to view this deadly snake. Later, heard rumors that 
an enterprising fellow had skinned and dried this sftake, and had been offered a handsome 
sum for the red, black and yellow banded skin. The lOath crossed into Texas and the 
wide open spaces. One morning, as the battalion was on approach march with the men 
strung out in the field, the point stopped for no apparent reason. It resumed its 
forward march after some time. As each man passed the spot where the point had halted, 
he could see a huge freshly killed rattlesnake coiled on the side of the trail, as 
though it was about to strike. The battalion took a break near a stream, amid some 
monstrous fallen trees. On closer examination, the logs turned out to be petrified. 
One soldier was seen busily digging into an armadillo~hole. Pretty soon, the animal 
came running out of the hole, and when last seen, was being chased by the digger with 
his trench shovel waving in the ait; 
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CAMP SHELBY, MISSISSIPPI 

Upon returning to Camp Shelby, members of the lOath were greeted by brothers, 
cousins and friends from the newly formed 442nd Regimental Combat Team. The 
final group of Japanese interpreters from the Battalion left for their school 
in Minnesota, and the lOath began preparations to leave for European battlefronts. 
The ferry ride in New York Harbor with the view of the lower Manhattan skyline and 
the Statue of Liberty in the distance was an unforgettable sight. 

ORAN, NORTH AFRICA 

September 2, 1943. The Atlantic trip for the lOOth men was drawing to a close. 
The towering Rock of Gibraltar dominated the Straits, as the convoy glided into 
the calm Mediterranean Sea. As the ship, "James Parker", neared Oran, many red 
dots were seen above the harbor. Sailing closer, the red dots turned out to be the 

' red fez caps worn by the natives, as they lined the walled terraced streets above 
to watch the ships landing. The Battalion made camp a few miles out of Oran. 
Guards had to be posted at night. Two NCO's on guard detail one evening, sat and 
talked in low voices in the guard tent about their families, former occupation, 
sports such as baseball, etc. They met as strangers that night but parted as 
friends next day, destined never to see each other again, for on the first day of 
combat, September 29, 1943, in Italy, Sgt. Joe Takata, Lhe NCO on guard detail 
that night in Oran, wes killed in action, receiving postumously the Distinguished 
Service Cross Medal for his courageous action. 

VOLTURNO RIVER CROSSING 

The retreating Germans had blown up the bridge over the Volturno River. The 
lOath sent a rifle squad across the river to scout for enemy movement, and to find 
a suitable crossing site. With the squad acting as guides, the Battalion crossed 
the river in the dark of night. Suddenly, a cry for help sounded in the dark as 
one soldier struggled in the swirling river current weighted down with his heavy 
equipment. As he was swept under, his buddy realizing his friend's danger, went 
after him and after much effort dragged him back to safety. Corporal Miles Shiroma 
was awarded the Soldier's Medal for his heroic deed thatnight. 

ALIFE-S. ANGELO 

October 22, 1943. In the early morning darkness, the Battalion had moved quitely 
up to the line of departure. Ahead lay newly plowed fields of red dirt, sloping 
up to a low ridge dotted with shrubberies, and scattered olive trees. As the sun 
came up, scouts stepped forward into no-man's land, followed by the rest of the 
men on combat readiness. Suddenly, enemy guns opened fire from the ridge ahead. 
A sniper was spotted in an olive tree and was quickly cut down by accurate rifle fire. 
As machine-gun fire came from the shrubs ahead, Platoon Sg t. Louis Sakamoto rallied 
his men and charged up the hill. He was mortally wounded and died on the slopes. 
High explosive cannon shells began falling on the men and one near-miss shell blew 
a soldier out of his foxhole. As the exposed figure lay unconscious on the ground, 
Corporal Kentoku Nakasone darted out of his foxhole and carried his buddy to safety, 
as shells exploded around him. Meanwhile, on the right, enemy tank movement was 
spotted near the ridge. PFC Masao Awakuni crept up to the tank and blasted a bazooka 
rocket through the turret, destroying it with one shot. Sakamoto received postumously 
the Silver Star Medal, and Nakasone also the Silver Star and Awakuni the Bronze Star 
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Medal. Awakuni later won the Distinguished Service Cross Medal for destroying 
his sceond and larger tank under more difficult conditions during the battle 
for Cassino. 

GERMAN MESSERSCHMIDTS 

Shortly after the Alife-S.Angelo action, men of the lOOth were on approach march. 
It was the first day of November, and the day was sunny and bright, with the 
frontlines ahead. Suddenly, enemy planes came roaring down on the men from the 
hills behind, strafing and bombing. As they flashed past with their black swastika 
crosses plainly visible, men rose up from the ditches and fired back at the enemy. 
The Battalion suffered casualties that day, both killed and wounded from an 
unexpected enemy action. 

COLLI, ITALY 

The Battalion had gone into action in the hills above Colli shortly before 
Thanksgiving. On the left flank, Corporal Wataru Nouchi Bad destroyed an_enemy 
machine-gun nest with a well thrown fragmentation grenade and picked off two more 
enemy soldiers with his accurate rifle fire. He won the Silver Star for his 
courageous action. Litter bearers were not able to come up for the wounded so the 
remaining able-bodied men evacuated them at night, using improvised stretchers. 
On the neighboring Mt. Pantano, there were lots of firing going on, and war 
correspondent Ernie Pyle was there to record in graphic detail the heroic actions 
of the l68th Infantry Regiment of the 34th Infantry Division. The lOOth suffered 
severely from the wet and cold weather without proper winter uniforms, causing 
many to contract trench or frozen feet. However, men of the Battalion performed 
courageously all along the front and heldon to their hard-won hills until they 
were relieved. 

NAPLES, ITALY 

The rest camp for the men of the 34th Infantry Division was located in the Naples 
prison compound. The fortunate men on rest and recreation leave from the lOOth 
were taken by army trucks to see the ruins of Pompeii, attended colorful Italian 
musicals at the La Scala Opera House, or drank vino in the many watering places of 
Naples. They gazed at the famous Isle of Capri in the distance, and bought 
souvenirs to mail home to their families and friends. They were served roast turkey 
with trimmings on Thanksgiving Day. As they sat down to their Thanksgiving dinner, 
Col. Turner, who had left the lOOth in late October, strode in. He was joyfully 
greeted by members of the Battalion, and his deep concern for the welfare of his 
men from Hawaii showed in his moist eyes as he listened to the tales of combat and 
mounting casualties suffered by the lOOth. 

MAJO HILL MASS 

The Battalion was up on the Mt. Majo Hill Mass since early January. Men dug 
foxholes between patches of snow, but they were now clothed in warm wtaaerruniforms. 
Some took out their canteen cups and scooped the white snow, on which they sprinkled 
lemon powder, and crushed sugar cubes from their C rations, and ate shave ice. 

The Rapido Plains stretched far below, and on the right stood Cassino, with 
Monastery Hill rising behind, topped with the high walled Monastery Qalled the 
Abbey. This beautiful coral pink Abbey reminded ~~emen of the Royal Hawaiian Hotel. 
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The men gazed upward as two planes circled high above the Rapido Plains. The 
distance was so great that the sound of engines, or machine-gun fire, did not 
reach the men. Finally, one plane started its death plunge toward the earth 
and disappeared. The other plane turned back toward Rome. Medium bombers 
passed high above no-man's land in formation. German anti-aircraft guns opened 
fire on them as they entered enemy territory. Suddenly, one bomber lurched, 
and burst into a ball of orange flames. As the stricken plane started to fall, 
three white parachutes miraculously blossomed out and floated gently to earth, 
bUL unfortunately, behind enemy lines. 

The lOath made a night attack on one of the last two Majo Hill Mass. The men 
moved quietly up 'the snow covered slope and with guns blazing charged the 
remaining distance to the top. An officer could be heard in the dark shouting 
encouragement to his men. As the men reached the top, an enemy soldier had 
raised his hand shouting l1kamaradl1 , and the firing stopped for a moment, but 
resumed firing after the fleeing Germans. The counter-attack hit the right 
flank of the Battalion. Men sat in the snow and fired into the darkness with 
rifles and rifle-grenades. The wounded were dragged to safety. A flash of 
mortar fire was seen down the hill behind enemy lines, and the shell exploded 
behind the just taken hill amidst a team of our litter bearers, inflicting 
heavy casualties. Two officers died on the slopes that night also. 

CAIRO - CASSINO 

The lOath moved at night to occupied Cairo, with Cassino on the far left. A 
dead enemy soldier lay on the roadside, flattened by passing tanks. Next 
morning dawned bright and clear, as a U.S. Jeep with driver and passenger came 
up the road and stopped in front of a solitary hut down the road. In seconds, 
enemy shells began falling near the Jeep. The men ran out of the hut, jumped 
on their car, and went full speed down the road. A short while later, a plane 
was seen circling way down the valley. Coming out of its circle, the black
crossed plane came roaring up the road and dropped a bomb on Cairo. There was 
a tremendous explosion as the bomb landed in a corral across the street, wiping 
out a team of mules. Had the bomb landed on this side of the street, the 
casualties among the men would have been heavy. 

February 8, 1944. The Battalion had left Cairo for Cassino under cover of 
darkness. By daybreak, the men had reached the line of departure and waited. 
Soon, smoke shells landed in the gully ahead and provided protective cover as 
the lOath, under the command of Major James Lovell, moved quitely across the 

. gully, up the terraced hillside and spilled over to the flats between clusters of 
houses on the left and Monastery Hill on the far right, with Cassino nestling at 
its base far below. Enemy fire erupted from the houses on the left, and with 
Major Lovell and Captain Richard Mizuta in the fore-front, engaged the enemy with 
accurate rifle fire. The Germans began withdrawing from their outflanked positions 
and ran behind the houses. Wounded enemy soldiers were heard calling loudly for 
help. A bazookaman spotted tank movements on the flats and drove them off with 
his rocket near-misses. A rifle grenadier on watch in a forward position engaged 
the returning tank but the grenades exploded without damaging the tank, and he 
sought shelter behind a huge boulder as the tank fired round after round around 
the boulder. 
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A second bazookaman came forward to help, but was wounded when cannon fire 
from the tank made a direct hit on the boulder, causing it to rollover the 
bazooka. A third bazookaman came up to help. He was tank buster Masao 
Awakuni. 

He moved to a higher, more exposed ground, and his first rocket blast, a 
near-miss, forced the tank into a more vulnerable position, which enabled 
Awakuni to work his way closer to the tank. Suddenly, enemy machine-gun fire 
came from the slopes of Monastery Hill on the right. The first burst wounded 
Major Lovell, and the second burst wounded the rifle grenadier. Sniper fire 
also joined the machin~-gun fire as men of the lOath darted from cover to cover. 
Meantime, Awakuni fired two rockets at the tank, destroying it, and the~taftk 
crew abandoned the tank and fled behind the houses. Awakuni was wounded in the 
sniper fire. 

Men on the left flank began working their way up the terraced hill toward the 
houses, but a hail of enemy grenades came tumbling down on them. Trench mortars 
could not be used due to the closeness of the men to the enemy. Sniper fire 
started from the houses on the left as a rifleman boldly carried his wounded 
buddy down the hill to safety. Although they had charmed lives, another rifleman 
in an exposed position was mortally wounded by sniper fire. A marker shell 
landed on the slopes of Monastery Hill near the enemy machine-gun nest. As high 
explosive shells began zeroing in on the position, two gunners jumped up and 
began running down the slope to the safety of a farmhouse below. The second 
gunner was blown to bits amid the exploding shells. rnac silenced the machine
gun and sniper fire for that day. A week later, the Abbey was destroyed by 
Allied bombers. Major James Lovell won the Silver Star Medal for his heroic 
action that day, and Awakuni received the DSC Medal. 

ANZIO - ROME 

German bombers attacked Netcuno harbor nightly. Colorful tracer bullets arching 
upward, with anti-aircraft shells exploding above in the dark sky. Patrols 
going out by day to feel out the enemy positions. The outstanding exploits of 
Captain Young O. Kim and PFC Irving M. Akahoshi in capturing two German soldiers 
in broad daylight by crawling across no-man's land to enemy lines, and bringing 
them back alive. Both men winning the DSC Medal for their courageous action, 
with Captain Kim already the recipient of the Silver Star Medal, won during a 
previous campaign. The breakthrough from Anzio and the truck ride to Rome, 
declared an "open city", with no military action by either side. After spending 
the night in the outskirts of Rome, the Battalion moved out of the city by truck, 
at night, crossing the bridge over the Tiber River west to the port city of 
Civitavechia. Next day, they found the abandoned railway gun that had been 
pounding Nettuno harbor earlier. The muzzle was as large as our steel helmet. 
As the men of the lOath made bivouac nearby, the 442nd Regimental Combat Team 
arrived, and the lOath Battalion was attached to the 442nd, and the start of a 
new campaign began. 
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MY WAR TALES 

Ben Morimoto (Kauai Chapter) 

In trying to relate events that took place 40 years ago or so is a difficult 
task for the names of comrades, places and dates or time are all dim memories. 
Herein are names mentioned both living and dead and many others not mentioned 
but have shared with me these events. I hopefully wish to the readers bring 
back those memories. 

When E Company joined the battalion at the front lines the first casualties 
within the company was Harold T. Higashi and Lt. Kurt Schemel. Near the vicinity 
of Alife my life was spared for at the insistence of Sgt. K. Furukido, I joined 
him in the gully rather than remaining on the roadside under a tree. There was 
a shell burst and under the shade of the tree in the gully, Toshio Kabutan and 
Masa Morita were wounded and checking later my position where I might have been, 
my gun and pack were all shattered. 

So far up to this point I have not seen an enemy near or far until one day up in 
the hills. One day when I looked down the slope I saw one behind the stone wall 
and so I cautioned the men and some of them like me never seen one, came the cry, 
where-where, but soon ducked when a burst of gun fired in our direction. 

In the month of November, E Company reinforced C Company in the hills where later 
the French-Morrocan Divlaion relieved us. Prior to that event on a scouting 
mission to check whether the enemy was still on the top of the hill and spotting 
that they were still there and on a withdrawal order we were spotted, and by 
enemy gun fire K. Jinnohara was killed. 

Seichi Tomita was wounded during one of the mortar bombardments and at the C.P., 
M. Uyeda became a casualty. With orders not to shoot R. Yoshioka and I went for 
second look and still they were at the top. 

Going into the month of January, prior to Monte Cassino, climbing the hills amidst 
cold and snow during one of the breaks, Lt. Kenneth Eaton standing near me, said 
"Soldier, I am getting sick and tired of this war" and popped the question when I 
would think the war will be over. I replied "Sir, only God knows." Later in the 
attack of the hills where M. Takeba was killed, Tatsuo Horikawa and I found Lt. 
Eaton dead. We held the position for any counter attack but later pulled back. 

Lt. Harold Ethridge and Gary Hisaoka were our platoon officer and sergeant at 
Anzio. Both of them were later killed in action. No far from our quarters a 
rooster used to crow every morning. One night on a patrol and back I entered the 
farmhouse in pitch darkness and sensing that I could never spot the rooster and so 
taking the chance I lighted a match and over my head on a bar was the rooster. 
You can imagine what kind of hekka it turned out to be with the usual hekka 
ingredients back home in Hawaii. 

The tough French Campaign started in the Vosges Mountains near Bruyeres. While 
going into the forest area during one of the shell bursts B. Ishibashi and J. 
Mine were wounded. Later in the attack for the hills Lt. M. Otake, our platoon 
leader, was killed and I was wounded by a mortar shell. 
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After release from the hospital and back at Bruyeres waiting to join the outfit 
at the French Riviera Coast I revisited the site where Lt. Otake was killed. 
Takao Kubota and Mike Tokunaga and rest of C. Co. 2nd Platoon will remember this. 

After joining the outfit and in defensive position up in the hills on the border 
overlooking Italy what a life we had. We had to come down and lug back our water 
supply. It was a struggle for many of us but I have seen M. Asato lug the full 
5 gallon can with ease. 

I became ill and was hospitalized in Cannes. I was recalssified and with many 
others spent some time in Nice like G.I. tourists in a hotel where meals were 
served. 

On a jeep mortorcade we travelled north to join the rear echleon outfits where we 
were assigned. Seiso Kamishita and few other names I cannot recall and I joined 
the Quartermaster supply outfit, a labor battalion in Nancy, France. 

Later in Metz I had the chance of going into the Maginot fortification. VE Day 
was declared and through the going home by point system, I was one of the few to 
leave by boat via Le Havre at Camp Patrick Henry at Norfold, Virginia I was happy 
to see Stan T. Hamai. At Camp Beal, Marysville California there again, Nichi 
Miyao, T. Kaisen and Y. Kurokawa are some of the men I remember meeting. After 
Camp Beal, spent a few days at Vancouver Barracks, Washington and departed for home 
by ship via Seattle. On board ship S. Daida a fellow Kauaian I could remember. 
VJ Day was the news headline when the ship docked in Honolulu. After some time in 
Fort Kamehameha I was diecharged in October 1945 and thus ended my army career. 

Congratulations CLUB 100 
on your 40th Anniversary 

from 

KAUAICHAPTER 
1982 OFFICERS 

President. ............ Ben Morimoto 
Vice President ........ Larry Sakoda 
Secretary. . . . . . . . . . Mrs. Tsugi Takemoto 
Treasurer ............. Seichi Hoashi 
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"PERSONAL RECALL" 

by Tad Hashimoto 

I was drafted into the army on January 7, 1942 one month after Pearl Harbor. 
I was among the last group of Japanese Americans to be drafted. Was in the service 
when all of the West Coast Japanese were put in concentration camps. My family 
was interned in Rohwer, Arkansas. 

I received basic training in Fort Francis E. Warren, Wyoming (Quartermaster). 
We were lined up receiving our final orders to ship overseas (Pacific), our whole 
outfit left except for about nine of us Japanese Americans left standing within a 
block apart. When our orders finally carne, we were sent to where there were 
thousands of women, Fort Des Moines, Iowa W.A.C. (Women Army Corps) Center. 

Once there, our duties were r egular work hours of "Fatigue" duties. Making 
cinder paths, planting trees, gardening, cutting the parade grounds grass and 
other landscaping duties. 

We thought we were lucky we didn' t have to pull guard duty, but only realized 
after the war that technically we were prisoners in U.S. Army uniforms, under 
observation, and no guns were issued to us because the Army didn't trust us. 

So for over a year we did" deta i l" work. 

When 100th Bn. was forme d and sen t overseas, then they realized we were 
Americans, gathered Japanese American s from allover the U.S. in similar situations, 
sent to Camp Shelby, Miss i ssippi, given combat training and the rest is history_ 

EXTRAORDINARY WARTIME EXPERIENCE OF CLUB 100 MEMBER 

Eric Yukio Abe 

In winter 1945 he was reclassified and transferred to 15th Air Force, 
Army Air Corps at Caserta, Ita l y . The re he instructed enlisted personnel in the 
use of infantry weapons preparatory t o their transfer as replacements into infantry 
units. 

Eric completed aerial gunne r y school and qualified as a B-24 waist gunner flying 
missions over oil fields in the Ba lkans. After two missions he returned to the U.S. 
on rotation and assigned to 20th A. F . as a B-29 waist gunner at Kerns Field, Utah. 

August, 1945 he was assigne d to s quadron (later designated to drop A-Bomb) 
and shipped out to Tinian, Mariana I s l ands. 

While enroute, Eric stopped at Hickam Field, Oahu, Hawaii. Applied for 30 
days furlough - denied. Did some fast talking to Commanding Officer pointing out 
regulation which authorized such leave when stationed within 50 miles "from horne -
granted. Eric was born in Hawaii. 

Two A-bombs were dropped by his quadran while he was on furlough. There 
was no need to rejoin unit, honorably discharged at Hickam Field, Hawaii. 

He sure was happy to avoid that last assignment (his middle name translated 
means "Happy Boy"). 
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DANCE CLUB 

by Yasuo Taka ta 

A search into the history of dancing shows little of how dancing started 
except the fact that the desire to dance is tasic to the nature of man. Other
wise it would not have survived and continued from man ' s early beginnings to 
the present. 

Dancing eventually became the target of both bitter denunc ia tion and genuine 
praise. Early Bible writers wrote "as many paces as a man maketh i n dancing, 
so many paces doth he make toward hell. On the other hand, Socr a t e s in his 
declining years took dancing lessons and admonished his fri ends : " you laugh 
because I pretend to dance like young people, and think me r idiculous to wish 
for the benefits of exercise, so necessary to the body and to the elegance of 
deportment. " 

About 7 years ago in 1974 like Socrates, several aging membe r s of Cl ub 100 
got together and started a dancing club for the exercise and desi r e to move 
harmoniously to the beat of music. Many, like myself, felt and found mor e 
pleasure in dancing than jogging. Our first instructors were George and Rose 
Yamada, who taught us to waltz, do the fox trot, the cha cha, the r umba, the 
s amba, the mambo and the tango. In the beginning, we had only one c lass on 
.i..u~~J a J "~':"6::!:.3, ~!:.::.:: :'::s :':-... ~2= e~ :' ;~e,,:v ~!:C ~J€ ~xI>anded to 2 classe s - Tuesday 
and Thursday nights. Finally , we added a third class as more peop le joined. So 
now we have ballroom dancing classes 3 nights a week, Monday , Tuesday and 
Thursday - 7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p .m. 

About 3 years a go, we had a change of instructors to Larry and Clara 
Inouye who have brought styl ing to our dancing. Our dancers learned to 
"think tall", "look tall" and "dance tall". Our instructor, Larry, ha s patiently 
developed in the students the ability to keep time to any rythm or tempo. He 
expiains over ana oVt::r, i:~it liiU5 lea.::' .::v~r:.t ar:.d the dance movement. Yet when he 
asks for questions there is hardly any; but when we start doing the s t eps there 
are many that didn't get it. So Larry goes over it, again and again very 
patiently. After 3 years of Larry's instructions, we have vastly improve d our 
dance traffic problems. The following terms have been pounded to the dancers 
L.O.D. for line of dance, D.C. diagonal center, D.W. diagonal wall, center, wall, 
back to L.O.D. These terms have immensely helped to keep the dancers pro gr essing 
around the dance floor, counter clockwise. 

From the beginning Larry has stressed proper position in which each partner 
may look over the other's right shoulder. She must carry her own weight at all 
times. Then he has developed "the cradle" to insure proper carriage, pro per body 
posi tions for each dance step so tha t we dance "tall". At nearly every session, 
Larry emphasizes the "cradie" so tha t the dancing partners will hold the ir erect 
posture, without lifting their shoulders and arms out of position. I n "Tango", we 
have learned to move, not smoothly, but with a stealth, cat like movement, and 
snap. We have also been taught the use of our free arms and hands so that we do 
not look like mechanical tin shoulders. Now you see a beautiful scene, as the 
dancers do the Latin dances - the cha cha, the rhumba, and the mambo. There ase 
a few late comers who are not up to par but they are trying and are coming along . 

I 

and 

In the beginning there were a little over a dozen couples in the c l ub. Then 
it was decided that we should expand. Members of the 442nd Club, 1399 Eng. and the 
M.I.S. were invited. The club really expanded. If became a twice a week affair -
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on Tuesday and Thursday nights. Interest was fanned among Club 100 members and 
a third group was formed and classes were held 3 times a week - Monday, Tuesday, 
and Thursday at the height of its popularity, the Club 100 Dance Club had a top 
membership of 218 dancers. Many couples dropped off after acquiring the tlsic 
rudiments and a wanning in interest. Others graduated into more advanced groups. 
Then there were those who couldn't keep up and quit. The final group had to leave 
due to a lack of partner. Two of our "good dancers" passed away. Fl<Drence 
Kaneko and Renee Kondo. They loved dancing so much that they attended classses 
until they were physical~unable to do so. Today, we have about a 100 dancers 
continuing with a few couples who are starting anew. 

The dance club has a yearly program. The year is started with a New Year's 
Eve affair, then Valentine Dance, followed by monthly dances thru out the year usually 
depending on hall availability. The big event of the year is the Annual Ball held 
in August at a big hotel. For the past 2 years we have held a grand dinner dance 
at the Princess Kaiulani Hotel at this ball, our new officers for the year are 
introduced, different couples give exh i bitions of the various dance steps -
waltz, fox trot, cha-cha, rhumba, swing, and tango. 

At present our dance class schedule is - Monday night - waltz and west coast with 
reviews of cha cha and fox trot; Tuesday - tango, and samba, with a review of fox 
trot and west coast swing, Thursday night - waltz and rhumba with a review in cha 
cha and sometimes mambo. 

Our 1982 officers are as follows: President - Kazuto Shimizu; 1st Vice 
President - Stanley Akita; 2nd Vice President - Rikio Tsuda; Secretary - Akira 
Akimoto; Treasurer - Fred Hosokawa; Assistant Treasurer - Monday Night - Chikami 
Hirayama; Tuesday Night - Teikichi Higa; Thursday Night - Teikichi Higa; Dance 
Director - Yasuo Takata. 

The current members of the dance club are: Doris Aimoto, Akira & Patsy 
Akimoto, Stanley and Yukie Akita, Terry and Elsie Aratani, Roy and Iris Fujihara, 
Edward and Toyono Fujii, Robert and Bessie Fukumoto, Yasuto and Helen Furusho, 
George and Hazel Hagiwara, John and Rei Harnano, Roy Hatakenaka, Kenneth and 
Beatrice Higa, Marshall and Margaret Higa, Teikichi and Amy Higa, Chikami and 
Jean Hirayama, Richard and Mildred Hosaka, Fred H. and Beatrice Hosokawa, Torao 
and Bessie Ichimura, James and Carol lnafuku, Richard and Ethel Ishimoto, Sumio 
and Dorothy Ito, Yoshikazu and Kikue Kakimoto, Itsue and Florence Katano, Gladys 
Kawakami, Charles and Rhoda Kawarnata, Hajime and Helen Kodama, Arthur and Frances 
Komiyama, Mary Kosasa, Mitsuru and Ellen Kunihiro, Takeichi and Lorraine 
Miyashiro, Masaru and Jessie Nakamura, Vivian Nakamura, Sonsei & Elaine Nakamura, 
Tad and Kathryn Nakano, Helen Nikaido, Joseph and Peggy Obayashi, Edward and Grace 
Ochiai, Seie and Evelyn Oshiro, Kazuto and Lynn Shimizu, William and Kay Takaezu, 
Stanley and Ethel Takahashi, Michio and Shinako Takata, Yasuo Takata, Arthur 
Tamashiro, Dorothy Tamashiro, Sakae and Stella Tanigawa, Seiji and Ray Tanigawa, 
Masasuke and Margaret Toma , Masaru and Dorothy Tomasa, Thomas and Miyako Tsubota, 
Rikio and Evelyn Tsuda, Hisashi Komori and Masao Yoshioka. 
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HARRY ASATO "A" 

BEST WISHES 

CLUB 100 
from the 

staff of 

Rainbow Drive -In 
Phone 737-0177 
SEIJU IFUKU "C" 

3308 Kanaina Avenue • Honolulu, Hawaii 96815 
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For Your 40 Years of Service 
To The Community 

George's Delicatessen 
Bento, Sushi, Plate Lunches, Catering 

1317 S. Beretania (536-7924) 
1117 Union Mall (536-6084) 

SPECIAL NOTICE 

All former members of the Club 100 
Dance Club and friends are invited to the 
8th Anniversary Ball, scheduled for Friday, 
August 27, 1982, at the Princess Kaiulani 
Hotel. Cocktail hour begins at 6:30 with 
dinner to follow at 7:00 p.m. 

The cost per person is $15.00. 
Deadline for registration and payment is 
July 30, 1982. 

The dancing music will be Art 
Komiyama's favorite taped music. Inter
ested persons, please call the club office 
for details. 



CLUB 100 GOLF CLUB 
40th ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION EDITION 

by Eugene Kawakami 

The CLUB 100 GOLF CLUB is not yet 40 years old, but we are certainly getting 
there and very soon too. The scores turned in the recent tournaments indicate that 
the members are really senior citizens (65 years or older). Imagine, a member who 
was a 3 handicapper just a few years ago is now a 14 handicapper, and a 5 handicapper 
is now an 18 handicapper, and so on. As of May 1982, there are only 4 members who 
carry single digit handicaps (there were many single handicaps when we first started) 
and these four are RICHARD HAMADA (9) ,TOM NAKAMURA (8), GEORGE TAKETA (8), and 
HIDEO UCHIDA (9). All are retirees! What happened to the other single digit 
handicappers? 

Let's go back some years when golf club was informally organized in 1946. 
We were very loosely put together. Many of us played golf in Wisconsin, Sparta, 
La Crosse, Springfield, Illinois and Minnesota . We borrowed golf clubs through the 
courtesy of the U.S.O. but no golf shoes would fit us so we played bare-footed. It 
was fun to see the mainland haoles amazed to see us hit long drives playing bare
footed and scoring in the 70's gross. (Sure wish we could play in the 70's now). 
After we came home, one player would call another and a foursome or two would meet 
at the Ala Wai Golf Course for a game. This went on until one day we decided to 
form a golf club. We had chosen "ONE PUKA PUKA GOLF CLUB" for our club name. We 
learned that there was a "Puka Puka Golf Club" already in existence. (None of these 
fellows were members of Club 100, and it is believed none of them were in the military 
service). We then decided to call ourselves a very appropriate name, the "CLUB 100 
GOLF CLUB". The records indicate that the first By-laws were drawn and adopted on 
January 16, 1948. It is recalled that the charter members were LARRY AMAZAKI, WARREN 
IWAI, DR. ISAAC KAWASAKI, EUGENE KAWAKAMI, HAROLD KANEMURA, MASAO KIGAWA, EDWARD 
MORIKAMI, HIDEO UCHIDA, ~~RSHALL HIGA, HARRY HIRASUNA, TOM NAKAMURA, RICHARD HAMADA 
and STANLEY IMAMAURA. 

About this time the HAWAII PUBLIC LINKS GOLF ASSOCIATION was being organized 
and CLUB 100 GOLF CLUB became affiliated with them. We also joined the HAWAIIAN 
GOLF ASSOCIATION but later we decided not to affiliate with them because that 
organization recognized the HAWAII PUBLIC LINKS GOLF ASSOCIATION as the official 
organization to represent all HPLGA members in matters pertaining to HGA or the USGA. 

The first officers of the CLUB 100 GOLF CLUB gave a perpetual TROPHY in 1956 
to be played for each year. The trophy is still in the showcase at the clubhouse, 
but unfortunately for some unknown and regretable reason no tournament was played 
after 1960. The first winner of the trophy was MASAO "Stu" YOSHIOKA who won in 
1956. He was followed by DR. RICHARD KAmNUMA, 1957. ROBERT TAKASHIGE won it in 
1958, and was followed by MOICHI "Monzuk" OKAZAKI in 1959. JAMES TANI was the last 
winner whose name is inscribed on the trophy in 1960. (It is hoped that some day 
soon, we can revive the tournament). 

Through the generosity of JAMES S. OSHIRO, we now have a permanent record of 
the major tournaments played within our golf club. JIMMY donated a huge koa plaque 
listing all the club champions since 1967. "THE JAMES S. OSHIRO - CLUB 100 GOLF 
CLUB - CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP" plaque is inscribed with ROY MIYASHIRO as the Club 
Champion in 1967. He is followed by JACK MIZUSHIMA, 1968 and ALLEN SHIMIZU, 1969. 
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KEN MUROSHIGE won in 1970 and TOM NAKAMURA won in 1971, 1972 and 1973. FRED 
KANEMURA was the winner in 1974 and was followed by LARRY AMAZAKI in 1975. In 
1976 STANLEY TAKAHASHI won the trophy, and in 1977 SEIJI "Lefty" TANIGAWA was 
the winner. STANLEY TAKAHASHI again won in 1978; he was followed by KEN lHA in 
1979. AL ARAKAKI won in 1980 and then STANLEY TAKAHASHI again won in 1981. It 
appears that TOM NAKAMURA and STANLEY TAKAHASHI seem to monopolize this trophy 
with three wins each. 1982 ,vill be the year when a "dark horse" will appear on 
the hori~on even though this is the "Year of the Dog". Good luck to TOM and STANLEY, 
and to the rest of the members too for all of us have an even chance to win this year. 

JAMES S. OSHIRO also donated a perpetual plaque listing the ACE OF ACES 
winners since 1967. This is a tournament where winners of the ACE each month play 
to decide who is the winnerof winners of that year. There are twelve competitors 
for the ACE of ACES AWARD. STANLEY TAKAHASHI won in 1967 and was followed by 
KAZUTO SHIMIZU in 1968. TOM NAKAMURA won in 1969, EUGENE KAWAKAMI in 1970, and 
again STANLEY TAKAHASHI in 1971. KEN MUROSHIGE won in 1972, PAUL MARUO in 1973, 
and JAMES S. OSHIRO in 1974. YOSHIO "JOE" TAKENOUCHI won in 1975, followed by 
EDWARD IKUMA in 1976. In 1977, YUTAKA INOUYE was the winner. JAMES S. OSHIRO 
was again the winner in 1978. In 1979, MIKIO "Mike" TAKAHASHI was the winner, and 
again STANLEY TAKAHASHI showed his prowess in 1980. ROBERT FURUTA (who had been 
playing his golf in Japan after the war), showed his skill in 1981. 

ANOTHER perpetual plaque donated by JAMES S. OSHIRO, is the "GOLFER OF THE 
YEAR AWARD". This award is presented to the player who has the lowest and best 
15 net scores during the year. The player must have played 15 rounds of golf before 
he qualifies for this award. The name STANLEY TAKAHASHI appears again for he won 
this award in 1967. In 1968,*JOSEPH TENGAN won this award. RICHARD HAMADA, in 
1969, and again~OSEPH TXNGAN won in 1970. The year 1971 belonged to TOM NAKAMURA 
(remember TOM won the Club Championship in 1971, 1972 and 1973). KEN MUROSHlGE 
won in 1972 and was followed by RICHARD HAMADA in 1973. MARSHALL HIGA won in 1974, 
then TOM NAKAMURA came in to win in 1975. ITSUKI "Tony" OSHITA, our president for 
1982, won in 1976. EVERETT ODO (who played most of his golf also in Japan) won in 
1977. PAUL MARUO won in 1978 and was followed in 1979 by ROY NAKAMURA. YOSHIO 
"Joe" TAKENOUCHI was the winner in 1980, and in 1981, WILFRED FUJISHIGE came charging 
in to win this prized award. It is for skill and steadiness during the entire year 
that the winners are recognized in having his name inscribed on this award. 

JAMES S. OSHIRO was the president of the golf club in 1967. It was his 
foresight and generosity that a permanent record is now available. We owe JIMMY a 
great debt of gratitude. Each year, after the winners have been decided, the 
names of the winners are inscribed on the plaques at his own expense. Thank you 
very much JIMMY. You are the topmost winner of winners in Club 100 Golf Club. 

In the game of golf, there is a very elusive score which everyone who plays 
this ancient game is hoping someday to score. It is called the "Hole-In-One". 
Now, because it is so difficult and elusive, and most of all, lucky, the player 
who makes this score is obliged to the rest of his foursome and the members of 
the club to host a dinner for the honor of making the "Hole-In-One". There is 
an insurance premium to insure the cost of such dinner. Many clubs have this 
insurance and Club 100 Golf Club is no exception. Within our club only four 
players have made this elusive "Hole-In-One". The records indicate that CHlKAMI 
"CHICK" HIRAYAMA was the first to score by tanking his tee shot on the 15th hole 
at Ala Wai Golf Course in 1965. JIMMY KAWASHIMA scored a hole-in-one on February 4, 
1968. He was followed by*JOSEPH TENGAN during the 442nd Invitational Golf Tourna
ment at the Kauai Surf Golf Course at Lihue, Kauai on March 15, 1970. MARSHALL HIGA 
scored his hole-in-one at Hawaii Kai Golf Course on the 17th Hole (the present 8th 
hole) on March 17, 1974. Who will be the next to score this elusive Hole-In-One? 
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Among the notables who played golf with us were Gen. Kendall Fielder; Honorary 
Member; Col. Farrant L. Turner; our first battalion commander; James Lovell, second 
in command of the 100th Infantry Battalion; Dr. Katsumi Kometani~ the first 
president of Club 100; Dr. Richard Kainuma~ Dr. Isaac Kawasaki and Taro Suzuki. 

Then we have as members, the past presidents of Club 100, namely, Warren 
Iwai, 1951-1952; Judge Takashi Kitaoka, 1952-1953; Gen. Edward Yoshimasu, 1956; 
Michael M. Miyake, 1957; Samuel Sakamoto, 1968; Henry Kawano, 1969; Ralph Ikeda, 
1974 and 1975; Conrad Tsukayama, 1978 who played or is still playing with us. 

Hideo Kajikawa who was the president of Club 100 during 1980 and 1981 is the 
donor of the "HIDEO KAlIKAWA AWARD" but does not play golf. He mentioned several 
times that he would come out one day soon. Please make it soon "Kajilt. 

The golf club is indebted to the members who are donors of trophies and 
awards. Among them are JAMES S. OSHIRO: ROBERT TAKASHIGE, Holo Holo Apparel, Inc.; 
MASAO "Stu" YOSHIOKA, Harry's Music Store; ROY NAKATANI, Nakatani Farms; HARRY 
YAMASHITA: STANLEY KIMURA, House of Photography; WILLIAM KOMODA, Vets Termite 
Control Company; RICHARD HAMADA, KOYEI MATSUMOTO, New Alakea Grill; EUGENE KAWAKAMI, 
TARO SUZUKI, Fundi Shirai Memorial Trophy; Mr. GERALD HASHIMOTO, brother of AKIRA 
HASHIMOTO (KIA) Memorial Trophy; TAD HIRAI: HIROTOSHI YAMAMOTO, Manoa Finance 
Company; YOSHITO AIMOTO, Holau Mochi Factory Award and KEN SUEHIRO. 

And to these businesses and individuals we owe much gratitude for their 
support: CENTRAL PACIFIC BANK, TIMES SUPER MARKET, VARSITY TOP SHOP, MIKE KATO, 
ARCHIE WON, RAY HANEDA, KILANI INN, JOJI G. KOBAYASHI, If BABE" CARTER, GERALD 
HASHIMOTO, Sportsman of the Year Award. 

Each year about June-July, the AJA VETERANS COUNCIL consisting of the 442nd 
VETERANS CLUB, MILITARY INTELLIGENCE SERVICE (MIS): 1399th ENGINEERS VETERANS 
CLUB and CLUB 100 sponsors a golf tournament for the Governor's Trophy and awards 
donated by CENTRAL PACIFIC BANK and many tohers. This tournament is a great way to 
bring the AJA Veterans together. We do have a terrific outing at the 19th Hole 
(the watering hole) where the "Bull Session" on golf woes of missed putts, dubbed 
shots, out-of-bounds or the out-of-bounds pegs being too near the fairways, and 
every conceivable alibi you can think of for a poor score is hashed out. What 
a "crying session" for some - others sit in the corner with their crying towels and 
just sob. All in all we have a great time, the competition is great, and the 
camaraderie of the common cause for which we were in the same uniform in WW II 
although not in the same outfit prevails. The AJA Veterans Council's Golf 
Tournament this year will be played on Saturday, July 24 at the PALL GOLF COURSE 
with tee time beginning at 9:00 AM. Another great outing is expected as STANLEY 

"Tak Tak" TAKAHASHI is the chairman. 

loopsheet: It was in 1968 when TOM IBARAKI was the president of the golf club 
and EUGENE KAWAKAMI was the Tournament Cornrni ttee Chairman, that the "Poopsheet" 
(news articles of the golf club) was first published. The first reporter was 
Eugene Kawakami, then Ralph Ikeda carried on for a while. Everett Odo became 
the reporter until he was unable to carryon and Sonsei Nakamura became the 
reporter. The present reporter is Eugene Kawakami. 

During the early stages of the golf club, about 16 players showed up to 
play, even though we had about 30 members in the club. When the "Poopsheet" 
went to press, and the news got around that the members were having such a 
great time, more and more members turned out. Today we have 54 members and 40 
or more members turn out at each tournament. It is believed that this is because 
the members now find some time to playas their families are settled and children 
are all grown. 
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We have a waiting list to join the club a6 we cannot accommodate everyone. 
The main reason is that we do not have the starting times to allow every member 
to play. We play on first come, first served basis. The chairman of the 
scheduling committee has a real job. He must be patient and be very diplomatic 
with the golf course starters in order to get more tee times. Presently we have 
been fortunate in getting 10 tee times. With 54 members on the roster and others 
on the waiting list, you can readily see the difficulty confronting us. Somehow 
we manage. We hope that those who are not able to get tee times will note the 
predicament we are in. We certainly welcome club members to join us when an 
opening is available. Just let us know. A copy of the "Poopsheet" is posted on 
the bulletin board at the clubhouse and if there are tee times available, call us, 
but we must remember that the regular members will be taken first - then first 
come, first served basis will be followed. 

CENTURY GOLF CLUB: Since many of the members are now retired, STANLEY "Tak 
Tak" TAKAHASHI had the foresight to organize these retirees and formed the 
"CENTURY GOLF CLUB" - a very appropriate name. We play on Wednesdays, twice a 
month at PALl GOLF COURSE or MAKALENA GOLF COURSE. Many of the retirees are 
65 years of age or over so they can purchase an annual green fee card from the 
public golf courses for $12.00 a year. This makes playing golf very affordable 
(but not at the 19th hole for some). 

One should listen to tne stories told at the 19th hole. Some of these 
stories are reported in the "Poopsheet". (Many cannot be written for obvious 
reasons). The golf clubs are very active. Golf is played all year round and we 
do enjoy the game. Of course, we play for the fun now and no "big time competitive" 
tournaments except our own tournaments. 

OFFICERS FOR 1982: President, TONY OSHITA; Vice-President and Tournament 
Committee Chairman Frank Fujiwara; Secretary, ROY NAKAMURA: FRED KANEMURA, 
Treasurer; Director-Handicap Committee Chairman, KAZUTO SHIMIZU; Director
Tournament Prizes and Social Chairman, TOM IBARAKI: Director-Tournament Scheduling 
Committee Chairman, WARREN IWAI: Director-"Poopsheet" Reporter, EUGENE KAWAKAMI. 

AWARDS BANQUET: Each year, we have a great Awards Banquet where the winners 
of tournaments receive their "loot", and get their share of the "razzing" for the 
lucky putts or the lucky chip shota or a rock or tree that got in the way of the 
errant ball that comes back onto the fairway or putting green, etc. To the 
player that hits that lucky shot is all smiles, but his opponent takes out his 
Ifcrying towel lf

• Almost all members attend this banquet together with their wives 
or girl friends if they are single. Included in the guests are those who donated 
trophies or awards during the year. The revelry seem to be more intense each 
year because many of the members are also members of the Club 100 Dance Club -
what a combination golf and dance. (There will be dancing at the 40th Anniversary 
Banquet too). 

MISSING IN ACTION: When the club first got on its feet, we had many players 
but as the years went by we are missing some. Where did they go, some are playing 
yet at the military courses or with the senior citizen groups at the Ala Wai 
Golf Course, but many just seem to be missing. Some of them are Tadayoshi Hirai, 
Jimmy Kawashima, Koyei Matsumoto (although he donates the New Alakea Grill Award 
each year, we would certainly like to have him come out some time), Ronald Miwa, 
Kanichi Nishi, Yozo Yamamoto, Shinobu Tofukuji, Hideshi Niimi, Harold Kanemura, 
Clarence Miyamoto, Edward Morikami, Samuel Sakamoto, Yasuto Furusho, Harry Hirasuna, 
Stanley Imamura, Fred Kurisu, Isao Nadamoto, Goro Kuwada, Robert Taira, Francis 
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Takemoto, Denis Teraoka, Edward Yoshimasu, Henry Kawano, James Lovell, Tadashi 
Ohta, Moichi Okazaki, Dr. Isaac Kawasaki, and more. The golf club says hello 
to these guys and if you are free, won't you please call for ~ starting time? 

MEDAL OF COOPERATION: We have medals of honor and medals for most "Beyond 
The Call of Duty" - why not a "Medal of Cooperation,r to DONALD KUWAYE, Executive 
Secretary of Club 100, and CHARLOTTE MITSUTANI, Assistant to the Executive 
Secretary for the great assistance they have been giving to the "Poopsheet". 
Without their cooperation the "Poopsheet" couldn't be published and distributed 
on time. We greatly appreciate their kokua. Mahalo to DON and CHARLOTTE. 

Until we meet again, at the 50th Anniversary Celebration, 

GO-KI-GEN-YO! 

P.S. - * Denotes members who passed away before their time. May they rest in peace. 

CONGRATULATIONS 
CLU8100 on your 

40th ANNIVERSARY 
CLUB 100, SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPTER 

President .... .. ....... Kei Yamaguchi 
Vice President ........ James Ishizawa 
Secretary ............ Eric Abe 
Treasurer ............. Bill Miyagi 
Correspondence 

Secretary .......... Tad Hashimoto 
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CLUB 100 COOKING CLASS 

Reporters: Amy Ikeda, Ruth Kajikawa and Sally Inouye 
Compiled by Committee for Anniversary issue 

While most of the "OKU SANS" of the Club 100 are talented "GOOD COOKS", 
there are few "Novice Cooks" still exploring the art of cooking with lots of 
efforts in avoiding "F LOP S". For both types of "cooks" there was increasing 
interest in sharing and learning by actually watching the demonstrations. 

Then it happened! •......•. a very timely approval was announced by the Board 
to plan for a Cooking Class. 

Thanks to- Mike Tokunaga (then Chairman of the Mutual Assistance Committee) 
and Betty Tokunaga who hosted a luncheon meeting for Gladys Kawakami and her 
eight volunteers to plan for the organization of the New Club 100 Cooking Class. 
It was a very vibrant and exciting meeting - - - Gladys, being the most befitting 
person with forever full of variety of ideas and most of all ready and willing to 
"go - go", was able to accomplish the assignment of jobs for demonstrators, secretary, 
treasurer, purchasing of supplies, setting-up and cleaning-up committees. It was 
decided to launch the first class on September 9, 1979 at the Clubhouse from 1:00 p.m. 
to 3:00 p.m. and reserve the second Sunday of each month for the classes. We were 
very fortunate in having Mike who has been most helpful and very supportive. 

Mike conducted a short meeting at the class and it was declared that: 

1. Those interested in attending a cooking class need not call the clubhouse 
to register - - come to the class and register just prior to the start of 
the session. 

2. The fee of $1.00 per class will continue until the last class of the year 1979. 
Effective the first class on January 13, 1980, regular attendees will be 
assessed an annual fee of $12.00. This is to facilitate collection and 
programming for the entire year. This fee can be prorated for those who do 
not intend to attend classes on a regular basis. 

3. For those who have not attended the previous classes but would like to 
obtain the recipes, the cost will be $1.00 for each sessions' recipes. 

The number of participants in the cooking class since its debut on September 9, 
1979, has increased steadily, from an initial 20 to approximately 50 by December. 
It was encouraging to see the cooking class growing on its merits and becoming a 
viable club. 

The following officers were elected on December 9, 1979, to steer the club. 

Chairperson •.......•............... Gladys Kawakami 

Vice Chairpersons •.•••...•......... Frances Okazaki 
Dorothy Ibaraki 

Secretary ••.....••••.......•....... Amy T. Ikeda 
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COOKING CLASS MEMBERS ENJOYING NEW RECIPES 
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Treasurer ........................•...• Lynn Shimizu 
Bea trice Niimi 
Sally Inouye 

Board Members ......•...........•...... Paulette Arakaki 
Helen Seo 

As it's true of any new organization, a couple of policy matters that were 
"cloudy" were referred to the Mutual Assistance Committee Lor clarification, 
Yasuo Takata, new Chairman of this Committee, met with his committee members and 
reported the following at the March cooking class: 

1. The Cooking Class will be a component of the Ladies Auxiliary. Other 
activities, such as craft, hula, etc., could also be established as 
part of the Auxiliary at a later date. 

2. Hereafter, membership in these classes will be limited to club members, 
their spouses and children. (OUTSIDE guests, already in the Cooking 
Class, will not be affected; however, as guests, they will not have 
voting privileges.) 

It was also announced by Gladys Kawakami, that the previous arrangement 
of assessing regular members $12 per year at the beginning of the year has been 
changed to $1.00 per session. 

The suggestion to publish the recipes that are demonstrated at our cooking 
classes was discussed with the cooking class members and it was agreed that, 
because of the limited space in the PUKA PUKA PARADE recipes will not be published. 
However, recipes were made available by mail requests, accompanied by a self
addressed, stamped envelope addressed to Club 100. 

September 14 was a big day for the Cooking Class. It marked the first 
anniversary of a project that was germinated in September 1979 with the thought of 
fostering better relationship among members and sharing ideas for good cooking. An 
anniversary luncheon was held at the clubhouse with approximately 85 members and 
their guests in attendance. Helen Furusho was the general chairperson for the event 
and she was ably assisted by members in charge of the various committees. Helen 
and her committee members did a superb job. It was a team effort at its best, and 
the results were very gratifying. Many of the delectable entrees, salads, desserts, 
and other food, were products that were demonstrated at the monthly cooking sessions. 

The success of any venture requires good leadership and Gladys as chairperson 
of the class has had the pivotol role in organizing and coordinating our cooking 
sessions. Gladys is a hard worker and anything she underta~es is no less than par 
excellence. The terrific support and cooperation given by various members and 
sources were acknowledged with much appreciation at the party, as follows: 

.•. The officers and members for being so supportive in whatever tasks that 
were assigned them • 

... The demonstrators who have willingly given their time and shared their 
favorite recipes with others. Without them, there would be no cooking 
classes. 
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... Mike Tokunaga for his support and encouragement all the way, and for 
obtaining the Maxim oven via donations . 

... Don Kuwaye for publicizing our cooking class and assisting us whenever 
the need was there • 

... Charlotte Mitsutani for typing the recipes and reproducing enough copies 
for our use . 

... Akira Akimoto, Jack Mizushima and Yoshikiyo Mugitani for setting up the 
tables, microphone, and dismantling the set-up after each class. 

It was an enjoyable party, and ended with resounding Banzais led by Ralph Ikeda. 

Gladys led the 1981 slate again by adding three very competent ladies to assist 
her with the programming. They were Esther Veno, Hazel Hagiwara and Alice Oki. 

By popular request and tremendous interest shown, the class is on its third 
year and the members are acquiring gourmet talent and accumulating many ono-licious 
recipes. 

The following new officers will be in charge of the 1982 classes: 

Chairperson ...•......•........... Sally Inouye 

Assisted by ................... Hazel Hagiwara 
Beatrice Higa 
Esther Veno 

Vice Chairpersons ...........••... Vivian Nakamura 
Frances Sakoki 

Treasurer .........•.............. Frances Komiyama 
Elsie Oshi ta 
Margie Toma 

Advisor ...•.•.••..•.............. Gladys Kawakami 

In the future sessions, we are planning to have some guest professional 
demonstrators. Those interested in attending the cooking classes are welcomed 
(club members, spouses and children). Classes are held on the second Sunday of 
each month (unless otherwise notified) at the Clubhouse from 1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m., 
$1.00 per session (includes recipe and generous sampling). 

Congratulations on your 40th Anniversary 

Authorized Dealers for Schwinn, 
Mongoose, Fuji and Univega. 

Kailua Bike Shop--=t=== 
Expert 8.epair 
[3icycle clothing 
Accessories 

(Across Kailua Holiday Mart) 
Phone: 261-9213 
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This is a simple to prepare but very tempting dish. You must try this -- especially 
when pork butts are on sale. 

INDONESIAN PORK ROAST 

1 Pork Butt (about 3 Ibs.) 
1 clove garlic - minced 
1 chicken bouillon cube 
12 cur sugar 
1 cup water-
~ cu~ shoyu 
1 :: cup vinegar 

Brown pork on all sides. Combine remaining ingredients and pour over 
pork. Simmer for 2-3 hours. 

A much requested good, good salad. The dish can be prepared ahead and can be used 
as a mea l in itself •••• it is a tasty treat. 

2 bunch long rice 
1 cucumber (young) 

LONG RICE SALAD 

2 leaves cabbage (thinly sliced) 

SAUCE: Combine and mix well -

2 .' 3 cup vinegar 
3-4 tablespoon shoyu 
2 teaspoon grated ginger 
1 cup sugar 

2 green onions (thinly sliced) 
1 can crab meat 
2 eggs (beaten and fried; thinly 

sliced) 

2-3 teaspoon sesame oil 
~ teaspoon msg 
1 teaspoon salt 

Cook long rice until done; drain. 
thin strips. Thinly slice cabbage, 
can of crab and add juice to sauce. 

Cut in 2" length. Cut cucumber in 
green onions and fried eggs. Drain 

OPTIONAL: Any thinly sliced vegetables may be used. In lieu of crab, 
thinly sliced ham, char siu, or kamaboko may be used. 

Pour 1/3 of sauce over long rice 3 or 4 hours before serving. 
Refrigerate remaining sauce. 

To serve, arrange in platter in order of: Long rice (already soaked), 
cucumber, cabbage, green onions, crab, egg, and remaining sauce. 

A very simple and very inexpensive but it has that "just right" taste - not too 
sour, not too sweet. Sure to please your Danna san --- as a chaser or just cha 
cha rice. 

HANA-GIRI DAIKON TSUKEMONO 

1 package (2 ounce) hana-giri daikon 
1/2 cup shoyu 
5 ~a0:c~~0vu sugar 

2 tablespoon sake 
1/2 teaspoon ajinomoto 
1/4 cup vinegar 

Pour hot water on daikon and cool. Heat the remaining ingredients and pour over 
the squeezed daikon and soak a day or longer and refrigerate. 
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A festive dish for your Thanksgiving table to add elegance. A refreshing and 
colorful dish which is easy to prepare. 

CRAN-RASBERRY SHERBERT MOLD 

2 3-ounce package rasberry geldtin 
1-~ cups boiling water 
1 pint rasberry sherbert (or guava) 
1 teaspoon lemon juice 
1 16 ounce whole cranberry sauce 

Dissolve gelatin in boiling water; stir in sherbert and lemon juice. Chill; if 
necessary, till mixture mounds. Mash cranberry sauce slightly with fork; fold in 
gelatin mixture. Turn mixture into a 5-cup mold. Chill till firm. Unmold. 

MUSTARD NASUBI 

5 or 6 eggplants 
Rock Salt 
2 teaspoons Colman mustard 
~ cup sugar 

~ cup vinegar 
~ cup water or sake 
~ cup shoyu 
1 package shimaya dashi-no-moto 

Cut eggplants 3/4 inches width diagonally; sprinkle rock salt and let it 
stand for about one hour with weight on. Boil the remaining ingredients, 
and pour over the squeezed eggplants. 

Helen Seo 

Something NEW! Imagine a Spaghetti in a squash! A conversation dish and a 
mezurashii dish! 

SPAGHETTI SQUASH NAMASU 

(Somen Cucumber) 

1 Spaghetti Squash - Cut squash in half lengthwise using heavy knife. Scoop out 
seeds. Place cut side down in boiling water. Cook for 10 to 20 minutes, depending 
on size of squash. Test with chopstick near the skin to see if it's soft. Drain 
and run cold water until cool to handle. Scoop out with spoon or fork and start 
shredding and separating with fingers until it looks like spaghetti stands. Drain 
in colandar. 

Namasu Sauce: ~ cup Japanese vinegar 
~ cup sugar 
~ teaspoon salt 
dash of ajinomoto 
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Minced or sliced thin strips 
of ginger. 
1 can seasoned baby clams 
cooked Ogo (optional) 
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The following members and wives of Club 100 turned out on 
Saturday, May 8, 1982 to help clean up the clubhouse and the apart
ment and clubhouse yards. The House Committee thanks each one of 
you. Our special thanks go to Shigeru and Fumi Inouye, Medics 
Chapter, for preparing the delicious stew and rice lunch and all 
the special dishes. 

ABLE 

Tom Fujise 
Ralph Fukunaga 
Chikami Hirayama 
Yutaka Inouye 
Richard Ishimoto 
Peter Kuromoto 
Albert Matsumoto 
Walter Moriguchi 
Tsuneo Morikawa 
Richard Nakahara 
Yoshiharu Nishida 
Torrnny Nishioka 
Richard Oki 
m/m Seie Oshiro 
Nancy Sakaki 
Yoshio Saito 
Goro Sumida 
Stanley Takahashi 
Masar!1 Tomasa 

BAKER 

Bernard Akamine 
Takeo Azama 
Yasuto Furusho 
Teikichi Higa 
Yoshio Hirose 
Torao Ichimura 
Fred Kanemura 
James Miyano 
Toshikatsu Nakahara 
Stanley Nakamoto 
Sonsei Nakamura 
Roy Nakayama 
Raymond Nosaka 
Tsu tomu Oga ta 
Hiroshi Shimazu 
Masasuke Toma 
Thomas Tsubota 
Rikio Tsuda 
Hajime Yamane 
Richard Yamashina 

CHARLIE 

Stanley Akita 
Yoshio Anzai 
Al Arakaki 
Hideo Doi 
Tadanojo Fukuda 
Robert Hashimoto 
Ralph Ikeda 
Sumio Ito 
Yoroku Ito 
Warren Iwai 
Masayoshi Kawamoto 
Takeshi Kimura 
Donald Kuwaye 
Tom Matsumura 
Takeichi Miyashiro 
Jack Mizushima 
Hideshi .Niimi 
Noboru Niimi 
John Odo 
Kazu to Shimizu 
Kiyoshi Uyeno 

DOG 

Max Imai 
Masao Kawamata 
Eddie Kuwazaki 
Sadashi Matsunami 
Katsumi Nakayama 
Yoshiichi Okazawa 
Etsuro Sekiya 
Ben Tamashiro 
Martin Tohara 
Hiromi Urabe 
Jitsuri Yoshida 

HEADQUARTERS 

Akira Akimoto 
Otomatsu Aoki 
Jack Hirano 
Isao Ishii 
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HDQ cont' d 

Hideo Kaj ikawa 
Archie Kamisato 
Arthur Komiyama 
Yosh i Mugi tani 
Robert Nakamura 
Elmo Okido 
Janet Otagaki 
Kenneth Otagaki 
Calvin Shimoga ki 
Carl Shinoda 
Kenichi Suehiro 
Arthur Tamashiro 
Dorothy Tamashiro 
Hideo Ueno 

RURAL 

George Endo 
Kenzo Endo 
Mike Enga 
Tokio Ige 
Kiyoshi Jinnohara 
Robert Kaneshige 
Robert Kapuniai 
Susumu Ota 
m/m Charles Shimahara 
Yasuo Takenouchi 
Hakaru Taoka 
Rudy Yoshida 

MEDICS 

Fumi Inouye 
Shigeru Inouye 
Etsuo Katano 
Henry Nakasone 
Mildred Nishigaya 
Seiji Nomura 
George Zakimi 

FRIENDS 

Richard Koizumi 
Tats Nakagawa 
Joseph Obayashi 



ABLE CHAPTER NEWS 

By Eugene Kawakami 

JUST REMINISCING: In our January-February 1982 issue, it was said that 
"no news is good news", but on the other hand no news makes life dull, causes 
boredom and we become listless. Maybe we are all saving our news for the 40th 
Anniversary Celebration and "shooting the breeze" with our old-time buddies. 
Well, to give you a bit of something to "shoot" about, let's reminisce a little 
and go back to our training days at the Old and New Camp McCoy. 

The "Old Camp McCoy" reminded us of "Boom Town", Schofield Barracks, almost 
to a "T" except the weather. The temperature was going up and up, pretty soon 
it was 100 0 in the shade - wow! Was it hot! The nights were getting longer -
it was still daylight at 9:30 PM. We had lots of time to play ball or just loll 
around or go out on pass to Sparta, the nearest town. 

Remember the people of Sparta, they were beautiful in more ways than one. 
They were so friendly, helpful, and made us feel at home. And the young lady 
at the Sparta U.S.O., I believe her name was Miss Alice Kenny. She was so help
ful and patient with us "budda heads" o Many of you wrote home and told your 
folks about the people, especially Miss Kenny " Miss Kenny was so surprised when 
she received some Hawaiian souvenirs from Hawaii. 

On weekends, from both the Old and New Camp McCoy, we went on excursions to 
Wisconsin Dells and other parts near the camps through the courtesy of the Army 
and the U.S.O. We really saw Wisconsin, and best of all, we were treated royally 
by everyone o Some of the people thought we were from Manila or even China, but 
when they learned that we were Americans of Japanese ancestry from Hawaii, they 
were more curious and asked questions about Pearl Harbor. Guess we impressed 
the people of Wisconsin, for we were invited to their homes for Sunday dinners, 
or went bowling with us, and even took some of us around to see the countryside. 
Then when autumn rolled around we saw the beautiful leaves changing colors. The 
people in Wisconsin call it Indian Summer o Beautiful hillside, all full of red, 
yellow, some green. Can't forget those colors o There are two Able Company 
members still in Wisconsin, married of course, and have families of their own. 
They are WALLACE HISAMOTO and TOM FUKUDA. There may be more. We do hope that 
these guys got the message of our 40th Anniversary Celebration in time so that 
they can join us. 

On Sundays, we would visit La Crosse and sit on the lawn near the river
side, of course with those beautiful Wisconsin girls, and "shoot the breeze". 
Many tall tales were told, too, one would say that his family owned a "panini 
farm" and another would say that he was a "guava fruit farmer" o You see, the 
word "farm" got into the stories because most of the Wisconsin people were 
farmers 0 What stories! 

Then some of us would visit Winona. Now there's a town. Hey guys, no no. 
I won't tell. Better to keep the mouth zippered, or else. Sorry I mentioned 
it. 

Chicago was another town - a town? A big, big city fits its description. 
Do you remember Atlantic Hotel? That's the first hotel you saw after leaving 
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the Central Station. What a joint. But to sleep for only a short time on pass 
was okay. Others stayed at the Palmer House, a nice, big hotel in the Loop, 
or some other fancy hotels. And who can forget Soldier's Field? So huge, 
imagine 110,000 fans, and beauti ful , too . The football players looked like 
ants on the playing field. What about the ball parks of the Chicago White Sox 
and the Chicago Cubs. We rode the elevated trains to get to the parks. All 
surface street cars were FREE to all servicemen in uniform. What a deal! 
Remember that huge Grant's Park along Lake Michigan and the museum near Soldier's 
Field? Beautiful flowers in bloom =~~ing summer around the park area. Why can't 
Hawaii have blooming flowers ':'n the parks, all year 'round , too? It can be done. 

Many of us went to New York, too, and even to Washington, D.C. and to 
Bowling Green, Springfield (Illinois ) , Milwaukee, and the breweries. Which 
reminds us that day when the "Old Man", Col. Farrant Turner told us - "Hey, you 
can't drink Wisconsin dry - they make all the beer in Wisconsin!" 

One day someone yelled, "Hey, snowflakes". Soon everyone was chasing the 
snowflakes, those beautiful little flake s , each one a different pattern, shape, 
and so beautiful. Too bad they melted away so soon. Then the weather changed 0 

Cold, very cold indeed. Soon after the snowflakes came down we moved from the 
Old Camp McCoy to the New Camp McCoy. Yes, we moved out from the "tent city" 
to new (brand new) barracks. No more sitting on the floor at the P.X . to drink 
beer. We had tables, but 50metimes not enough tables. But we had a jolly time . 
"Don't you people have beer in Hawaii?" the P.X . waitresses would ask . "Oh yeah, 
we have 'ern, but not served by beautiful girls like you here in Wisconsin" , 
What a line! 

Remember the trout fishing in the stream near the New Camp McCoy area? Boy, 
did we "whack 'ern up". Ono-ono kine fish - first time for a lot of us. Thanks 
to MASA TOMASA and his crew (I believe the mess sergeant was out on pass) for 
cooking the delicious fish. 

Sleeping in our new bunks was great, but remember one day we were told to 
pack, full pack, I mean, and we marched into the woods in the snow. Cold, you 
bet it was cold. And us guys had to sleep on the cold ground that night. Just 
training, we were told. During the night, no fire - just go sleep. I was sorry 
for the guards, walking the beat. In the dark and quiet of the night, we could 
hear the whistle of the Milwaukee Road train going by, or maybe it was the 
"Hiawatha" train, in the distance. 

Remember the snowman we made outside our barracks? For us guys who saw 
snow for the first time, we did well in making the snowman. How about the ice 
skating rink, too? Some of you went out to buy skis yet! Yeah, skates too! 
We try anything at least once. "Gotta try once you know, or no can write horne 
about our experience". 

Some of our Able Company guys were transferred to Camp Savage to the Mili
tary Intelligence Service Language School (MIS) at Camp Savage, Minneapolis. 
Many of us went to Camp Savage on pass to visit them over the weekend. We had 
a firsthand view of what Camp Savage was like. It appeared that the barracks 
were placed in an old open coal mine. We could hear the boys reading out loud 
in Japanese. The volunteers from the lOOth Infantry did very well. When we 
got there and greeted them, we were told that we must speak in Japanese, every
body conversed in Japanese at Camp Savage. By golly, we remember that in Camp 
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McCoy, we were told NOT to speak Japanese, but at Camp Savage, to speak ONLY 
Japanese. What a contrast! We know the reason why now " 

In Minneapolis, remember the restaurant called "Wagon Wheels", where you 
could see what you wanted to order by going up to the glassed-in reefer and 
picking out the steak you wanted? "K.C. steaks", they called them. What chow -
imagine sitting at the table for about two hours trying to chow down the big 
steak. And again, remember St. Paul Hotel on Sundays where we had smorgasbord 
for brunch? Eat all you can eat for only a buck-eighty? How could they make 
money for that price? No liquor was served to wash the meal down - "Blue Sunday" 
you know. Yes, those days we sure "chow up". 

Remember, too, the Madison trip to watch the Wisconsin versus Notre Dame 
football game? Yes, on the house. Our sleeping quarters were in private homes. 
And picking apples right off the trees? And the girls sitting by us singing 
"Don't sit under the apple tree with anyone else but me"? Tears really do corne 
down now as we remember those days. 

Then Christmas came. Some of us went out on pass to "who knows where" o 
Those who remained at the barracks for Christmas and New Year's Eve, had a ball. 
We sent the sergeant down to Sparta to buy "pu-pus", plenty of them. Whiskey, 
etc., too. How did they get past the MPs at the gate? That's a military 
secret! We also had a couple of kegs of Wisconsin beer, draft beer, too. It 
brings to mind what happened to all the whiskey and other bottles that were 
thrown out of the window into the snow (about two feet deep). Bet the ground 
keepers wished the bottles were filled when the snow melted at spring time. 

Soon after New Year's Day, we were transferred to Camp Shelby, so we don't 
know what happened to the whiskey bottles, etc. Plenty of snow yet. 

CONDOLENCES: Our deepest sympathy to ROBERT H. KARASAKI and his family 
for the loss of their beloved father, MR. TETSUICHI KARASAKI. 

MISSING IN ACTION: Just a few of the old timers who were with us during 
the Camp McCoy days are attending our monthly meetings. We are wondering what 
happened to the rest, namely: Tatsuo Abe, Shiichi Asada, Arthur Fujise, Fumio 
Furutani, Hisao Furutani, Raymond Harada, Fumio Hayashi, Shizuya Hayashi, 
Tokuichi Hayashi, Thomas Higa, Seian Hokama, Frank Ikehara, Isamu Inouye, 
Shintoku Ishimine, Harold Kanemura, Robert Karasaki, Susumu Kunishige, Shiro 
Maki, Irving Matsumoto, Jiro Matsui, Noboru Mezurashi, Howard Miyake, Clarence 
Miyamoto, Larry Mizuno, Wataru Monkawa, Edward Morikami, Shigeru Nakata, 
William onosaki, William Oya, Samuel Sakamoto, Sueo Sakamoto, Robert Sato, 
Raymond Taga, Tetsuo Tateishi, Ralph Uyeda, Fumio Yamada, Masami Yamamoto, 
Kenneth Yoshiura, Paul Hachida, Seitoku Hanashiro, and many others. 

Occasionally we see Naoji Yamagata, Hirotoshi Yamamoto, Masayuki Yoshimura, 
Tadao Seo, Carl Morioka, and others. We sure would like to see all of you who 
are "missing in action" from our monthly meetings. Drop in sometime and say 
"hello" to the rest of us. Our regular monthly meetings are held on the third 
Thursday of each month at 7:30 PM at the clubhouse. The monthly bulletin, pub
lished by the Club 100 Executive Secretary gives the time and place of the 
meetings. Please try to attend and drink a couple of Wisconsin beers with us. 
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BAKER CHAPTER NEWS 

by Thomas Tsubota 

The night was young and so were the 
hearts of 24 Bakerites who gathered 
for the "Stag Nite" at Natsunoya 
Tea House on Saturday, March 20, 
1982. As we gazed toward the ocean 
from this Alewa Heights site over
looking the city of Honolulu, the 
setting sun sprayed golden hues into 
the sky. Good weather and such a 
beautiful setting surely enhanced the 
happy mood of our group. This won
derful scenery would have brought 
romantic feelings with a "kumu" (gal) 
at our side during the old days, but 
nowadays Stag Nite with matured men 
only, it was just a beautiful sight. 
No extracurricular activities, just 
talking, eating, and singing -
just pure! 

Selection of pupus, food, and drinks 
was superb, thanks to co-Chairmen 
Jimmy Oshiro and Jimmy Inafuku. The 
vocalists sang darn good with the 
music accompaniment furnished by 
"harmonicaist" Bob Aoki. Song 
sheets were provided so there was 
no excuse to hum instead of singing 
the words aloud. 

Surprised were the singers when Bob 
stopped the gang in the midst of a 
song when the timing was off or the 
key was "flat" - just like a music 
teacher! Before the start of a song, 
Bob gave us the key to sing the song 
in. Key of C, said Bob, but a critic 
asked isn't it in the key of F (flat)? 
It was lots of fun getting our voices 
hoarse. No one complained whether 
good, flat, or otherwise. 

At another corner of the tatami floor 
were seated the conversationalists 
(so-called politicians) engrossed in 
talkinq about the past, present, and 
future. The expressions on their 
faces and gestures revealed that 
subject matters spoken of were of 
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much interest. The night passed so 
swiftly that we did not know it was 
time to close. Thanks again, co-Chair
men Jimmy Oshiro and Jimmy Inafuku. 

Some of Baker Chapter's members were 
"under the weather" lately. Yasuo 
Takata and Roy Nakayama of the Mutual 
Assistance Committee visited Stanley 
Imamura who is doing well after a 
triple by-pass surgery. Our cheerful, 
affable and active Yozo Yamamoto has 
lost weight, but walking around, said 
his buddy, Ken Kaneko, who recently 
returned from a Japan trip. Stanley 
and Yozo, the Boys of Company B, are 
back of you with all heart, so please 
take care and be well soon! 

Life is so uncertain as we may be here 
today but gone tomorrow. Recently we 
have seen the losses to the ranks of 
B Company by the passing away of 
Tokuichi "Heavy" Koizumi, Richard 
Seiji Miyashiro, and Jerry Teruo 
Miyataki. At this writing, may we 
extend our heartfelt sympathy to the 
Koizumis, Miyashiros, and Miyatakis. 
We, too, as friends and comrades have 
lost some of the ingredients that 
make life so happy and worthwhile. 
We may be sure that the silent wishes 
of our deceased comrades were - take 
care of yourself, be happy and healthy 
as possible, and keep t~e flame and 
desire burning to carry out our Club 
motto: "For Continuing Service". 

BOB'S UNION 
SERVICE 

153 Oneawa St., Kailua 
Phone 261-0262 Bob Kondo (D) 



DOG CHAPTER NEWS 

by Helen Nikaido 

A combined Dog Chapter & Headquarters 
family night was held on Sunday, 
March 21st at the clubhouse. Nearly 
one hundred members, wi~es, guests, 
children and grandchillren attended. 
Chaired by Richard Endo, we had a 
fabulous dinner consisting of steak, 
chicken, ala nitsuke, potato-mac 
salad, tossed green salad, variety of 
tsukemono, tako, namasu, somen, bara 
sushi, kurome bara sushi, sekihan, 
fish soup, chili macaroni, baked crab 
salad casserole, fish cake, desserts 
and lots of pupus. We had so much 
food and good thing we had good 
eaters, too, who had terrific 
appe ti tes. 

We had Bob Fukumoto of HQ (ukulele 
class teacher) play the ukulele like 
a guitar. He's a very talented 
person . 

We had bingo games for everyone's 
enjoyment. 

Many thanks to the following ladies 
who were assigned to prepare the 
desserts, pupus, tsukemono and sushi: 
Florence Mitsunaga - Black Forest 
cake; Yoshiko Oshiro - bata mochi; 
Mildred Hosaka - no-frost chocolate 
chip cake; Rhoda Kawamata - pumpkin 
crunch cake; Yoshi Tsukayama - cake; 
Ru th Tsu tsui - zenzai; Ka tsumi Hara -
cucumber tsukemono; Kay Harada -
sanbai zuke; Momoyo Endo - nuka zuke, 
pupus, tempura, fish soup; Mildred 
Yoshida - bara sushi; Ruth Ishizuka -
sekihan; Helen Nikaido - kurome bara 
sushi, takuwan, mustard cabbage 
tsukemono, and somen. 

Also many thanks to the following 
persons: Lillian Fujimori - chili 
macaroni; Ruth Watanabe - baked crab 
salad casserole; Mitsuko Kurisu -
fish cake, bingo prize; Edith Imai -
sphagetti squash namasu, tako pupus, 
bingo prizes; Kay Chinen - undagi; 
Ka Nakayama - somen; Dorothy & 
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Martin Tohara - somen, 100# ice, 
ice tea, five fish heads, anthuriums; 
Mrs. Morikuni - fish, namasu; Fred 
Takahashi - whiskey; Calvin Shimogaki -
beer; Arthur Komiyama - whiskey; Mr. 
& Mrs. Yoshito Aimoto - pupus; 
Mr T. Okazawa - bingo prizE.; Leighton 
Sumida - cement pots; Gloria Tamashiro -
Cutty Sark, 2 pkgs marshmallO'.vs; Kay 
Yoshioka - dessert, 2 pkgs rice, 
Rhoda Kawamata - plants; Eddie 
Kuwazaki - 35# bag rice, Jane Matsunami -
pot holders, sweetbread; Masaji Usui -
1 box chocolates, vase; Richard Hara -
2 (4t5) bags rice; Conrad Tsukayama -
bingo prize. Sorry if I missed any 
names. 

To Eddie Kuwazaki, Richard Hara, 
Katsumi Nakayama, Richard Endo, Hiromi 
Urabe, Martin Tohara, Eddie Harada, 
Kenji & Helen Nikaido, thank you so 
much for coming to the clubhouse early 
Sunday morning to set up the tables, 
chairs, cooling the beer, preparing 
the fish head and salad. To Wally 
Chinen, arigato for getting the steaks 
ready and deboning the chicken thighs 

Club 100 will be celebrating their 
40th anniversary this year. June 30th 
thr0ugh July 4th. I can still remember 
going to the Iwilei railroad station 
to see my brother off who was drafted 
in the 4th draft in November, 1941. 
The train took the boys to Schofield 
Barracks, never dreaming that war was 
inevitable. The formation of the 
lOath Infantry Battalion and the boys 
being sent to Camps McCoy, Shelby and 
overseas to the European combat zone 
caused many heartbreaks, sorrow, 
worry and anxiety for the families 
back home. The boys were homesick, 
too. Many boys sacrificed their 
lives for their country. It was a 
happy moment when the war was over and 
the boys came home again. 

Since then Club 100 has had many 
activities offered to the members, 
wives and children. Easter egg hunt, 
Christmas party, family night get-to
gether, baseball in their younger days, 
bowling, fishing, women's auxiliary, 
golf, cooking class, ballroom dancing, 
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ukulele class, physical fitness class 
(here we have a very dedicated 
member's daughter, Annette Harada (D) 
conducting the class no matter how 
small the a~tendance ma y be at times). 
Many have gone on trips together to 
the Orient, Europe, mainland, South 
Pacific . Where can you find a ~lub 
offering so many activities and 
func tions. 

To those inactive members, try to be 
active a gain. Most of you are 
r e tired any way S ~ come on dowr. t~ 

the clubhouse and re-acquaint your
self with your buddies. You all 
have something in common, you know. 

As a member's wife, I have oade many 
new friends, too, and have enjoyed 
being part of this famous outfit. 

Hope to see many of you participating 
in this 40th anniversary celebration. 
Ten years from now we may not be as 
spry and healthy to celebrate the 50th 
anniversary. 

Our deepest sympathy goes to Dr. 
Richard Hosaka and family whose 
beloved mother passed away on 
March 23rd at the age of 95. 

At the March 17th Dog Chapter 
meeting, it was decided to cancel 
the Statewide Dog Chapter reunion. 
Members felt there won't be enough 
time for Dog Chapter ac~ivities. 

,(. C0""S T~(j 

Features 

Please 
Make Your 
Reservations 
Early 
call 
845-6625 
or 
841-9831 

Finest Japanese FOOd Prepared by 
Chefs Direct rom Japan 
Beautiful Waitresses In 

Kimonos Ready to Serve You 
A Large Hall That Can 

Accommodate over 500 guests or 
can be partitioned In a e 

good SiZed rooms 
Seven Additional Rooms 

Available for Sma I Parties 
MINIMUM OF FOUR 

750 KOHOU STREET 

By Kapalama Canal Between N. King St. & Dillingham B 

~ 
PAN-PACIFIC CONSTRUCTION, INC. 

GENERAL CONTRACTORS 
2621 WAIWAI LOOP. HONOLULU, HAWAII 96819 

PHONE 836-2854 

Hiroshi Shimazu, Saker Chapter 
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HEADQUARTERS CHAPTER NEWS 

by Kenichi Suehiro 

Elmo Okido, our aged wanderer, left for 
LA again on April 21st. He ' ll spend 
about a week in "J Town" before returning. 
I simply can't understand why - LA - must 
have a good deal there. 

Dolores Yamashita will also be a visitor 
to LA - to be with Cynthia who is expecting 
her first on or about May 18th. I hope 
it's a girl - can't have someone taking 
after Harry. One in a centur y is enough! 

Our ~rofessor Kenneth Otagaki finally 
decided to retire effective 6/30th. 
Welcome to the group, Professor. 

Tom Nosse has a word of caution Kengo, 
you'll have to pay for your trips after 
June 30th - no more free rides on the 
governmen t. 

Robin and Dean, with their father's 
supervision manage to keep their lawn 
letter perfect - I feel sorry for them. 
The Professor will have so much time to 
think of new projects and complaints. 
Such is life. 

Elmo returned from his trip to LA and 
when questioned what he did there f o r a 
week, he only snickered. 

Our Family Nite held on Friday, April 30th 
was as usual a bargain. Hawaiian food and 
I know everyone had plenty to eat. 

Kelly Shimogaki, our lifetime chairman, 
made sure about the quality and quantity. 
After all we had Dog Chapter and Medics 
Chapter members as our guests . 

Quality is always A-l. After all Richard 
Oki was the chef and he had Elmo, Charlie 
Miyashiro, Yoshi Mugitani, Masaru Tomasa 
and Dorothy Tamashiro as helpers. 

Usually when a wahine is around to help they 
tend to try to run the show. I guess all 
wahines think they are good cooks. 
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Luckily Dorothy must not be a good 
cook because she appeared happy 
doing the odd jobs. The one Richard 
had to watch was Elmo, the former 
UAL Chief Steward! 

A special "thanks" from Shimo to 
those who helped and to our usual 
donors, especially Noboru Furuya 
of Shiseido of Hawaii. 

Special Item: I'm sure you'll be 
interested in the status of Prexy 
Fred Takahashi's parents. His 
father, Yaichi, will be 93 in July 
1982 and his mother, Kiwa, is 90 
years old. 

The two of them live by themselves 
in Makaha, beyond Waianae. A son 
lives about a block away. 

Fred's father cooks for both and it 
really pained me to learn that Fred's 
dad does not drink liquor nor smoke. 

They both are mentally alert and 
ambulatory. In fact Mr. Takahashi 
stopped traveling by bus only 
recently, at his son's insistence! 

Fred says his parents have been saying 
"Na Gai Koto Wa Nai" for the last 20 
years. I should be that lucky. 

Isn't it wonderful to live together 
to age 90? Fred, bring them over for 
our next family outing. We would 
very much like t o meet them. 

By the way the y have been married 
for over 70 years! 

Items of Interest 
I've been checking around with our 
members and it appears that all of 
us at one time or another forget 
what we intended to do; that it 
takes several seconds or minutes 
before we recall what we need or 
are looking for. 

Elmo Okido has this problem licked. 
He carries around a small pad on which 



he records dates, events and chores. 
After all, its experience in his cas e -
perhaps we can benefit from it. 

Do you find yourself tripping or 
slipping more than ever? That our sense 
of balance is not what it was? Age! 

Harry Katahara calls me "old". Well 
he recently slammed his car door on his 
fingers. I'm sure he lost or will lose 
at least one fingernail. 

Harry, I may be "old" but I haven't yet 
slammed the car door on my fingers! 

Harry may not be too "akamai" in some 
things but I suggest members see him 
about paints, all kinds. He sure knows 
his stuff when it comes to paints. 

Carl Shinoda did it again. He was 
involved in another rear-end collision. 
An "old man" hit him from behind. 

He again told the other "old man", "never 
mind 9 I can fix it". But this time it 
cost Carl a pretty penny. Oh well, it's 
nice to be rich. 

Lately, Carl has displayed depression in 
the afternoons. The reason is not enough 
poker players. But when he has enough 
players, you should see him glow and smile 

Members who are now retired and with more 
time on their hands (than money) should 
spend a few hours at the clubhouse to talk 
about "old times" or your respective aches and 
pains, grandchildren, hobby or golf. 

And if you are a beer man, I suggest a 
6-pack and pupu. This comes in handy when 
you run out of "BS" and must resort to 
watching TV, play poker or rummy. 

You can usually park in the Ala Wai or 
Iolani parking if there's room. 

After all, it's your clubhouse - make use 
of it! I do go there after I pick up my 
grandchildren from school at 2:15. Pupus 
or sandwiches are prepared in the clubhouse 
kitchen. Then I enjoy my beer and pupus. 

I quit going to the bars or night spots and 
I've also quit playing poker so it's cheap 
recreation for me. We now have a new TV. 
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I be l i eve there are now more non
member guests at the clubhouse 
on any gi ven afternoon. So come 
join me! 

And with the new drunk driving law, 
one can't afford to go out nights 
as we did in the past. 

Specializing in ... 
CAKES for every occasion 

PASTR I ES PI ES ROLLS 

NASH TAHARA 

Onl) \h fi 11(' ..,\ i U"l· d i 11 t 

go into all of om· pr d u t 

We Lre on 

Quality - Service - CleUlllillc 

KINGS BA ER 
Phone 9-11·-2 

1936 S. Kl CST. • HO. -01. L 

HAKARV TAOKA REALTY 
98-020 Kam Highway 

Room 204 
WAIMAW SHOPPING CENTER 

AIEA HAWAII 96701 

Phones: 
488-7105 (business} 
622-4575 (residence) 



RURAL CHAPTER NEWS 

by Walter Iwasa 

Lefty Toshio Mizusawa of Rural Chapter , 
the eldest of three brothers and a 
sister, was born and raised in the sugar 
plantation of Waialua. He loved sports 
of all types especially baseball and 
played in the plantation and other 
leagues. He was awarded an athletic 
scholarship to Mid-Pacific Institute 
but was unable to accept due to the 
untimely death of his father. Lefty 
left Waialua Junior High in the ninth 
grade to help support his brothers and 
sister. Later he graduated from 
Leilehua. 

Drafted in Nov. 1940, Lefty spent a 
year with the 298th Hawaii National 
Guard at Waimanalo, and later when war 
broke out, he joined the 100th. At 
Camp McCoy, his prowess on the baseball 
diamond as the star pitcher for the team 
"Aloha" is well known to all. After his 
discharge, he continued to play baseball 
for the Hawaiians and the Red Sox teams 
and was voted the most valuable player 
in the AJA league. 

24 Brunswick Lanes 
Brunswick Automatic Pinsetters 
Tele Scores 
Tele Foul line 

Best Wishes to the Club 100 

Telephone Service Direct to Bowlers Benches 
Panoramic Spectators Seats 
Fountain Service to Bowlers on Lanes 
Free Instructions Available 

After leaving military service, Lefty 
worked for civil service at Schofield , 
got married to Miyoko Akagi of Wahiawa, 
and is now living a happy life with his 
four children. 

It is difficult to see how this man of 
very strong opinion and firm conviction 
took up as his hobby the raising of 
anthuriums. After some study, he began 
crossing his own flowers and now has 
many unusual varieties. His specialty 
is the double anthurium in rainbow 
colors in the plain, splash and obake 
types. He has judged anthurium shows 
and is knowledgeable in all phases of 
anthurium growing. His house at 1269C 
Loko Drive, Wahiawa is surrounded with 
hot house netting, housing his anthuriums 
and he welcomes all to come and see or 
call him at 621-0391 for information on 
anthurium. 

STADIUM 
BOWL-Q-DROME 

INC. 

820 Isenberg St., Phones 949-6668 and 949-6669 
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MAUl CHAPTER NEWS 

by Tom Nagata 

Our regular meeting in April was held 
at the Kahului Sheik's Restaurant with 
22 members present. President Satoji 
Arisumi conducted the meeting after 
dinner. 

Mother's Day dinner chairman Ronald 
Higashi passed out application blanks 
to members. All members going to this 
dinner must either mail this form plus 
the $25.00 to Treasurer Tom Nagata by 
May 6th, or bring it to the meeting in 
May. 

A total of 11 members plus their wives 
are planning on attending the Club 100 
40th Anniversary Reunion. Charles 
Mizoguchi will take care of plane and 
hotel reservations, but each attending 
member will have to complete their 
registration form and mail it in with 
check to Honolulu by June 15th. 

With the cost of living going up 
members voted to raise the koden for 
deceased Maui Chapter members and 
their next of kin. Masao Sato is 
chairman of the mutual assistance 
program. 

1982 MAUl CHAPTER OFFICERS 

Left to Right: SATOJI ARISUMI, PRESIDENT; MILES SHIROMA, V.P.; 
WILLIAM NAKAHARA, SECRETARY; TOM NAGATA, TREASURER; GOICHI SHIMANUKI, 
AUDITOR; and WILLIE GOO, DIRECTOR 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPTER NEWS 

by Tad Hashimoto 

Monte and May Fujita have been devoting 
a lot of time and expense in setting up 
the tour for the lOath Bn 40th Anni
versary ~eunion in Hawaii, set for 
June 30 to July 4, 1982. 

Monte has met with Jumbo Mochizuki and 
the head of Japan Express in setting up 
the tour and has succeeded in lowering 
the cost of the tour several times. 

With 15 paying the airline fare, the 
16th is "free". with the "free" fares 
Monte says they may spend a thousand 
dollars for fruit to take to Hawaii, 
and perhaps use $100 for tips and 
another $100 to pay for the bus ride 
from the airport tb the hotel. 

Monte met with John Tsukano, editor 
and publisher of the book, "Hawaii 
Invites You", and says that everyone 
going on tour will receive a free book. 
He also has been promised free passes 
for Sea Life Park, Waimea Falls, and 
Paradise Park. 

A lot of long distance (Hawaii and 
the mainland) and local calls have 
been made, many personal meetings 
held, correspondence exchanged (with 
wife May always working alongside 
whenever possible) and even their 
son, Wayne, has been recruited to help 
in connection with the work in setting 
up the tour. 

Club 100 is certainly proud to have 
such a devoted and hard working member 
like Monte. 

Kenji Yoshino donated to Club 100 the 
full page and size negative proof and 
finished product required for the 
coming reunion booklet. It has the 
Club 100 and "Go for Broke" emblem, 
and says "Club 100 of So. Calif. 
welcomes you to the 1982 Reunion", a 
list of present officers and past 
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p~esidents and the names of the 
present 154 members. 

The members thank you, Kenji, for the 
excellent product and for the work, 
time, and expenses involved. 

On Saturday, April 17, it was Family 
Nite under the capable leadership of 
Henry Sakato, chairman. 

The back yard of the 100/442nd Memo
rial Hall had grown tall with weeds, 
so the cooks became gardeners, cleaned 
up the area, then barbecued chicken in 
time for dinner. Involved were: 
Henry Hayashi, Sam Fujikawa, 
Francis Shiroma, Monte Fujita, 
Allan Dong, Ben and Jean Tagami, 
Bill Miyagi, Douglas Tanaka, Kei 
Yamaguchi, Henry Sakato and Lloyd 
Seki. The rest of the meal was pot 
luck, with all kinds of luscious 
desserts. 

Eric Abe was our MC. 
dependable and always 
good jokes to tell to 
evening with laughter. 

He is always 
has a few very 
start off the 

A moment of silence was held for 
Club 100 member, Ray Sugimoto, who 
recently passed away. Our deepest 
sympathy to his family for such a 
great loss. 

Francis Shiroma and Bill Miyagi 
brought firewood, Mrs. Howard made 
onion and beets, Monte Fujita brought 
ice and vegetables, and our thanks to 
Atlas Vegetables and Thrift Vegetables 
for their donations of salads and 
green onions. Our thanks to Kaz 
Furuto for taking care of the "bar", 
beer, and soft drinks. 

with over 100 persons present, we 
saw a 20-minute slide show with sound, 
brought by Kiku Uno. It was one. of 
many of "The American Story" ,put out 
by the Anti Defamation League of 
B'nai B'rith. This episode was about 
the Japanese - from immigration from 
Japan, problems, contributions, con-
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centration camps, the f abulou s 
100/442nd R.C. T., M.I.S., and to the 
present day. The story revolv ed 
around a family called the Fukuyama's o 

Fuji Fukasawa was presented with "A 
Most Valuable Member Award" plaque by 
President Kei Yamaguchi. A well 
deserved award for all her contribu
tions and in making our get togethers 
pleasant and enjoyable ones o 

Bingo began around 9:00 PM with Allan 
Dong calling out the numbers, and 
assisted by Henry Sakato, Fuji Fuka
sawa and Jim Ishizawa. The lucky 
winners received cash prizes. It was 
good food and an enjoyable evening 
for all. 

June 20 Kickoff Luncheon has been 
changed to Sunday, July 11, 1982. 
100/442nd/M.I.S. Museum Foundation 
Kickoff Luncheon, Hyatt Regency Hotel, 
Los Angeles, Sunday, July 11, 1982. 

MANOA FINANCE CO. INC. 

AUTO W 
PERSONAL 
BUSINESS • 
REAL ESTATE CZ!~ 
MORTGAGE 1 st & 2nd U \) 

"Where to Call" 
Main Offices 

MANOA FINANCE CO. INC. 
2733 E. Manoa Rd. . . . . 988-2121 

Makiki 
Manoa Finance Co. inc. 

Keeaumoku Branch 
824 Keeaumoku ... . 941 -3361 

Downtown 
Manoa Finance Co. Inc. 

Alakea Branch 
194 S. Hotel ... . .. . . . 533-7407 

Downtown Branch 
3~ N. King .537-3925 
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Club 100 thanks Sho Tabata for his 
dues and donation of $200. 

Raymond Seis hi Sugimoto, who was born 
in Watsonvil le , California, a veteran 
of World War II 100th Battalion, Com
pany B, passed away o n April 9, 1982, 
at age 6 3 . 

An active member , Ray was always 
generous, l i keable , helpful and could 
be counted on when needed . 

Our deepest symp a thy to his wife, 
Fumi, and family for a great loss. 

Musical Instruments 
& Accessories 

Appliances 
Radios & TVs 

Large Selection of Records 

We Service & Repair 
Everything We Sell! 

Stu Yoshioka "B" 

Phone 735-2866 3457 Waialae Ave. 



MAKA, THE FEL.INE 

by Gloria Tamashiro 

It happened three years ago. One of our daughters was awakened at dawn 
by the cries of very young kittens. She got up, went out the back door and 
followed the sounds. She peeked into the low basement and saw moving objects. 
Oh, kittens! She unlatched the low door, went in, stroked them and came out 
bubbling with excitement over her discovery. Mother cat had chosen our home 
to have her babies. 

Kittens and milk go together. So, our daughter started to feed them. 
When the mother cat was out galavanting, the kittens received tender loving 
care. First it was fresh whole milk - not skim, not imitation, either. Then 
it had to be warmed up on the stove, and served in one of our nicer, unchipped 
cereal bowls! 

Suddenly, the weather turned nippy. So a bath towel was donated from our 
linen closet to the cause, to line the box to keep the kittens warm. (The cat 
family had since been moved from under the house to the laundry area). As they 
grew stronger and moved around more, a "ramp" was created for their use. Not 
knowing any better, they started to jump and frolic right on my potted plants. 
Auwe! That was something definitely unexpected. I had to turn the other way 
and tried to rescue the broken pots and plants. It saddened me so. What else 
could I do? 

Experience being 
dig into the earth to 
their paws when done. 
Another spot made easy 
in planting something, 

the best teacher, I discovered that cats automatically 
discard their excretions. They even cover it up with 

I noticed the cats are so happy when I am weeding. Ah! 
for them to dig into. If I'm not careful or fast enough 
this is exactly what happens. 

Now, from this first litter, there were four offsprings. One was found 
dead in the yard one day. A good home was found for another WHich turned out 
to be a female. "Fluffy" is the name. Fluffy's fur is combed quite regularly. 
She has been spaded. It seems she had a spat with another animal and got hurt. 
This required medical attention and hospitalization. Each time the bill is no 
less than fifty dollars. 

A year ago, on Mother's Day, we gave a male kitten as a special Mother's 
Day bonus to one of our friends. A pretty red ribbon was tied around its neck. 
At that time, the sex was yet unknown. This one has been named "Twinkie". He 
is even bigger than Fluffy and his fur is fluffier. He has taken over his 
master's home which also boasts of two dogs. The dogs get along real well with 
the cat. They lie side by side without any fuss. They even eat out of the same 
dish. He is allowed indoors mornings and evenings. He is partial to male human 
beings. But he is not a homo. He goes out at night making noises, having a 
good time, coming back scratched up in need of nursing care. 

We continue "to see a dirty colored white cat in the neighborhood. It is 
assumed that he again fathered a second litter of kittens by our mother cat. 
She must be the faithful kind. This time, the litter numbered three. 

About the time the kittens were born, there was an article in the local 
newspaper saying that the University of Hawaii was looking for cats for their 
laboratory experiments. A call was made to the university and the lab technician 
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brought over two cages for us to use. It took a good two weeks befo re y 
worked up enough courage to catch two of the cats. (This had to be done 
daughters were at work.) One was from the first litter and would you 
the second cat was the new mother. Off they went to the university. 

Now all this happened in the a.m. By dinner time, no mother cat came to 
nurse the kittens. She couldn't be found. Frantically, we found an eye d ropper 
and our daughter fed the kittens every hour or so in this ma nner. She had t o crad 
them and sort of force feed to get the milk down. Sho rtly a fte rward, still f rantic 
from worry, our daughter came to the conclusion that t he mother cat must be rescued 
if the kittens are to survive. Therefore, another call was made to the university . 
And the mother cat was brought back. She immediately went under the house and 
resumed her duties once again. We also found out that t he univers ity does not u se 
new mother cats for their experiments. 

Since our cats are not thoroughbreds, they are given t able scraps including 
meat and fowl, to supplement their dry food, just like poi dogs . In fact, I still 
get constant reminders to save scraps for the animals. At t h i s rate , they may 
develop human sicknesses somewhere along the way. Our new kittens a r e g rowing by 
leaps and bounds. The ones we part with turn out overly hea l t hy . Ours are not 
pampered. Other than feeding, they are on their own. (Cat food is now a s tandard 
item on our shopping list). 

There is something very evident with cats around. Rats have not been seen 
on our premises for the past three years. The first year, bits of rat remains were 
left in the backyard for us to see. I guess it was the cats' way of informing us 
that they want to remain and be cared for. That they are worth hav ing around . 
Though we do not speak the same language, the message got through. 

And who is the matriach of all this? Her name is "Maka", the f e line . amed 
so for her bedroom eyes. It is a sho r tene d version for "make piopio" which means 
"shut eyes" in the Hawaiian language. 

Complete Pest Control 
"Fight Disease 

through Pest Control" 

536-0038 
844 Queen st. 

William Komoda 
"8" Co. 
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BOB'S 
PIANO SERVICE 
Island-Wide Tuner Technician 

ROBERT Y. FUKUMOTO 
3227 Kaunaoa Street 
Honolulu, Hi. 96815 
(Hq. Chapter) 

Phone 
732-0076 



CLUB 100 BONSAI CLUB 

by Richard Yamamoto 

The Club 100 Bonsai Club was formed 
in 1968 by Ronald Higashi and a 
handful of members who had a keen 
desire to learn or share their 
interest in bonsai culture. Fourteen 
years have gone by since and we can 
proudly say that much progress has 
been made. 

Bonsai means keeping plants small by 
limiting plant growth. Methods 
include limiting soil and restricting 
growth area, controlled watering and 
fertilization, lots of sunlight and 
ventilation, pruning and bud nipping 
and root cutting. 

Bonsai plants are cultivated from 
seeds, cutting, grafting, air layer
ing, root division, nursery stocks, 
purchasing of trained or semi-trained 
bonsai . It is also possible to 
collect materials from the mountain, 
back yards, and gardens and even 
from roofs and gutters. 

Plants that are suitable for bonsai 
are Japanese black pine or Italian 
stone pine, Junipers such as 
Procumbens, Hollywood and Shinpaku, 
and Monterey Cypress. 

Locally, many fruit and berry trees, 
such as Christmas berry, Fyracanta, 
Star fruit, strawberry guava, Surinam 
cherry and Tamarind are commonly used. 
Also popular are azalea, bougainvillea, 
"haole lehua", Italian oregano, rose
mary and star flowers. Citrus fruits 
are also in demand. Preferred 
varieties include kumquat ~ Myers 
lemon, orange and tangerine. Haole 
koa, ironwood, lantena, ohia, lehua 
and opiuma are some .of the familiar 
Hawaiian plants used to create bonsai 
with a local flavor. 

The Club 100 Bonsai Club puts on one 
of the best shows among the five 
bonsai clubs in Honolulu. 
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Members from other clubs are delighted 
to display their bonsai at our show 
as our guests. Our members have in 
their collections, black pine, Monterey 
cypress, bamboo, ironwood shinpaku and 
banyan. We are very proud of the fact 
that Yoroku Ito is considered the best 
"marne" or minature bonsai expert in 
Hawaii Our 1982 bonsai show and plant 
sale are currently being planned for 
July 17 and 18. We hope to see you 
then. 

SELECT 
~ER~TERS,LTD. 

ALL LINES OF INSURANCE 

Seian Hokama (A) "Biffa" Moriguchi (A) 
Frank Ikehara (A) Sonsei Nakamura (B) 

Naoji Yamagata (A) 

641 Keeaumoku Street. Ste. 2 / Honolulu . Hi. 96814 

Phone 949-0041 

ALL TYPES OF MILLWORK 
COMMERCIAL STORE FIXTURES 

STANLEY'S 
MILLWORK INC. 

i 

Stanley S. Teruya 
Phone: 836-3804 

2825 Koapaka St. 
Honolulu. Hawaii 96819 



CLUB 100 COOKING CLASS 

by Sally Inouye 

During the last session held in 
April, we had Tom Ogata of "B" 
Chapter demonstrate a Jewish dish 
called Cheese Blintz. Tom is a 
retiree, formerly affiliated with 
the Waialae Country Club as their 
chef. 

The Cheese Blintz was prepared with 
an American touch. It was simple 
yet, elegant enough to serve as a 
main dish for a party. 

Tom also prepared fishcake and 
vegetable patty. A colorful and 
tasty dish, one can prepare this 
dish with leftover vegetables and 
meat. 

For his 3rd demonstration , Tom 
whipped up an egg soup, with the 
vegetables left over from the 
fishcake patty. We all enjoyed 
sampling the creative dished by 
Chef Tom. 

Marge Toma brought her Rival 
Pizzelle maker and demonstrated 
the making of Chinese Almond 
Cookies. We were treated with ice 
cream on the cookie. The Pizzelle 
maker appliance was new to many of 
us and, because of the great demand 
for the appliance, Gladys Kawakami, 
made contact to purchase 20 for us. 

Have you tried Warabi Pupu? This 
reporter, and others who went with 
the "E" Chapter to Hilo, recently 
had this pupu prepared and served 
by Mrs . Stanley Ushijima of Hilo . 
It was excellent --- I hope to share 
the recipe at the next cooking session . 
It is refreshing, appetizing and 
really good pupu. Hope you all will 
have the chance to try this pupu . 
(The Warabi vegetable grows in a 
dense wet mountain area and sprouts 
like the Kakuma vegetable 'and some
what resembles the watercress.) 

Hilo "E" Chapter ladies, who hosted us (Oahu) 
at the reunion in Hilo. Left to right: 
Mrs. Michie Takeda, Mrs. Kay Ushijima, 
Mrs. Blanche Maeda, Mrs. Mitsue Inouye, 
Mrs. Evelyn Miyashiro, Mrs. Kazuko Ushijima 
and Mrs. Chieko Iwasaki. 
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WALTER M. OKAMOTO 
PROPRIETOR 

ruJSAVE: 
PRINTING 

WALTER'S U-SAVE PRINTING 
COMMERCIAL PRINTING 

HOME OF THE PUKA PUKA PARADE 
BUSINESS CARDS WEDDING INVITATIONS 
BUSINESS FORMS NEWSLETTERS 

LETTERHEADS OFFICE FORMS 
ENVELOPES INVOICES 

905-0 Kokea Street • Honolulu, Hawaii 96817 • Phone (808) 847-4155 
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